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工twas sugg申st申dthat human subjects were able to regulate own }王Rwith an 
assistance of apparatus in several kinds of cardiovascular dysfunctions， 
such as sinus tachycardia when the cardiac conduction system was within 
normal limits. with regards to the mechanism of 田 BFT，subjects 同町1to 
use vari邑tyof strategies as influences of central nervous function， 
endocrine syst国nas plasr阻 catechol国nines (specially epinephrine)， 
psychological cues and cognition. 
Keywords: biofe由dbacktraining， biofeedback control， self control， heart 
rate， tachycardia， bradycardia 
1工NTRODUCT工ON
Self-control of physical and 
psychological function has been studied since 
early 1960 with development of electronics 
sciences and was named Biofeedback control or 
Biofeedback 七reatment (BFT)・ Study or 
biofeedback con七rolin heart rate (HR) is one 
of the earliest and has been most profoundly 
discussed. 
Although self-control of HR has been 
reported early in 1970， clinical application 
has not been advanced. One of main reason is 
pharmacological trea七mentis more influential 
from standpoints of effectiveness and cost 
perfoどmance. We introduce human uses of HR-
BFT such as HR slowing in sinus七achycardia，
paroxysmal tachycardia and HR speeding in sinus 
bradycardia. The main part of this presenta七ion
is clinical interventions of cardiovascular 
dysfunctions and analytical approach to the 
mechanism of HR-BFT. 
2 APPARATUS 
This apparatus for HR-BFT was developed 
in cooperation with Applied 工ns七itute if 
Electricity of Hokkaido university(1 , 2l • The 
block diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 
1. The system of this apparatus is composed of 
three parts; 
A) The first part has two biofeedback 
monitoring systems; the first monitoring heart 
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beat by light and/or sound， and giving feedback 
of integrated HR (beats per min， bpm) by 
digitalised figures. 
B) The second part of the uni七 gives
exteroceptive sound or light stimuli of 60 Hz 
audiovisually; the characteristic of 
exteroceptive sound will be discussed later. 
this part is used only in cases who cannot 
control their HR with ordinary BF method. That 
is， if they are not good in HR-BFT， they are 
given light and/or sound emission of 60 Hz， 62dB 
SPL in burs七swhile doing biofeedback training. 
Some of the patients become better in HR田 BFT
by this method. The reason why this is often 
helpful in BF control has not been clarified 
yet. 
C) Thethirdpartis foroperantBFT. Thistakes 
the averaged HR of七hepre-test period， then 
gives七heresults of HR-BFT in each trial 
blocks. When a trial exceeds the average HR of 
the pre-test period， the red lamp lights， and 
when another trial goes under the average， the 
green lamp lights. 
3 PROCEDURE 
Four kinds of strategies are used in our 
HR-BFT; that is， 1) S imple or ordinary HR-BFT. 
2) HR-BFT with exteroceptive sound s七imuli(60 
bpm) which is pure tone burst of 60Hz， 65 dB 
SPL. The subjects for this method was 
prescreened when the tachycardic subjects 
could not decrease their HR 5宅frommean HR wi th 
ordinary BF method within first 5 minutes. 
Then， they were given ligh七 and/orsound 
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Fig. l. Block Diagram. 
emission of 60 Hz， 62dB SPL in bursts while 
doing BFT. 3) Operant BFT of HR 
speeding/slowing， 4) Stress loaded HR BFT. 
This BFT intends to learn how to coperealize 
the relationship between own HR and HR 
increasing fac七ors，that is， the therapists 
prepare several situations for patients， 1) to 
realize what factors increase HR， and then 2) 
cope wi七hsuch factoどsby七rialand error， and 
3) finnaly to be desensi七izedagains七 these
factors. 
4 APPLICAT工ONS
Firs七， we applied BF. technique to 
pa七ientssuffering from sinus七achycardia.工n
normal healthy peoples， HR ranges between 60 
and 100bpm. When HR is over 100bpm， i七isnamed 
tachycardia， and if HR is slower than 60bpm， 
it is named bradycardia.工nthis presentation， 
all cases of sinus tachycardia and sinus 
bradycardia， all subjects of sinus tachycardia 
and sinus bradycardia were wi七hinnormal limit 
in the conduction system by ECG examina七ionand 
if the subjects showed abnormal， they were 
excluded from this program and referred to 
cardiologists. 
First， we applied HR-BFT to pa七ients.who
suffered from tachycardic complaints. After we 
concluded tha七日R-BFT seemed helpful， we 
developed a series of studies on sinus 
七achycardia，mild degree of arrhythmias， 
vascular七onus abnormalities， hypertension， 
sinus bradycardia， rehabilita七ionof organic 
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heart diseases and those in the aged. 
4.1 HR-BFT in sinus tachycardia 
1) ordinary HR-BFT and Join七 Use of 
exterocep七ivesound stimuli of 60Hz Although 
Engel and other psychophysiologists showed 
successful self-control of HR in various kinds 
of tachycardia as sinus tachycardia， 
paroxysma工七achycardia and atrial 
fibrillation in early 1970，七hismethod does 
not become popular because of 七echnical
difficul七y，unstable effectiveness compared 
with phar百lacological treatments and cost 
performance except psychophysiological 
research.工nour presentation， 37も ofsinus 
tachycardic patients were able 七o decrease 
their HR with ordinary BFT in the firs七session.
with repeated training， sucessful rate 
increased. 
To raise the success ra七ein BFT of HR 
slowing in sinus七achycardicpatients， one is 
joint use of autogenic training that was 
developed by Shurtz for psychophysiologic 
relaxation. However， as we had already 
experienced tha七 exteroceptivesound stimuli 
of busting type(60Hz) was HR decreasing in 
sinus tachycardic patients， we studied whe七her
exteroceptive sound stimuli of 60Hz has any 
effec七 onBFT of HR. 
Subjec七s:56 subjects in which 22 were male and 
34 were female with age of 21-71. 
procedure: No instruction was given 七o
decrease HR，七heywerejus七said"le七'sexamine 
you工 HR
were七aken，pa七ientsdid HR-BFT and they were 
classified into七wogroups acc。どding七。 the
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results of BF ability; 1) one group which could 
control their HR kept HR-BFT as it was， and 2) 
another group which could not control七heirHR 
till then were given ex七eroceptive sound 
stimuli of pure tone burs七of60Hz SPL during 
HR-BFT. 
Results: 
1) Effect of HR decreasing wi七h BFT and 
exteroceptive sound s七imuli(60Hz)・ The
results showed that 21 subjects(37.5亀)out of 
56 subjects， were able to descrease HR with 
BFT. When the rests， 35 subjects prac七ised
HR-BFTwi七hexteroceptive sound stimuli'of pure 
tone burst of 60Hz SPL， 29 subjects(82.9亀)
could decrease HR consequently. So in to七al，
50 out of 56 subjects(89.3亀) were able to 
decrease HR with BF me七hod. 工七 is suggested 
that exteroceptive sound stimuli has special 
influence on self-control of HR decreasing in 
sinus七achycardiawith chi-square七est(Chi田
square test; P < 0.05) . The ex七eroceptivesound 
stimuli seems helpful in BFT of HR decrease and 
we concluded this complementary method is 
avalable in HR四 BFT.The grade of HR decrease (亀)
is shown in Table 1. 
4.2 Relationship in Mental Condition and 
Self-Control of HR 
Next we examined patients' ability of 
HR-biofeeedbacJ屯七raining from aspect of 
psychological conditions(3). That is， we 
examined how emotional instability as anxiety 
and depression influence on biofeedback 
control of HR. The first is to see if there are 
any differences between patien七swith normal 
men七alstate and neurotic七raitsor depression. 
For evaluation of neurotic traits， Hukamachi' s 
Questionnaire was used. This is transla七edand 
arranged from Cornell Medical工ndex(CM工)and 
has been used most widely in Japan. 工n
Hukamachi' s classification， it is possible to 
classify the subjects into 4 sub-groups 
according七o七hegrade of neurotic trai七s. The 
subjects with neurotic trai七sbelong the third 
and fourth sub-groups， while non neurotic 
subjec七sare located in the first and second 
sub-groups. 
With regards to depression， The patients 
with sinus tachycardia were examined with 
Masked depression questionnaire. This is 
modified in Toho University from Zung 
depression scale that has mos七 globallyused 
for evaluation of depression. 
4.2.1 Neurotic traits. The whole patients were 
divided into two distinct groups; those with 
neurQtic traits and those wi thout. As shown in 
Table 2， the non-neurotic group was better in 
the self-con七rolof HR with biofeedbackmethod， 
however， the neurotic group was not so(Chi-
square test; 11.96， P< 0.05). 工七 issuggested 
that neurotic condition is adverse in self-
control of HR-BFT. 
4.2.2 Depression. The patients were 
classified into two groups; a sub-group with 
depression and another with non-depression. 
The results indicated that non-depression 
sub-group was able to perform better in the 
self-control of HR with biofeedback method than 
the sub-group with depression (Chi-square 
test; 9.64， P < 0.05). clearly enough， 
emotional state of patients is important 
factors when using HR-BFT. 工n patien七swho 
responded poorly to HR BFT， the SL田 60seemed 
to improve七heBF ability. 
4.2.3 Tachycardia provoking fac七ors. The 
patients reported that following things were 
provoca七ivetriggers for tachycardia; 
l)anger， fear， shock， sorrow & 
excitement(including joy)， 
2)pain & being touched， 
3)tobacco， coffee & alcohol， 
4)big noise， foot sound， siren & buzzer & 
earthquake， 
5)s七ress related wi七h communications 
(family problems， sudden visitor)， 
bereavement， troubles in worksite， money 
problem， & drive. 
So we tried to classify HR-BFT into two 
categories， that is， 1) direct BFT， and 2) 
indirect HR-BFT. Direct HR-BFT focus七heBFT 
control of authentic autonomic nervous 
function from basic standpoint and is mandatory 
for obtaining results in basic studies. Operant 
BFT of HR speeding or slowing is one of 
examples. While indirect HR BFT intends to 
control secondary and interfering factors 
which provoked sinus tachycardia or arrythmias 
as excessive reaction. When the subjects 
noticed such relationship between above-
mentioned things and HR increase or 
tachycardia， the subjects can prepare 
themselves for these factors in advance. 
Recently this type of BFT is called BF assisted 
cognitive treatment. Next s七ressloaded HR-
BFT was designed七otreat reactive HR increase 
tどiggeredby tachycardia provoking factors. 
4.3 Desensitization HR BFT - control of 
disturbing factors 
This mode of HR-BFT(4) means management 
of stress with HR BFT .工nthis HR BFT， we 
practiced stress interview with patients to 
desensitize their anxie七yand phobia during HR 
BFT. 
Subjec七s:
Forty subjects of func七ionalsinus tachycardia 
were divided into七wogroups; The control group 
is 16 subjects， 7 male and 9 female， with a mean 
age of 38.6(18-59 yrs old.) received ordinary 
HR-BFT. The HR-BFT with desensitization 
七rainingconsists of 24 subjects， 11 male and 
13 female， with a mean age of 40.3(19田 57yrs 
old)・
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Table 1. Nurnbers of subjec七swho could decrease their HR. 
3.0-4.9も 5.0-9.9も 10.0-14.9も 15.0-19.9も 20.0-24.9宅 25.0-29.9も>30も
HR-BFT 2 9 6 4 l 。 。
Desensi七ized
5 11 6 1 2 1 3 
HR-BFT 
Table 2. The aversive inf工uenceof neurotic traits on HR-BFT. 
Patients controlled HR wi七hBFT 
Patien七scontrolled HR with BFT 
& exterocep七ivestimuli 





Table 3. The aversive influence of depression on HR-BFT. 
Pa七ientscontrol1ed HR wi七hBFT 
Pa七ientscontrol1ed HR with BFT 
& exteroceptive stimuli 














2weeks 3months 6 months 
Ordinary HR-BFT 68.8 ~ 5.4も (NS) 43.8 ~ 6.2も (P< 0.05) 31.3士 5.4も (P< 0.05) 
64.0 ~ 4.8亀 54.2 ~ 5.1宅Desensitiza七ionHR-BFT 75.0 ~ 3.7% 
Table 5. 
Lying Si七七ing DST-HR目 BFT BFT of HR slowing 
HR 71.1 ~ 18.2 74.5 ~ 18.5 76.9 ~ 17.4 75.6 ~ 17.0 
SBP 104.1 ~ 10.9 107.1 ~ 15.8 106.9 ~ 15.2 111.5 ~ 14.4 
DBP 60.3 ~ 10.4 69.3 ~ 8.4* 68.8 ~ 8.0 72.2 ~ 8.1 
RPP 7512.4 :!: 2036.5 8078.4 ~ 2767.1 8245.7 :!: 2569.1 8246.0 :t 2205.1 
plasma E 67.8:t 33.4 123.1 :t 78.5** 104.6 ~ 79.9 69.8 :t 44.1* 
plasma NE 358.8 :t 212.7 584. 8 ~ 310.5*** 534.4 :t 301.5 537.8 土 251.8 
* P < 0.05 背骨 P < 0.01 *** p < 0.001 
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procedure: 
Ordinary HR-BFT: Subjects were asked to七ake
rest for 10 minutes， to wa七chtheir heart beats 
on a HR biofeedback monitor without moving or 
a1tering their breathing pat七ern，and to record 
their HR on paper every minutes with minimum 
movement for 40 minutes after HR base1ine was 
recorded. 
Desensi七iza七ionHR BFT: During preliminary 
interview， stressful topics and items， which 
provoked tachycardia were se1ec七edfrom 
subjects and Wo1pe' s Fear Survry Schedule. They 
were suggested to speak abou七七heirconcerns， 
such as diseases or tachycardia provoking 
fac七0どsor to answer questions theどapis七asked.
Mean number of session was 4.8. 
Results: 
A) Ordinary HR BFT group: 
14 out of 16 subjects decreased their HR be七ween
the firs七and1as七session.HR was 87.5土 10.8
bpm in the firs七 sessionand 79.7 ~ 11.5 bpm 
in the 1ast session (P < 0.05)・
B) Desensi七izationHR BFT: 
22 out of 24 subjects decreased七heirHR between 
the first and 1as七 session. HR was 84.6 ~ 
11.5 bpm in the first session and 70.6 ~ 7.0 
bpm in七helast session (P < 0.05). Both group 
was compared in terms of the numbers of sessions 
required to a七taina norma1 and stab1e HR( 60田 89
bpm). Ordinary HR-BFT group were 3.9 ~ 0.6 
sessions， and Desensitization HR-BFT group was 
2.7 ~ 0.3 session (P < 0.05). The maintenance 
period was shown in Tab1e 4. 
Six mon七hsfollow-up showed that there 
was significant difference in the maintenance 
rate of the effec七ivenessat 3 months and 6 
months (P < 0.05). It took less numbers of 
sessions for tachycardic patients七oreturn to 
normal range of HR in group of HR-BFT with 
desensi七iza七ionme七hodthan ordinary HR-BFT 
group， and fo11ow-up results was better in the 
same group. 
Wolpe's Fear Survey Schedule: Cognitive 
aspec七s of Desensiitization HR-BFT was 
examined Wolpe・sFear Survey Schedu1e(FSS). 
This was deve10ped by Y. Wolpe七o eva1ua七e
subjective percep七ionof phobic and stressful 
events by 5 graded rating・Sixteenout of 24 
subjects were examined before and after HR-
BFT with desensitization method. Eleven out of 
16 subjects decreased self rating points of 
phobic and discomfortable items. The ra七ing
points of wo1pe's FSS revealed 142.7 ~ 72.4 
before HR-BFT， and 116.9 ~ 58.9 at the end of 
七hisprogram (P < 0.05)・Numbersof items in 
high score shifted to 10wer one by Chi-square 
七est(P < 0.05， F=11.876， DF詔 4)・So七histype 
of training seemed to be he1pfu1 for 
desensitiza七ion.
4.4 Gender Difference in HR-BFT 
Deve10pment of 24 hr Holter monitoring 
of HR revealed tha七fema1esubjects were higher 
in HR， whi1e male subjects were higher in b100d 
pressure. We examined this phenomena and 
whether there is any difference in the abi1i七y
of biofeedback contro1 of HR(S). 
Subjects: 78 subjects (40 ma工e，38 fema1e) 
practiced se1f-control 七ria1 with HR-BFT 
slowing. This group was uniform in functiona1 
sinus tachycardia. 
procedure: appara七usand procedure as same as 
afore-mentioned. 
Results: The resu1ts were summarized as 
fo11ows; 1) The mean HR before HR-BFT showed 
84.9土 1.6bpm in fema1e subjects， and 78.7主
1. 9 bpm (P < 0.05)・2)The biofeedback ability 
was examined even after these subjec七swere 
c1assified to 4 ranks divided by 10 bpm， such 
as <69bpm， 70-84bpm， 85-99bpm and >100bpm. 
There was no gender difference in the abi1i七y
of biofeedback contro1 of HR slowing. 
Discussion: The main reason for differen七
resul七sbe七weenabove四mentioned七womethods 
was that七hesubjec七swere not uniform in the 
firs七studyin which this group of tachycardic 
pa七ien七s were mixed with functiona1 sinus 
tachycardia and those due to organic diseases. 
With regards to the biofeedback ability of HR 
slowing， The second resu1ts were consis七ent
with Young & Blanchard' s results(6). Several 
どeports dea1t with gender difference in 
cardiovascular function. Evans， A.D.(7) 
examined七hecardiovascu工arreaction to foot 
co1d pどessortask. They no七iced七hatwomen， 
re1ative to men， had higher HR responses to the 
cold pressor while men exhibited higher 
systolic and dias七olicblood pressure 1evel in 
response to the task. Thai1er(B) reported tha七
thero1eofangerandhosti1i七Y七ob100d presure 
appeared different in male and female. 
BOhondo(9) sugges七ed that there was gender 
difference between style of anger expression， 
and sys七olicblood pressure and HR reactivity 
七oa compe七i七ivelycha11enging task. Gird1er(lO) 
sugges七edthat the race and gender difference 
in cardiovascular responses depend a七 1eas七
partly on a function of beta-receptor ac七ivity.
4.5 HR田 BFTof sinus bradycardia 
Present study was intended whether 
subjects with sinus bradycardia withou七
conduction disorders were ab1e to speed their 
HR with BFT(lO)， and whether aged subjects were 
a1so ab1e to increase HR as young and middle 
aged subjects(ll). 
4.5.1 BFT of HR speeding in七hebradycardia of 
mild criteria (HR; <60 bpm)・
Subjects: 35 subjects of sinus bradycardia 
wi thout conduc七iondisorders are divided into 
2 groups by age. The subjects' HR were less than 
60 bpm， the criteria of sinus bradycardia is 
not s七rictone as WHO criteria. The firs七group
is the young and middle aged subjects wi七hage 
of 16-47， consis七ing of 20， 13 male and 7 
female. The second is the aged group consisting 
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of 15 subjec七s(8 male and 7 female) between 
60-74 years old. 
Procedure: Before BFT sessions， subjects are 
asked to rest for 5 minutes， to try to increase 
their HR without moving or altering 七heir
breathing pattern. The goal of HR increase is 
up to the normal sinus rhythm between 60-89 bpm. 
The training consists of 6 subsessions of 5 one-
minute session七rialblocks each after 2 one 
minu七epre七estvalue of HR are taken， and with 
3 minutes res七between七hesesubsessions. They 
had 3 to 10 sessions in trial， specially at the 
mean of 2.5 sessions in the 16-47 years old 
group and 3.4 sessions in the 60-74 years old 
group. No rewards are given七othe subjects. 
They are es七imatedto have been fully motivated 
for七herecovery. S七atis七icalevaluation was 
done by paired t-test. 
Results: In七hefirs七group，the average HR of 
pretest was 57.3 :t 7.6 bpm and those after BFT 
of HR speeding was 59.7 :t 4.8 bpm (P < 0.01)， 
while in the second group， the pretest HR was 
54.3主 8.6bpm and those after BFT of HR speeding 
was 56.2主 9.0bpm (P < 0.05)・工nboth groups 
七hesubject were able to increase their HR 
through BFT with statistical significance. 
4.5.2 BFT of HR speeding in七hebradycardia 
of WHO criteria. The subjects were selected 
with strict criteria (< 50 bpm， WHO criteria) 
and examined whether these subjec七swere able 
七ospeed their HR wi七hBFT method. 
Subjects: 19 subjects of sinus bradycardia 
withou七 conduction disorders were examined 
whose HR were less七han50 bpm. The subjects 
with age of 16-47 are 6 and those with age of 
60-74 are 13. 
Resul七s: The HR increase was 3.8 :t 4.5 bpm 
七hroughHR-BFT (P < 0.05)・
Discussion: Although HR-BFT have been 
discussed in various kinds of cardiovascular 
conditions， BFT of bradycardia were few. One 
US research group reported early in 1980' s that 
self-control of HR speeding was no七successful
when the subj ec七swere sinus bradycardia. Saito 
showed七hatBFT of HR increase was possible 
七hroughoperant techniqueI1). wi七hregards to 
the psychophysiological mechanism of HR 
modulation， Weiss & Engell12) examined 
physiological condition for HR increase using 
pharmacological method that bradycardic 
subjects were unsuccessful in speeding HR when 
the subjects had severe conduction disorders 
of more than second block. Presen七studyshowed 
if 七he subjects are free from conduc七ion
disorders， they could increase HR regard1ess 
of age. Fur七herpsychophysi010gical study of 
HR and the conduction disorders should be 
f0110wed. 
4.6 Central nervous system and HR-BFT 
Plasma catecholamines and HR BFT: The 
mechanism of various kinds of BFT has been 
blackbox yet，七hat is， how central nervous 
system works， whe七herneurohormonal network 
works or not and whether neura1 ref1ex in the 
peripheral system is involved or not， and so 
on. We examined the relationship be七weenHR-BFT
and p1asma catecholamines concentration that 
reflects sympa七hetictone 1evel. 
4.6.1 Plasma catecholamines and stress 10aded 
HR BFT -wi七hina session. 
Subjects: 15 patients wi七hsinus tachycardia 
practiced HR国 BFT with desensi七ization of 
stress (DST-HR-BFT) 113】.
procedure: The subjects were taken 1 m1 of b100d 
in 3 phases when七heywere lying 30 min， si七ting
30 min. and jus七 afterHR BFT. Blood samples 
were examined with radioenzymatic assay after 
Johnson and peuler method(l4). 
Results: Plasma epinephrine and nor-
epinephrine concentration became higher when 
patien七schanged posture from 1ying to sit七ing
(P < 0.01， Table 5) .工nBFT of HR slowing with 
desensi七ization， plasma epinephrine 
concentra七ion decreased significan七1y，
however， norepinephrine concen七rationdid not 
change. 
4.6.2 Plasma catech01amines and HR BFT in the 
10ng range. 
Subjec七s: 40 subjec七s of functional sinus 
tachycardia were divided into七wogroups; The 
contr01 group is 16 subjects， 7 male and 9 
fema1e， with a mean age of 38.6 (18由 59yrs01d.)
received ordinary HR-BFT. The HR-BFT wi七h
desensitization training consists of 24 
subjects， 11 male and 13 fema1e， with a mean 
age of 40.3 (19四 57yrs old). 
Procedure: Ordinary HR BFT: This BFT takes 40 
min. after 5 min. HR base1ine is recorded. Mean 
number of session was 5.4. 
BR田BFTwith desensitizatlon training: 
During preliminary interview， stressfu1 
七opicsand items， which provoked七achycardia
were selected from subjec七sand wolpe・sFear 
Survey Schedule. They were suggested to speak 
abou七七heir concerns， such as diseases or 
tachycardia provoking factors or to answer 
questions therapist asked. Mean number of 
session was 4.8. 
Results: Ordinary HR-BFT group: 14 out of 16 
subjects decreased their HR between the first 
and last session (Table 5)・日Rwas 87.5:t 10.8 
bpm in the firs七 sessionand 79.7土 11.5bpm 
in the last (P < 0.05). 
BR-BFT with desensitlzatlon training: 
220u七of24 subjects decreased七heirHR between 
the first and last session. HR was 84.6 :t 
11.5 bpm in七hefirs七 sessionand 70.6土 7.0
bpm in the last session (P < 0.01， Table 5)・
Plasma epinephrine concentration changed fどom
75.1:t 55.9 pg/ml to 55.5:t 29.1 pg/ml (P < 0.1) 
and norepinephrine， 431.0 土 311.5pg/ml七0
386.0 :t 215.5 pg/ml respectively， however 
七herewas not sta七isticallysignifican七. As 
plasma catecholamine concentrations reflected 
sympathe七ic aspect of autonomic nervous 
sys七em，this study showed七ha七，wi七hregards 
to acute phase of physical reac七ion，HR皿 BFT
with desensitization method was helpful， 
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however， in the 10ng range aspec七 of
neurophysio1ogica1 condition， this mode of BFT 
was not so poten七.
5 0工SCUSS工ONAND SUMMARY 
工七 wassuggested七hathuman subjects were ab1e 
to regu1ate own HR with an assistance of 
apparatus in several kinds of cardiovascular 
dysfunc七ions，such as sinus七achycardiaand 
sinus bradycardia when the cardiac conduction 
system was within normal 1imits. With regards 
to the mechanism of HR-BFT， subjects seem to 
use variety of strategies as inf1uences of 
central nervous function， endocrine system as 
plasma cathecho1amines (especia1ly 
epinephrine) ， psycho1ogica1 cues and 
cognition. 
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A1tricial Avian Embryos 
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Mean heart rat由 (MHR)was determined during incubation and in hatchlings 
of 14 altricial avian species to investigate 1) if ther邑 isa common 
d自velopmentalpatternロfheart rate in altricial町nbryosand 2) if heart 
rate changes during incubation are correlated with changes in副nbryonic
growth rate. On the basis of normaユized incubation MHR increas邑d
approximately linearly in 12 of 14 specias frロmas 自arlyas 30-40も of
incubation to that of pipped闇1bryos.The MHRロfhatchlings was aqual to 
or highar than that of pipped ambryos in 7 species. passerine ambryos and 
hatchlings maintainad higher MHR in comparison to parrots of similar自gg
mass， which may reflect phyloganatic differences in davalopmant. Embryonic 
MHR incraased at a higher rata whila回nbryonicgrowth ratas wera high自st
during the first 40亀ofincubation in tit， budgarigar and crow副nbryosthan 
during subsequent devalopmant when relativa growth rates decraasad. Ml王R
bacam串 independentof yolk-frea wat mass at a smaller fraction of hatchling 
mass in budgerigar and crow than in the tit， suggasting that MHR is more 
lik自工Yto incraasa continuously after 40亀 ofincubation in small altricial 
spacies than largar spacias. 
Keywords: Altricial， Balユistocardiogram，Electrocardiロgram，Embryo， Growth 
rata， Hatchling， Mean Haart Rate 
l 工NTRODUCT工ON
Altriciali七y in avian embryos is 
considered to have evolved by ha七ching
significantly earlier in 七he developmental 
sequence， resulting in a shortening of the 
incubation period in comparison to precocial 
embryos(6， 28 1 • 工 n general， the physiological 
state of the al七ricialhatchling is less mature 
than that of the precocial hatchling from eggs 
of similar mass(15，28). Comparisons of 
developmental changes in embryos across the 
al七ricial-precocialcontinuum are essentially 
limited to measurements of metabolism， growth 
efficiency and incubation water budgets(3，5，6，10， 
15，27，28). Typically七hemetabolism of altricial 
embryos increases at a slower rate and reaches 
a lower maximal rate at ha七chingthan precocial 
species of similar egg mass(27). These 
differences likely reflect七helower costs of 
maintaining the more immature tissues of the 
altricial embryo during its development<14). 
Therefore it is reasonable七opredict that the 
development of cardiovascular functions also 
differ across the altricial-precocial 
continuum. 
The eggs of most altricial species are 
Department of E1ectrical and Electronic Engineering 
typically a magnitude smaller than most 
precocial and semi田 precocialspecies. To date， 
the development of embryonic mean heart rate 
(MHR) has been extensively studied in 
precocial species(l，ι13，16，17，19，21，2，26) ， but has 
only been studied in three species of semi四
precocial seabird(20，25) and two species of 
altricial bird(8，24). Non-invasive embryonic MHR 
measuremen七sin small avian eggs have recently 
become possible(13)， and we wished to apply七hese
techniques to study a range of altricial 
species. However， measurement of embryonic HR 
during the early stages of incubation by this 
non-invasive method， the ballistocardiogram 
(BCG)， isnotpossiblebecauseofthelowsignal 
七onoise ratio. Nevertheless， several studies 
of precocial embryos suggest七ha七MHRchanges 
greatly over七heentire incuba七ionperiod.工n
the chicken (Gallus domesticus) and the king 
quail (Coturnix chinensis)， three phases in HR 
developmen七 areclearly recognizable during 
incubation (1，9，13，2町. After the hear七 bea七sfor 
the first time， a periodic beat develops and 
is initially low， but MHR rapidly increases 
over the early phase. The data of several 
studies show a second (intermediate) phase， 
from about 40亀 of incubation， when MHR 
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increases a七 areduced rate in some precocia1 
species or is stab1e for a period in other 
speciesi1，丸13，19，26). Some of these species 
decrease HR significan七1yat the end of the 
second phase， immediate1y prior to interna1 
pipping of the airce11(13，17，19)， bu七七hecause 
remains unc1ear and in the fina1 phase (after 
85亀 of incubation) HR increases again. 工n
contrast， the HR of embryos of a11 七hree
semi-precocia1 species investigated so far. is 
stab1e during 1ate incubation unti1 pipping， 
when 1ikewise HR increases(20，25). Thus the 
deve10pment of MHR appears to be very variab1e 
among precocia1 species during the 
in七ermediateand fina1 phases. Abso1ute growth 
rates of precocia1 Ga11iform embryos increase 
exponen七ia11yfrom about 60宅ofincubation to 
hatching， fo11owing the period of comp1ete 
deve10pment of 七he extra目 embryonic
membranes(lO). As 七he described increase in 
embryonic MHR of precocia1 embryos precedes 
the significan七increasesin main七enancecosts 
after 60宅ofincubation (10)， these observations 
suggest that MHR increases independent of 
embryonic me七abo1ism;
A1ternative1y， we hypothesize that the 
deve10pment of MHR during incubation in both 
precocia1 and a1tricia1 embryos is direct1y 
re1ated to embryonic growth rate， and that 
phase changes in MHR are corre1ated with a 
reduction in growth ra七eduring incuba七ion.
Therefore our primary aim was to investigate 
the deve1opmenta1 patterns of HR in 14 species 
of a1tricia1 embryos. Using the 
ba11istocardiogram method同，13，16，21，2) we non-
invasively inves七igatedin experiment工 the
deve10pment of MHR in embryos during the 1ast 
60もofincubation in 10 passerine and 2 parrot 
species， over a range of fresh egg masses 
be七.ween 1-6 9・工n experimen七工工 we semi-
invasive1y determined the deve10pment of MHR 
in 5 a1tricia1 species (egg masses 1.5-21 g) 
throughou七 incubation，and its re1ationships 
with embryonic growth. We used an 
e1ectrocardiogram (ECG) method in experiment 
工Ito determine MHR， since this method can 
detect the cardiogenic signa1s of七heear1iest 
embryos. The deve10pment patterns of MHR in 
these a1tricia1 species were 七hen compared 
with avai1ab1e da七afrom precocia1 species(l， 
9，13，2向。nthe basis of norma1ized incubation 
time. 
2 MATER工ALSAND METHODS 
2.1 Experiment 1 
Eggs from the fo11owing passerine species 
were co11ected under permit from the Japanese 
Departmen七ofEnvironment during March-August 
of 1997 and March-May of 1998， from the 
surrounds of Muroran and Noboribetsu Cities; 
great 七it (parus major)， marsh tit (parus 
palustris) I varied. tit (parus varius)， 
Japanese tree sparrow (Passer montanus)， house 
martin (Delichon urbica)， Japanese bun七ing
(Emberiza spodocephala)， red-cheeked myna 
(Sturnus philippensis)， and brown-eared 
bu1bu1 (Hypsipetes aJ百aurotis). Eggs of 
domesticated a1tricia1 species， of known 
incubation age， were obtained from adu1t 
breeding birds， which were kept in a 1aboratory. 
This inc1uded two parrot species， the 
budgerigar (Melopsittacus undulatus) and the 
cockatie1 (Nymphicus hollandicus)， and two 
passerine species，七he zebra finch 
(Taeniopygia guttata) and the Benga1ese finch 
(LOnchura striata var. domestica). Eggs of 
wild species were brought to七he1aboratory and 
incubated七oge七herwith that of domesticated 
species in a sma11 stil1 air incubator (Zenkei 
table top model 40 I Japan) at 38 oc (:土 0.2OC)・
Re1ative humidi七ywas contro11ed by vents so 
that eggs achieved approximate1y 15もmass10ss 
during incubation (RH 55-65も). All HR 
measurements were made in a 1arger sti11田 air
incubator (Sakura工F-B3，Tokyo) at 38 OC (:土 0.2
。C)• During incubation eggs were turned 1800 by 
hand every two hours between 08:30 and 18:30 
unti1 hatching. 
2.2 Experimen七工工
MHR was determined for embryos of the great 
and marsh ti七s，budger igar， and七hecarrion and 
jung1e crows (Passeriformes， Corvus corone and 
C. macrorhynchos)・ Budgerigar eggs were 
measured for fどeshegg mass on the day of 1ay， 
numbered for iden七ification and then returned 
to the nest for parenta1 incubation unti1 the 
desired incubation day when the eggs were 
co11ected again for HR measurements. 工n
contras七， tit and crow nests in the ci七Yof 
Muroran， Hokkaido， Japan， were monitored 
( inspections every 2-3 days) 七o determine 
1aying dates and 七he commencement of 
incuba七ion. Eggs were then co11ected and 
incuba七ed in an artificial incubator 
main七aineda七 36Oc for crow eggs and 38 Oc for 
tit eggs. Tit and crow eggs were turned unti1 
the day of fina1 HR measuremen七s，af七erwhich 
embryos were sacrificed to determine embryo 
mass. Typica11y， 4-5 eggs from each tit clutch 
(clutch range 7-12 eggs) were co工1ectedon a 
desired incuba七ionday and measured the same 
day. As fewer crow and budgerigar eggs were 
available for experiment工 severa1embryos of 
these species were measured for HR over severa1 
consecutive days to confirm the deve10pmental 
pa七ternsof individua1 embryos before being 
sacrificed after the final measurement. A 
limi七ednumber of hatch1ings from eggs used in 
experiment 1 were measured for MHR and then 
sacrificed to determine yo1k四 freewet mass (n 
= 5 and 4 for tits and crows， respective1y)・
2.3 Heartどatemeasuremen七
2.3.1 Bal1istocardiogram of embryos in 
experimen七工. An egg was placed on a ceramic 
p1ate， which was supported on a f10a七ing
p1atform wi七hin七heexperimenta1 incubator. 
The sty1us of an audiocartridge was brought 
into con七actwith the surface of the egg and 
七heba1listocardiogram (BCG) was measured七。
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determine MHR (def ined here as MHRBCG) as 
described in previous studies of 七his
laboratory(13 , 16 , 21 ,22 ì • MHRBCG was then calculated 
using Burg' s algorithm (power spectrum of each 
s町 sHR inteどval)according to Pearson et al. (13) 
and averaged over all 5-s HRs for each 10-min 
period for all embryos of tha七 specieson each 
day of incubation. On1y one embryo was p1aced 
in the experimental incubator and measured at 
a time， so measurements were made sequentia1ly 
on each embryo after a 45-min temperature 
equi1ibration period. Thus each embryo 
required a total of 55 min. The equilibrium 
period was necessary not on工Yto compensate for 
cooling of the egg and incubator， but also was 
considered to reduce the possible effects of 
recent hand1ing of each egg. Measurements were 
completely non-invasive， and were made each 
day of incubation unti1 hatching. 
2.3.2 E1ec七rocardiogram of embryos in 
experiment工工. Three 30 mm long copper wires 
(0.1 mm D) were used as ECG leads. Each wire 
was bent atどightangles 2-4 mm from one end 
(length dependent on size of egg)， which was 
inserted into a hole made on the upper surface 
of the egg by carefully puncturing the eggshell 
and she1l membranes with a 25-gauge hypodermic 
need1e ste工ilized in alcohol. The three 
elec七rodes were inserted to form an 
equilateral triangle with sides 10 mm long in 
the tit and budgerigar and 25 mm long in the 
crow. Epoxy glue was used to seal the holes and 
fix the electrodes in place with minimal 
reduction of the diffusive surface area of the 
egg. Prepared eggs were rewarmed in the small 
incubator until the epoxy hardened ( 1 h)before 
transfer to the measurement incubator. The 
electrical signal was amplified， band-pass 
filtered before being digitized and recorded 
on a personal computer. Bandpass filter 
frequencies varied with both embryonic age and 
七hequality of the signal. Embryos during the 
firs七 70宅ofincubation were usually filtered 
be七ween2-10 Hz and more mature embryos between 
30-120 Hz.. ECG signals were recorded for 30-min 
periods for each embryo after allowing eggs七o
reach thermal equilibrium (45 min)・Digi七ized
signals were recorded on a personal computer 
at a samp1ing frequency of 100 Hz for embryos 
(< 70亀 of incubation)・Laterthese signals 
were30申 mininterval was calculated by a Fast 
Fourier transform using the recons七ructed
signals to determine七heMHR of each embryo. 
2.3.3 Pipped embryos and hatchlings. The MHR 
of hatchlings of all species， except the crows， 
were measured using a modification of a 
non-invasive method(B.. 18，23) as described in 
Pearson et al. (13) for king quail. Individual 
hatchlings were placed in a resting position 
on a piezo-electric film within a glass petri 
dish inside the same incubator as used for 
embryonic measurements. The film signal was 
then ampli主ied，filtered (5-24 Hz) and sampled 
as for the BCG measurements of embryos. The 
large pipped embryos and hatchlings of crows 
were measured by ECG as the QRS complex were 
more easily recognizable above background and 
external noises.工nthis case， instan七aneous
HR was determined from the time interval 
betweeri consecutive R waves using a thresho1d 
me七hodand a sampling frequency of 4000 Hz. 
Non-invasive， flexib1e Ag/AgCl ge1 ECG 
electrodes (vi七rodeA50， Nihon-KOhden) were 
used for crow hatchlings as described for quail 
and chickens(11， 13). ECG signals from pipped 
embryos and crow hatchlings were amplified 
Table 1. Mean fresh egg masses (M) and samp1e sizes (n) of avian species used to determine embryonic 
and hatchling mean hear七 ratein experimen七工. Numeral工Dindicates a unique number used to 
identify each species in figures 1田 2.
Species Numeral工D n Mean M (g) 
Zebra finch Taeniopygia guttata 1 5 0.97 
Bengalese finch Lonchura striata var. domestica 2 5 1.10 
Tit species combined， 3 Parus spp. 3 21 1.55 
Tree sparrow Passer montanus 4 11 2.09 
House mar七inDelichon urbica 5 5 2.25 
Japanese bunting Emberiza spodocephala 6 2 2.60 
Red-cheeked myna Sturnus philippensis 7 2 4.14 
Brown-eared bulbul_Hypsipetes amaurotis 8 3 6.40 
Budgerigar Melopsittacus undulatus 9 13 2.20 
Cocka七ie1Nyz百~hicus hollandicus 10 7 5.10 
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egg mass， when compared be七weenspecies at any 
given point during incubation prior 七o
internal pipping (90申 95毛 ofincuba七ion)，but 
was more variable in level of MHR~G between 
species after interna1 pipping. Embryonic 
MHR~G was maximal at 90-95宅 of incubation， 
ranging between 370四 450 bpm， but was only 
higher than that of resting hatchlings in 5 of 
the 12 species， including the three tit species 
(Fig. 1)・
工nfigure 2 the developmental patterns of 
embryonic MHRaG in two paired-comparisons of 
parrots and passerines are illustrated for 
species with similar fresh egg masses. 工n
common to both cases the parro七 andpasserine 
species increased MHRaG most duどing七hefinal 
pipping phase (85-100毛ofincuba七ion)・However，
MHRBCG continued七oincrease in the七reesparrow 
and brown由 earedbulbul embryos during mid田
incubation， whereas MHR~G changed little in 
budgerigar and decreased in cockatie1 embryos 
during mid-incubation. At any one time during 
incubation the passerines maintained higher 
MHRaG than the parrots. 
and fi1tered between 50-150 Hz and the MHR 
determined by averaging the instantaneous HRs 
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Fig. 1. Embryonic mean heart rate (bpm) of 12 
al tricial avian species during normalized incubation 
(percent of total incubation) determined by 
ballistocardiogram. Final point indicates the MHR of 
hatchlings・Numeralsindicate species as listed in 
Table 1. 
12 
2.4 Embryonic growth and statistics 
Eggs fどomexperimen七工工 wereopened after 
HR measurements， soon af七ercoo1ing the eggs 
to 10 oc. Embryos were removed， blotted dry with 
tissue paper， excepting embryos younger七han
30も ofthe incubation period， which were too 
fragi1e to be direc七1yb10tted with tissue 
paper. Embryos were七henweighed to 0.1 mg on 
an e1ec七ronic balance (AND mode1 ER-180A). 
工nterna1 yo1k reserves were removed from 
externa11y pipped embryos and hatch1ings and 
therefore on1y yo1k-free embryo mass (denoted 
as 叫f (g)) was inc1uded in ana1yses. 
Linear regressions between variab1es 
(log-log or semi-1og) were fitted by the method 
of least squares using SYSTAT(29) or by a 
persona1 program af七erYeager and Ul七SCh(30)to 
determine biphasic linear regressions as 
appropriate. A coefficient of determination 
(r2) is presented for significant relations. 
Fresh egg mass was not known for eggs of some 
species， co11ec七ed during mid- or 1ate-
incuba七ion，but was estimated from egg 1ength 
(L) and maximum width (W) at the equator of the 
egg according to the fo11owing re1ation， fresh 
egg mass = a (LW) 2 + b， where a and b are constants 
de七ermined for each species by linear 
regressions fitted to data of eggs of known 
fresh egg mass. 
3.1 Experiment工
The embryonic MHRBCG of 12 a1tricial species 
(fresh eggmass range 0.97-6.40 g) is presented 
in rela七ion 七o normalized incubation time 
(percen七ageof total incuba七ion)in figure 1. 
Mean fresh egg mass was significant1y 
different between ti七 species(mean egg mass: 
P. major 1.59 9 (n = 12)， P. palustris 1.39 9 
(6)， P. varius 1.68 9 (3)， ANOVA F2.18= 7.211 
P < 0.005)・ However， the deve1opmenta1 
patterns of MHRBCG were combined and averaged 
for the七hreetit species examined. Embryos of 
七he Japanese bunting， red-cheeked myna and 
brown-eared bu1bul were a1ready we11 developed 
(55-70も of incubation) when the eggs were 
co11ected and first measured.工ncontrast， the 
eggs of the other species were co1lected in 
ear1y incubation stages and so the first MHRaG 
measurements in figure 1 represent the age when 
HR signals were first detectable by this method. 
The 100宅valueindica七esthe MHR of hatchlings 
(determined by piezo-electric fi1m) for al1 12 
species.工na11 species there was a trend for 
MHRaG to increase continuously wi七hincubation 
time， except for cocka七ie1 embryos， which 
decreased MHRaG unti1 pipping. Fur七hermore，
MHRaG increased a七 ahigher rate after 80-95亀
of incuba七ionthan during七heperiod before in 
a11 species， inc1uding the cockatie1. 工n
genera1 MHRaa increased with decreasing fresh 
RESULTS 3 
sacrificed together with one carrion crow 
hatchling to determine Myt・Crow embryonic 
MHRECG development (both species combined) was 
similar. in patteどn to that of budgerigar 
embryos. MHRECG increased七o8-9 days in crows， 
and then changed little during the remainder 
of incubation at 270-300 bpm， except during 
pipping when MHRECG increased to 330-360 bpm， 
but decreased again after ha七chingto about 300 
bpm (Fig. 3C). 
The MHRECG of embryos is presented in 
relation to increasing Myt of embryos and 
ha七chlings in figure 4. 工n the case of the 
budgerigar， ha七chlingMyf was not measured， but 
calculated to be 1.22 9 from the average mass 
of 7 hatchlings (experiment I) minus 0.08 9 yolk， 
assuming yolk is 6も ofegg mass(7). The MHRECσ 
Incubation Age (d) 
Fig. 3. Mean heart rate (bpm) of embryos and 
hatch1ings of tits (A)， budgerigars (B) and crows (C) 
in re1ation to incubation age (d)・ Solid lines 
indicate the dai1y mean heart rate in tits and 
budgerigars determined by ba11istocardiogram for 
embryos and by piezo-e1ectric fi1m for hatchlings (A 
& B; as in Fig. 1). Open circles: MHR determined by 
ECG of embryos sacrificed for mass determinations (A: 
tits n = 29; B: budgerigars n = 18; C: crows n = 12); 
filled circles: MHR determined by ECG for some of the 
same embryos as the open circles before being 
sacrificed; asterisks: MHR determined by ECG of 





































Fig. 2. Comparison of the deve10pment of mean heart 
rate (bpm) in re1ation to incubation day (A) and 
norma1ized incubation (B) for passerin邑-parrot
species pairs of fresh egg mass 2 g， Japanese sparrow 
(1ine 4) and budgerigar (9)， and 5-6 g， brown-eared 
bu1bu1 (8) and cockatieユ(10)・
3.2 Experiment 工工
Figure 3 illustrates the MHRECG of 
individual tit， budgerigar and crow embryos 
and hatchlings in relation to incubation day. 
Five clutches of great ti七 andone clutch of 
marsh tit eggs were collected (mean fresh egg 
mass = 1.51 ~ 0.09 9 SO， n = 34) and MHR was 
determined from day 3 of incubation up until 
hatching and for 5 hatchlings (Fig. 3A). MHR 
of tits determined by ECG was similar to that 
determined by BCG， and in both experiments MHR 
increased continuously with incubation age 
from 170 bpm七o400 bpm. Budgerigar eggs were 
collected for ECG measurements from successive 
clutches of two females only (mean fresh egg 
mass = 2.18 ~ 0.14 9 SD， n = 20). Embryonic 
budgerigar MHRECG increased con七inuously
be七ween4and 8 days of incubation from 170 bpm 
to 290-340 bpm (Fig. 3B). From day 8 both MHRECG 
and MHRBCG were stable， but variable between 
individual embryos， at an average of 310 bpm 
untilday16，onedaypriortointernalpipping. 
Eggs from one jungle and 6 carrion crow clutches 
were used for ECG measurements (mean fresh egg 
mass = 20.84 ~ 1.56 9 SD， n = 20). The three 
jungle crow eggs were pipped (day 19) at the 
七imeof col1ection and were measured from the 
same day until hatching， after which they were 
20 
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tits and budgerigar七hanthe crows (Table 2) • 
However， there was significant overlap in the 
95も confidence in七ervals of the regression 
slopes between the tits and budgerigar. On the 
basis of normalized incubation time the phase 
change in MHR~G occurred at about 38-40も of
incubation in the species tested (Fig. 5 and 
Table 3)・Thelogari七hmof embryo 叫fincreased 
approximately linearly wi七h normalized 
incubation time at a higher rate during the 
first 45-50も of incuba七ionthan during the 




















4.1 Developmental pat七ernsof heart ra七ein 
al七ricia1embryos 
工nthis study we were ab1e to measure the 
mean heart rate (MHR) of al七ricia1 avian 
embryos and their hatchlings non-invasive1y， 
across a range of eggmasses， 0.97-6.40 9・using
the ba11istocardiogram method we have 
determined the developmen七alpatterns of MHR 
from as early as 30-40宅ofincubation. However， 
cardiac contractions are not sufficiently 
strong七obe discerned from the noise in the 
signa1s in the period before our first 
measurements by the BCG method. The patterns 
i11ustrated in figure 1 on the basis of 
norma1ized incubation period and two previous 
s七udiesof a1tricial species(B，24) indicate七ha七
七here is some diversity in deve10pmenta1 
pa七terns.Al1七hespecies examined show tha七
MHR increases in two phases after 40宅 of
incubation.工ncommon to these developmental 
patterns was a fina1 phase of rapid MHR 
increases after 85-95亀 of incubation， when 
embryo activities increase in association with 
the pipping of the shel1 membranes and ha七ching.
However， the deve10pment of MHR is most 
variab1e between altricia1 species in the 
in七ermediatephase， 40-85もofincubation. The 
results presented here a1so indicate that 
phy10genetic constraints probab1y influence 
MHR deve10pmental patterns. The MHR of 
D工SCUSS工ON4 
Fig. 4. Relationships b自tweenthe logarithm of mean 
heart rate (bpm) and yolk-free wet mass (g) in tits 
(circles) ， budgerigar (diamonds) ， and crows 
(squares). Individual embryos and hatchlings same as 
in Figure 3. Lines indicate significant biphasic 
linear regressions (P < 0.05) listed in Table 2， 
except where noted by ns， which indicates a non-
significant regression (regression slope n.s. from 
zero)・Crossed-diamond:MHR of budgerigar hatchlings 
based on estimated Myf 
10 1 
Y olk-free wet mass (g) 
0.1 0.01 
100 





re1ationship with embryo mass c1ear1y showed 
two phases in a11 species tested. During the 
ear1y phase MHRECG was direct1y re1ated to叫tr
bu七 wasindependent of Myf in the budgerigar 
above 0.16 g， and 0.3 9 in the crow， but MHRzCG 
did not become independent of Myf in tit embryos 
unti1 0.8 g・Thus七hephase change of these 
re1ations with MHRECG in tit， budgerigar and 
crow embryos was reached at 80も， 13もand2もof
their respective hatchling Myt・Theslope of 
regressions (logー工og) fitted to MHRzCG on 叫f
re1ations during the first phase of 
deve10pment was significantly higher in the 
Table 2. Re1ationships between mean heart rate (MHR， bpm) and yo1k-free embryo mass (叫fr g)・
Regression equations (log MHR = a + b'log 叫f)indicate significant biphasic re1a七ions(P < 0.05) 
determined by the method of Yeager and Ul七sch(1989)・Otherwiseregression slope n. s. from zero. 
Phases 工 and 工工 indica七eregressions be10w and above the inf1ection point， respec七ive1y.













0.977 0.113土 0.010工:2.434 0.30 Crow 
0.807 
14 
0.040 :! 0.040 工工: 2.406 
Development of Cardiac Rhythms in Al凶cialA:吋組 Embryos
Table 3. Relationships between mean heart rate (MHR， bpm) and normalized incubation tirne (1，亀). 
Regression equations (log MHR = a + b.1) indicate significan七 biphasicrelations (P < 0.05) 
determined by the rnethod of Yeager and Ultsch (1989)・Phases工and工工 indicateregressions below 




E b 土 SELog a Species 
0.719 0.0064 :! 0.0016 工: 2.240 40 Tit 
0.797 0.0017 土 0.00022.439 工工 2
0.703 0.0090 :! 0.0020 工: 2.124 38 Budgerigar 
0.358 0.0007 :! 0.0004 工工: 2.456 
0.780 0.0100 :! 0.0030 工: 2.014 38 Crow 
0.582 0.0008 :! 0.0003 II: 2.374 
Normalized Incubation 
Fig. 5. Relationships between the logarithm of mean 
heart rate (bpm) and normalized incubation time (亀)
in tits (circles)， budgerigar (diamonds)， and crows 
(squares)・Linesindicate significant biphasic linear 
regressions listed in Table 3. Arrow: indicates one 
outlier excluded from analysis of budgerigar data~ 
crossed-diamond: MHR of budgerigar hatchlings based 














egg rnass(4)， but further investiga七ions of 
larger al七ricial and semi-altricial species 
are required to de七erm~ne 七he points of 
cornrnonality and differences in relation to 
developrnen七almode of birds. 
4.2 Rela七ionsbetween heart ra七eand embryonic 
growth 
Relative growth rates of embryos are 
highest during the firs七 40もofincubation in 
both the precocial Japanese quail (Coturnix 
coturnix) and a variety of altricial species(7). 
Similarly， the rate of increase in embryonic 
叫f of altricial tits， budgerigar and crows 
15 
passerine embryos increases七ohigher levels 
throughout the incubation period than that of 
parrots of sirnilar fresh egg mass， and do so 
within significantly shorter incuba七ion
periods (Fig. 2). The low growth rates 
(ernbryonic and pos七hatching)and low rne七abolic
in七ensitiesof parrot embryos are correlated 
wi七h developrnental times that are 
significantly longer than that of passerines(6， 
ヲ，12).Thus the lower rnetabolic dernands of parrot 
ernbryos a七anyone time are correlated with the 
only developrnen七al pa七terns that exhibi七ed
S七ableMHR or significant decreases in MHR in 
the case of the cockatiel， duどing 七he
interrnediate phase of incubation. 
ECG measurernen七sconfirrn七hatin fact七he
developrnent of MHR is bes七 describedby three 
phases (early， interrnediate and final) in 
relation to incubation tirne in al七ricial
species over the whole incubation period (Fig. 
3). After the ernbryonic heart beats for七he
first tirne and becomes periodic MHR increases 
according to significant rnul七iphase linear 
relations with respect to normalized 
incubation. During the early phase， 20-40宅of
incubation， MHR increases at a higher rate than 
during the interrnediate phase， 40-85も of
incubation (Fig. 5). A sirnilar phase change at 
about 40もofincubation can be dernonstrated in 
七heMHR of precocial chicken and king quail 
ernbryos(I，9，13，26). Therefore we suggest that there 
rnay not be significant differences in 七he
developrnent of MHR in a工七ricialand precocial 
ernbryos during early developrnent based on this 
lirnited data. However， MHR in al七ricialspecies 
in general increases continuously during the 
interrnediate phase and shows larger increases 
still during the final (pipping) phase. 工n
contrast， the developrnentalどatesof MHR in 
precocial species are rnore variable in pattern 
(positive and/or negative changes) and 七he
extent of absolute increases during both the 
interrnediate and final phases of incubation何輔
目 f・19).Much of the differences in developrnen七al
pa七ternsof avian ernbryos rnay relate to fresh 
and Hiroshi TAZAWA James T. PEARSON 
significan七1ymuch later during the fina1 phase. 
A1though the re1ative growth rates and the rate 
of increase in MHR in the smal1er tit embryos 
decrease with respect to age at 45も of
incubation， MHR con七inuesto increase and is 
direct1y proportiona1 to embryo叫t un七il80亀
of incuba tion (F ig. 4). Thus MHR is independent 
of 叫.t a七 acritical mass of 0.80 9 (80亀 of
hatchling 叫t)，0.16 9 (13も)and 3.00 9 (2亀)in 
the tit， budgerigar and crow， respec七ive1y.工t
is noteworthy七ha七 theMHR of七helarge crow 
embryo at 40毛 of incubation (ear1y-
intermediate phase七ransi七ion) is a1ready a 
larger fraction of the hatch1ing MHR (95亀)than 
bo七htit and budgerigar embryos a七thesame age. 
We七hereforeconc1ude七hatembryos from smal1er 
eggs， such as the七i七s，take 10nger to reach 
their higher hatch1ing MHR (with respect七o
norma1ized incuba七ion time) as the MHR of 
pipped-embryos is negative1y corre工atedwith 
fresh egg mass(・8. r.f・ 4)• As a result 七he
deve10pmen七 of MHR in most sma11 a1七ricia1
species is more 1ike1y七ocon七inua11yincrease 
during a11 phases of incubation (but no七
necessari1y the same rate of increase) 七han
1arger species， such as precocia1 species due 
七osca1ing considerations a1one. 
Normalized Incubation 
Fig. 6. Relationships between the logarithm of 
yolk-free wet mass (g) and normalized incubation time 
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decreases af七er 45田 50亀 of norma1ized 
incuba七ion(Fig. 6). The deve10pment of MHR in 
the same a1七ricia1 species increases at a 
higher rate during the early phase and then七he
rate of increase decreases af七era phase change 
a七about40亀ofnorma1ized incubation (Fig. 5)・
工ncontrast，七here1ationships between MHR and 
embryo wet mass appear more comp1ex.工ncommon 
to the species investiga七edin experiment工，
MHR increases in direct proportion to embryo 
wet mass during the ear1y phase of incubation 
(20-40亀) (F ig. 4). However， MHR is independen t 
of embryo Myt in budgerigar and crow embryos 
after the ear1y phase (i.e. 40-50も of
incuba七ion)，coinciden七 withthe decrease in 
embryo growth ra七es and MHR on1y increases 
( 5) Bartho1omew， G. A. and Go1dstein， D. L.， The 
energetics of deve10pment in a very 1arge 
a1tricia1 bird， the brown pe1ican.工n:R.5. 
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embryonic vertebrates. Dr Junk Pub1ishers. 
Dordrecht/Boston/London， (1984)， p347田 357.
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晩成離巣性鳥類肢において、 1 )共通の心拍数成長パターンがあるか、 2)勝卵期間における心拍数
変化は成長率に相関しているかを明らかにするため、平均心拍数を測定した。僻卵期闘を規格化して比
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Development of Heart Rate Rhythmicity 
in Muscovy Duck Embryos 
Joachim HOCHEL*， Elmar MOHR*， Martin NICHELMANN**， Ra1ph PIROW場付加dHiroshi TAZAWA*事日
(Accepted 31 August 1999) 
The heart rate (HR) of Muscovy duck embryos (Cairina moschata f. 
damestica) was continuous1y recorded from as ear1y as the 21st day of 
incubation (D21) unti1 hatching (D34/35). The aim of the study was to 
investigate the inf1uence of phonoperiods consisting of different 
acoustic stimu1i on the course of f恨 andthe deve10pment of HR 
periodici ties during this period.工ncubationwas carried o'Ut at a constant 
temperature and in constant darkness. Unti1 D25 HR was dominated by 
dece1erative f1uctuations on1y， indicating a main input from the 
parasympathetic system on the heart. Later sympathetic inf1uences 
increased progressive1y. HR periodicity was investigated by means of 
x2-periodogram and fast Fourier transformation. Between 026 and 030 
statistica11y significant and stab1e HR periodicities deve10ped 
gradua11y. They had periods in the range from 5 to 38 hours. U1tra-， circa-
and infradian rhythms (< 20 h， 24主 4h and > 28 h， respective1y) 
occurred in para11e1 in some cases in the s町neembryo. Ouring these 
important periods HR courses were dissimi1ar between individua1 embryos 
and had different intensities. There was no indication that acoustic 
stimu1a七ion(phonoperiods) had any effect on the deve10pment of HR 
periodicities. 
Keywords: u1 tradian and circadian rhythms i muscovy duck; embryonic heart 
rate; heart rate irregu1arities; functiona1 innervation of the hearti 
acoustic stimu1ii phonoperiods; chi square periodogram; l/f-
characteristic 
1 工NTROOUCT工ON
The development of circadian rhythmicity 
has become a topic of outstanding interest 
during recent years. Al七hough the 
identification of “clock genes" has been 
successfully carried out in some species， 
invertebrates and vertebrates， (e.g・刊)， we are 
still in search for physiologic mechanisms of 
rhythmicity development during ontogeny. 
Because of their， in comparison to 
mammalian fe七uses，convenient accessibility 
and because of their possible ontogenic 
development disconnected from rhythmic 
maternal influences， i.e. in an incubator， bird 
embryos seem to be an ideal object for this sort 
of rhythmicity research. For immediately after 
hatching locomotor activity of chicken chicks 
showed a clear circadian rhythm刊，7)，i七 is
sensible七osearch for a prenatal development 
of circadian rhythms.工七 islikely tha七七hese
locomotor rhythms develop already prenatally， 
as developing circadian rhythms showed in 
general increasing amplitude(4..61). 
. Freie Univ自rsit邑tBer1in， Germany 
. Humbo1dt-universit且tzu Berlin， Germany 
.. Westf誼工ischeWi1he1ms-Universit邑tMunst自r，Germany 
.. Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering 
工twas reported in the past that there is 
a s七rong correlation between locomotor 
activity and heart rate(....IS.34) suggesting that 
heart ra七e(HR) might be a meaningful parameter 
for assessing the perina七aldevelopmen七ofthe 
avian circadian system. HR measurements have 
the advantage that they can be carried out 
noninvasively and continuously in the same 
embryo at least during the second half of 
incubation (2.35.44.4九日). 
HR is directly controlled by the autonomic 
nervous system via the vagus and the 
S戸npathetic nerve and by circulating 
catecholamines. Hence， rhy七hmicHR changes are 
necessarily connected with functional 
cholinergic and adrenergic cardiac recep七ors，
fast and short-七ermHR al七erationsalso with 
a functional autonomic innervation of the heart. 
Previously reported HR irregularities (HR工)in 
chicken embryos(22) gave further proof that the 
embryonic chicken heart is functionally 
innervated by the vagus nerve around day 12/13 
of incubation (012/13)， sympathetic influences 
were noted from 015 onwards. These HRI are 
sudden deviations of HR from its baseline 
values of more than 10 beats per minute (bpm) 
and were not only repoどted for the chicken 
embryo but also in 0七heravian species like king 
quail(44)， budgerigars and crows(42). 
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The occurrence of HR工patternsas an 
indication of a func七ionalcardiac innervation 
raised the question if in addition to these very 
fast and short irregular HR alterations 
periodic HR changes in the circadian range 
develop prena七a11yand which environrnental 
factors they are dependent on. As shown by 
several authors刊，7，ω)body func七ionsin chicken 
are subjec七edto a circadian/diurna1 rhythrn 
irnrnediate1y after hatching. 工norder七o
inves七igate七heprena七a1deve10prnen七 ofsuch 
periodicities an avian species with a 10ng 
incubation period is particu1ar1y suitab1e. 
That is why this paper concentrates on resu1ts 
in the Muscovy duck， a precocial species with 
an incubation period of 35 days. A first step 
in these investigations and the airn of this 
paper was to deterrnine if circadian HR rhythrns 
deve10p prenata1ly in Muscovy ducks and if 
acoustic stirnu1i can act as a zeitgeber for a 
HR rhythrn during ernbryonic developrnen七.
2 MATER工ALSANO T偲THOOS
Ferti1e eggs of Muscovy ducks (Cairina 
moschata f. domestica) were incubated at 
37 . 5 0 C and 60竜relativehurnidity.工ncubation
took place in constant darkness. Until the 
star七 of exper irnents eggs were tuどned
continuous1y. The age of the ernbryos is given 
in days of incubation designating the first day 
as 01. 
Ernbryonic HR rneasurernent started between 
021 and 025 and was carried out con七inuously
unti1 hatching， which occurred on 034 and 035. 
The rnethod of HR recording is pub1ished 
e1sewhere(46，47) .工nbrief， HR recording was based 
on detection of electrocardiograph signa1s 
(ECG) .工norder七op1ace the ECG e1ectrodes the 
eggshe11 was rernoved at three opposite sites 
1 x 5 mrnin size. E1ectrodes were s七uckbe七ween
eggshe11 and ou七er she1l rnernbrane. The 
e1ec七rocardiogenic signa1 was arnplified and 
high-and low-pass filtered. Each R-peak of the 
ECG greater than an adjustab1e trigger 
thresho1d was detected via a thresho1d switcher 
by a connected cornputer. The frequency of七his
ECG device ou七putrnonitoring was 500 Hz. 
After 1 h of sarnpling the data were stored 
on a rernovab1e hard disk and recording started 
again. Hard-and software a1lowed the paral1e1 
recording of eight ernbryos. The sarnpled raw 
data， which were in fact inter目 beat-interva1s
(in rns)， were afterwards conver七ed into an 
equidistant tirne series of HR data averaged 
over 1 s for investigating short-七errn
a1terations and over 30 s for searching for 
circadian rhythrns. 
HR during avian ernbryonic deve10prnent shows 
not on1y shor七回terrnf1uctuations like the HR工
rnentioned above(22)， but a1so a 10ng四 terrntrend. 
工twas disc10sed in severa工avianspecies七hat
during the second ha1f of incuba七ionHR drops 
until a rninirnum at七hetirne of internal pipping 
(工P)and then increases again sharply. Before 
the HR decrease a plateau phase of HR was 
observed on some species(55). The course of HR 
in Muscovy duck ernbryos fit七ed七hisgeneral 
description (Fig. 1A)・ Hence it becarne 
necessary to exc1ude this long田 terrntrend frorn 
the data before a circadian tirne series 
analysis could be carried out. 
工norder to def ine rna七hernatica11y七hetrend 
to be leve1ed out， the whole fi1e was sp1it in七o
two paどts;the division point was the HR rninirnurn 
at工P，which occurred around 031. Over hou工1y
mean HR data until and after工Pa po1ynornic 
regression was ca1cu1a七ed，its grade was 
dependent on the regression coefficien七 (R2)• 
For deterrning the grade of the po1ynorne七obe 
used for data de七rending，regression formu1as 
were ca1cu1a七edunti工theR2 value was at least 
0.8. Afterwards a regression forrnula of the 
sarne grade was ca工culatedfor the 30-s-HR-data， 
again until and after 工P. The HR data were 
detrended by sub七racting the corresponding 
regression value frorn the HR value (Fig. 1B)・
The工esultingtime series of de七rendedHR 
da七a ( HRd) were subj ected to time ser ies 
analysis by rneans ofχ2由 periodogramand fast 
Fourier transforrna七ion(FFT)・Forthe values 
of aχ2-periodograrn， the so called Qp-va1ues， 
follow aχ2-distribution， it was possib工eto 
define a level of significance， i.. e. 七o
de七ermineperiods in the HRd data， which were 
wi七h an error of 0.001 statistically 
significant (32，51). FFT was used to confirm the 
found periods in the HRd data wi七ha second， 
rne七hodicallyindependent procedure. 
Targeting rnore detailed inforrnation than 
jus七 asignificant periodicity in the HR da七a
fi工e，七hemethod ofχ2-periodograrn was slightly 
rnodified， i.e. sirnple rnathernatical alterations 
were added. Its main airn was七ornake Qp-values 
of different periods and ernbryos cornparab1e七o
each other. This was achieved by defining a 
relative Qp-value， which is the difference 
be七ween the calculated Qp-value and the 
significance thesho1d for the respective 




Hence七here1a七iveQp-value indicates the ratio 
of Qp and respective significance thresho1di 
relative Qp-value greater than zero are 
statis七icallysignifican七. The advantage of 
七hisdata presen七ationis that Qp and Qp+n even 
with n >> 1 could easily be cornpared with each 
o七her(F ig. 2).工norder to tes七七heinfluence 
of periodic acoustic stimulation on the 
ernbryonic course of HR different periods of 
high sound level were experirnentally arranged. 
Their duration was half an hour (experむnent品2)，
four (experirnent 井3) and eight hours 
(experiments持4and非5)per day， their period 
was 24 hours in all four experiments. One 
additional experirnent (exper臼nent 非1) took 
place withou七 any experirnental acous七ic
stirnula七ion.Three ernbryos of each experirnent 
were subjected to HR time series analysis. 
Ouring the phonoperiods maternal calls， 
???
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duck1ing ca11s， rectangu1ar waves of 800 or 
1000 Hz， whi七enoise and rnusic were p1ayed back. 
The sound 1eve1 in七heincubator during七he
acoustic stirnu1ation was between 70 and 80 dB， 
the rnean background noise of the incuba七orwas 
62.6 :t 1.3 dB. 
3 RESULTS 
A11 HR courses recorded showed a uniforrn 
appearance in terrns of their 10ng-terrn trend 
(Fig. 1). until七heonset of 1ung breathing 
after IP HR decreased to rnean va1ues of 
200 :t 11 rnin・1. Afterwards HR va1ues increased 
to 310 :t 17 rnin-1 and dropped one to one and a 
ha1f days before hatching again. 工n severa1 
cases sorne hours before hatching another sudden 
HR increase was observed. 
Variation of hour1y rnean HR increased 
during ernbryonic deve10prnen七 (Fig. 1). Until 
D25 on1y rninor f1uc七ua七ionaround the 10ng-
terrn trend cou1d be observed， frorn this 
incubation day onwards HR variations becarne 
rnore obvious，七heir arnp1i七ude increased 
further unti1 hatching. 
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p'ig. 1. A: Embryonic heart rate in a Muscovy duck. The 
grey line indicate自 hourlymean values， the black line 
the long-term trend calcu1ated by regression formulas 
until and after the minimum of the heart rate course. 
The degree of the polynomic regression formula for the 
first part was 5， for the second part 2. The resul ting 
R2-values are noted. B: Detrended heart rate from Fig. 
lA. The hourly mean heart rate values were subtracted 
from the long-t自主m trend corresponding to the 
calcuユatedregression formula. 
If HR data was however ana1ysed on a finer 
time sca1e (Fig. 3) short-terrn f1uctua七ionsof 
HR were visib1e frorn the beginning of HR 
recording， i. e. frorn D21 on. First a 
re1ative1y cons七antbase1ine HR was sti11 to 
be observed， frorn which downward def1ections 
occurred. La七er in incubation， i. e. around 
21 
025 def1ections frorn rnean HR occurred in both 
direc七ions.Tachycardic events becarne dorninan七
around 030. 
As i t is comprehensib1e frorn F ig . 1 and 3， 
just p10七七ingthe HR course as a function of 
tirne during ernbryonic deve10prnent did not 
revea1 signs of HR periodicity. 工norder to 
inves七iga七e if statistica1ly significant 
periods were however hidden in七hedata the 
χ2-periodograrn was used. 
First of a11 it was conspicuous that a11 
periodograms showed in genera1 increasing 
Qp申 va1ueswith an increasing test period.工f七he
χ話-periodograrn was 七ransforrned into a 
doub1e-1ogarithmic graph of Qp versus test 
frequency f the we11 known l/f characteどistics
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Fig. 2. A: χ2 -periodogr館nfor the heart rate course 
shown in Fig. 1. The straight line indicates the level 
of significance (P = 0.001)， i. e. Qp-values exceeding 
this line are statistically significant. B: Modified 
x2-periodogram giving the relative Qp-values 
corresponding to Fig. 2A. For details see text. 
In addi七ion七othis genera1 Qp increase with 
increasing test period in a nurnber of ernbryos 
certain periods had a significant (P = 0.001) 
Qp-va1ue， indicating that these periods were 
not random but a real property of the da七a
ana1ysed. Twe1ve of the 15 HR courses had 
statis七ica11y significant and stab1e 
periodicities in the u1tradian (s 20 h)， 
circadian (24 :t 4 h) and infradian (旨 28 h) 
range (definitions fo11owing ll)・ Three
ernbryonic HR courses did not show any 
significant periodicity. There was however not 
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periods (Fig. 5). 
Beside the individually quite different 
values of significant periods in the HR da七a
七heirintensi七ydiffered individually as well. 
As already mentioned above 3 of the 15 HR da七a
files were aperiodic (Fig. 6).工nfour embryos 
a significan七日Rperiodicity cou1d be proven， 
there were 
any interrelation between significant 
periodicities in 七he HR data and the 
experimental acoustic setup. Neither did the 
embryos not experimentally sound exposed show 
any HR specifi七y.Al七hough七hesound level in 
the incuba七orhad a clear 24 hour periodici七y
in all experiments only two ou七ofthe 15 embryos 
tested showed a significant 24 hour HR rhythm. 
Seven embryos had one or more ultradian HR 
periods ranging from 5七o 19 hours， circadian 
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Fig. 4. Oouble-logarithmic representation of the 
χ2-periodogram shown in Fig. 2. The in this form linear 
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Fig. 5. Significant periods in the heart rate data of 
15 embryos during the last ten days of incubation. 
Black boxes indicate the period showing the maximum 
relative Qp-value for each embryo， grey boxes indicate 
addi tional signi ficant periods. Embryonic heart rate 
was recorded in five experiments during which daily 
phonoperiods of half an hour (#2)， four (113) and eight 
hours (14 and .5) were applied. Experiment非1was the 
control and took place without any experimental 
acoustic stimulation. 
however only minor differences between the 
Qp-value of significant and non-significant 
periods. Hence，七heseHR data were categorized 
as low level periodicity. 工naddition， their 
relative Qp-value was below 0.1. The nex七
ca七egory defined was 七he medium level 
periodicity. Their characteris七icswere again 
a relative Qp-value below 0.1， however 
significant periods stood out from the other 
test periods. Finally high level periodici七y
was denoted by markedly outstanding Qp-values 
above 0.1， i. e. the Qp-value was more than 10 亀
above七hesignificance level. The distribution 
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Fig. 3. Representative 60・minuteparts of the course 
of heart rate on different days of incubation in the 
same embryo as presented in Fig. 1. Values were 
calculated from the inter-beat-intervals and 
transformed into an equidistant time series with a 
data point frequency of 1 per second. It becomes 
obvious that there was increasing amplitude of heart 
rate fluctuations with time of incubation. In addition 
to the firstly only occuring downward deflections of 
heart ra七e (D21 ) I accelera七iveheart rate events 
develop gradua工ユY (025-D30)， until heart rate is 
dominated by accelerative heart rate patterns (033)・
Beside brief heart ra七e alterations baseline 
fluctuations develop progressively. Please note the 
different scale of the Y-axis on 033. 
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were also seen in seven embryos， infradian 
periods from 29 七o 38 hours in six embryos. 
Almost all embryos exhibiting any periodicity 
in their HR data had several significant 
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of HR data according to the so defined 
ca七egorieswas balanced， for four embryos had 
to be assigned to each periodicity level. 
This distribution of periodicity 
intensities七ogetherwi七h the increasing HR 
fluc七ua七ions around the long-term trend 
(Fig. 1) suggested tha七 therewas a gradual 
development of HR periodicity during 
on七ogenesis.This hypothesis was supported by 
the fact that Qp-values of significant periods 
increased progressively when an analysing 
window was moved in 12 hour steps from the 
beginning towards the end of 七hedata file 
(Fig. 7)・ None of the embryos showed 
significant HR periods before 026.5 and none 
of the embryos showing any HR periodici七y
before hatching did so later than 029.5. Mean 
day of incubation， at which the significance 
level for Qp-values was passed， was 028 :! 1 day. 
Once the significance threshold was crossed the 
respec七iveQp-values stayed stable above i七.
Although the method ofχ2-periodogram has in 
comparison to FFT the advantage of resulting 
in statis七icallytestable period intensities， 
all results should be double-checked with 
another， mathematically independent test 
me七hod.This demand seemed to be particularly 
reasonable， for in the original HR data 
periodicities could not obviously be detected 
(Fig. 1)・ All results obtained by χ2 
periodogram analysis were confirmed by FFT， 
i. e. periods wi七ha significant Qp-acme peaked 
also in the FFT power spectrum. 
4 OISCUSS工ON
Embryonic HR is a sensitive indicator of 
physiological incubation conditions， for HR 
responses occur immediately after changes of 
incuba七ion tempera七ureC35，53，54，56)，gas concen-
trations in the incubator(52)， or lack of turning 
the eggs during incuba七ion(43) .工n our own 
experiments the course of embryonic Muscovy 
duck HR in terms of its long-term trend (Fig. 1) 
was in accordance with findings in other avian 
species(55). Also for embryos of chicken， 
Japanese quail， Pekin duck and turkey a 
continuous fall of HR before IP followed by a 
sharp HR increase was described. Hence Muscovy 
duck embryos are appropriate to be taken as a 
model for other precocial avian species， 
despite their relatively long incubation， a 
fact which is advan七ageousfor rhythm analysis. 
An equal pattern of HR in Muscovy duck embryos 
as found in our own experiments was described 
by Pirow(46) who carried out long-term recordings 
of HR from 025 until hatching. 工七 can be 
concluded that the own incubation condi七ions
used， including the experimental acous七ic
stimulation， did not have any abnormal impact 
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Fig. 6. Relative (modified) x2-periodogram of four 
embryos' heart rate. Different levels of periodicity 
intensity are obvious in addition to individually 
dissimilar significant periods in the heart rate 
course. Heart rate was classifi邑das aperiodic (A)， 
low (B)， mediurn (C) and high level periodic (D)・See
text for details. 
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Fig. 7. Development of relative Qp-values when a 5-day 
window ofχ2-periodogram analysis was moved through 
the data file. 工nthis example Qp-values become 
significant for the first time on D28， increase their 
intensity further on and stay stabile above the 
significance level. 
Another character istic of embryonic HR 
development are its short-term fluctuations 
(~eart rate irregulari七ies耳目R工)・ Theyare an 
indication of a functional autonornic 
innervation of the heart. 工t was shown 
recently(22) that in chicken ernbryos 
decelerative HR工 occurfor the first七irneat 
七he onset of an operative parasympathetic 
innervation of七heheart， which is around 012 (41) . 
These HR工 disappeared after injection of 
atropine， a parasympa七heticblocking agent， 
but not af七eradministra七ionof norepinephrine 
or isoproterenol， which are syrnpa七homimetic
substances. Accelerative HR工patternswere not 
affected by atropine. They occurred for the 
first time around 015， i. e. a七 theonset of 
functional sympathetic innerva七ion of the 
hear七(18，26) 工f propranolol， a syrnpathetic 
blocker， was injec七ed，the observed rapid 
accelerative HRI patterns disappeared， bu七no七
the decelerative HR工 patterns(22). 
Hence， frorn the occurrence of decelera七ive
and accelera七iveHR工七heonset of an operative 
autonornic innervation of the heart can be 
concluded. At the beg inning of our HR recording 
in Muscovy duck embryos only decelerative HR 
patterns were observed. This indicated that a七
021 parasympathe七icinnervation was functional， 
bu七 that七herewas no effective sympa七hetic
influence. The latter was seen for the firs七
time around 025 as indicated by the appearance 
of accelerative HR patterns in addition to the 
decelerative ones (Fig. 3)・
When HR is control1ed via the autonomic 
nervous system it is plausible to search for 
inherent rhythmicities in order to unveal 
possible influencing rnechanisms. One 
characteristic of allχ2-periodograms was the 
24 
found 1/ f-pa七七ern.That means 七ha七 Qp-values 
increased linearly wi th increasing test period， 
i. e. the lower the frequency of the 
oscillation tested the higher was its intensity 
(Fig.4)・Thisl/f-characteristic is well known 
for many processes in nature， beside others 
also for human HR(25，27，31). The cause of this 
phenomenon has not been known.工twas suggested 
tha七 itwas generated due to the interaction 
of several control rnechanisms working in 
different time scales(~5). For ins七ance，blood 
pressure is regula七edby a nurnber of rnechanisrns， 
which opera七eand have an effect within seconds 
(baro- and chernorecep七ors)，within rninutes 
(renin申 angiotensin-sys七ern)or wi七hinseveral 
hours (renal fluid volurne) (16).工七wasspeculated 
tha七 biological systems， which show the 
described l/f-charac七eris七ic， work very 
stabile， for the can respond effectively on 
several time scales to environmen七al
changes(30，31) . 
One of 七he environmen七alperiodicities， 
which are of outs七andingirnpor七ancefor all 
biological systems are the daily changes of 
light and dark (LO)・Theyresult in diurnal and 
circadian rhythms of organ functions (33). 
Although also for HR a diurnal and circadian 
rhythrn was described in chicken (36，岬)， HR in 
general is a relatively frail chronobiological 
variable， for it is an effector part in several 
regulation， control and behavioural mechanisms， 
e・9・ blood pressure， therrnoregulation， 
respiration， exciternent， locomotor activi七y.
Hence， an existing HR periodicity could be 
masked by continual acute HR responses to 
exogenous stimuli.工fcircadian HR rhy七hmswere 
found they would be indicative for a functional 
circadian system; however七henon-existence of 
a circadian HR pat七erndoes no七atall rule out 
the lat七er.
There are at least two conceivable coupling 
mechanisms between the circadian system and HR. 
Firstly，七hesyrnpa七heticoutput pathway of the 
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) rnight influence 
the HR via the central nervous ys七em.secondly， 
pineal or retinal melatonin might modulate HR 
directly via cardiac mela七oninrecep七ors(37，39)
or indirec七lyvia rnelatonin recep七orsin七he
brain(38，4C). There are several reasons to propose 
that melatonin is involved in a coupling 
mechanism between the internal clock and HR in 
birds， which might be of importance already 
prenatally. One argument is the existence of 
cardiac and brain rnela七onin recep七ors
rnen七ionedabove， ano七herthe exis七enceof clear 
LO differences of pineal melatonin in chicken 
ernbryos not later than 016/017(1，28)， and finally 
there were acute HR responses to exogenous 
melatonin in chicken and Muscovy duck embryos 
cornmencing around 017 in chicken and 024 in the 
duck(21) .工nthe Muscovy duck all ernbryos tes七ed
responded七ornelatonin on 027(19). 
These rnelatonin-related characteristics 
should facilita七e a prena七al， melatonin 
rnediated circadian HR rhythm. However， HR 
periodicities in the circadian range were found 
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on1y in part in our own experiments.工tshou1d 
be no七ed七houghthat there was a development 
of HR periodicities during prena七a1ontogeny. 
When七hestart of periodic changes of the pinea1 
melatonin conten七sis projected from chicken 
embryos ( 21 days incuba七ion，start of LO 
changes in pineal melatonin no七 later than 
016/17 [1，281)七oMuscovy duck embryos (35 days 
incubation) its pinea1 me1atonin should 
commence fluctuating around 026七o028. This 
ca1cu1ation is in surprising accordance with 
the first appearance of significant Qp-values 
in our HR ana1ysis， which was between 026.5 and 
029.5. 
Natura1 rhythms deve10p usua11y with an 
increasing ampli tude. This was proven for 
instance for pineal me1atonin secretion in 
chicken embryos(28，6，67)， the amplitudes of HR and 
locomotor activity in chicken chicks during the 
firs七weekof lifeI4，49)， or the amplitude of the 
body tempera七ure osci11ation in infan七S同町.
This general gradual increase of osci11a七ion
ampli七udes would explain that in our own 
experiments different 1eve1s of periodicity 
intensities were found.工tcan be supposed that 
the HR course was recorded in a window of 
periodicity deve1opment， which did not take 
place synchronous1y in all embryos. A1though 
a11 but七hreeembryos showed some degree of HR 
periodici七y，some of these seemed to be a1ready 
further advanced in terms of f1uc七uation
intensity， 0七hersa 1itt1e behind. 
The resu1ts raise however one main 
ques七ion:Why do七heHR periods differ so much 
from 24 hours， although there was a 24-
hour-periodic enviどonmental change， the 
experimental sound exposition. Four possible 
causes shall be considered here: 
Firstly， might it be possible that there was 
no percep七ionof the acoustic stimuli? It was 
shown previous1y(20) that in Muscovy ducks from 
027 onwards the same acoustic stimuli as used 
in the experiments described here， caused 
immediate HR responses. These HR responses were 
a rapid rise or fall in HR or an increase of 
beat-to-beat var iabili ty. These responses gave 
proof that not 1ater 七han 027 the afferent 
pathway from the ears to the central nervous 
system， the autonomic innervation of the heart 
and the coupling of both were functional. 工n
addi七ion，七heacous七icstimu1i used must have 
been of some physiological or behavioura1 
importance for the embryo， for it caused an 
activation of the autonomic nervous system. 
Secondly， is the HR a useful indicator of a 
functioning circadian system? As mentioned 
above HR is part of severa1 physiological 
control and regu1atory systems.工fthese body 
functions are out of phase to each other a HR 
periodicity might be levelled out. Although in 
many experiments a strong corre1ation between 
different body functions， e. 9・ locomotor
activity， metabo1ism， and HR was shown 
同，15，34，48，日1，in constant light there was not a 
circadian rhythm of chicken HR during the first 
week of life刊9)despite a circadian rhythm of 
10comotor activity(恥7)工nLO however a diurnal 
HR rhythm was shown and persisted in constan七
darkness(49). In conclusion it has七obe noted 
that HR is at 1east a very variable parameteど
from the chronobiological point of view. 
These resu1ts link up to七he third 
consideration: 工s periodic acoustic 
stimulation a七leasta potential zei七geberfor 
the circadian system?工tis out of ques七ionthat 
light is a much stronger zei tgeber than sound， 
and there are some morpho1ogical explanations 
for七hat. One is七hatin several birds one 
circadianosci1la七oris si七uatedin the retina. 
工n addition，七he avian pineal gland is 
photoreceptive. And there . is via the 
re七ino-hypothalamictract a direct connection 
of the eyes to the 七hird avian circadian 
osci1lator， the SCN. However， in adult chicken 
and quail also phonoperiods (instead of 
pho七operiods)of 12 hours appearing every 24 
hours were effective zeitgebeどsfor a circadian 
rhy七hm of body temperature and locomotor 
ac七ivity(9，10).工t is also well-known that 
acoustic stimu1i have an impor七an七 impac七 on
embryonic deve10pment during late incuba七ion
in several bird species as was shown in many 
experiments using c1ick sounds for ha七ching
synchronization (58，59，60，61，62，65) • Hatching 
synchronization by click sounds was also 
observed in the MuscOvy duck(29). The resu1ts 
presented in this paper suggested however that 
acoustic stimulation， although successful1y 
percepted as indicated by acute HR responses， 
had no zeitgeber effec七 onHR rhythmicity. 
A four七hconsideration concerning the lack 
of phase locking between phonoperiod and HR 
period targe七s the responsiveness of a 
developing endogenous HR rhythm to a po七ential
zeitgeber. 工t migh七 be speculated 七hat an 
endogenously developing HR periodicity was hit 
by the tested acous七ic zei七geber in an 
uneffective phase(3，S)， so tha七 anentrainment 
cou1d no七 occur.Unstimula七edembryos showed 
however for instance a 17-hour HR period 
(Fig. 5).工fwe consider this as a free-running 
endogenous rhythm all its phases wou1d coincide 
with parts of a dai1y 8-hour phonoperiod at 
least once within four days.工fthe zeitgeber 
七estedwere effective， a phase response should 
be seen at some stage. A phase advance or delay 
wou1d cause a decrease of Qp(19). Our resu1ts 
showed however a continuous Qp田 rise in 
consecutive 12四 hourintervals (Fig. 7). 
We attribute the lacking entrainment of the 
HR rhythm by the exogenous acoustic stimu1a七ion
mainly to七hemorphologically and functionally 
100se connec七ionof七heacoustic input and the 
interna1 c1ock， and to the fact that HR 
rhythmici七y was just appearing during our 
window of recording・Henceit might be of future 
in七erest to continue the experiment after 
ha七ching.This would also give way to a longer 
time of possible en七rainmen七. The fact七hat
24-hour periodic phonoperiods did not cause a 
dominant 24-hour HR rhythm has important 
implications for the design of further 
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experimen七s concerning the effect of 
zeitgebers on the estab1ishment of HR 
periodici七iesduring embryonic development， 
for it suggests that in such experimen七s a 
七otally sound proof environment is no七
necessary. The span of mean sound leve1 from 
59 dB to 80 dB， which was applied in our own 
experiments and which had no zei七gebereffect 
on HR periodicity， is a span what is wel1 above 
usuallyinphysiologicallaboratoriesoccuring 
sound levels. 
The appearance of several significant peaks 
in七hespectrum of the l-periodograms (Fig. 5) 
is a finding， which is in accordance wi七h
resu1ts in other young anima工s. 工n chicken 
chicks beside dominant 24四 hour periods of 
locomotor ac七ivityother significan七ultradian
per iods were found in七hesame anima1(7). Simi1ar 
results were obtained in newborn mamma1s(12，13，50) • 
工twas supposed that ul七radianrhythms are like 
circadian rhythms inheri七ed. A specia1 
importance was attributed to u1tradian rhythms 
during periods of particular pressure or 
七ransitionof physio1ogica1 func七ionsof七he
organism， when the intensity of circadian 
rhythms decrease and the power of u1七radian
rhythms increase. This was found for ins七ance
in mice during the weaning period(63). The last 
七rimesterof incubation in birds is definitely 
such a phase of七ransition.
工n addition it was postulated that 七he
forma七ionof diurnal/circadian rhythms depends 
primarily on the maturi七Y of the particular 
organ or regulatory 100p investigated. 
Generally， the early postnata工 period is 
characterized by七hedominance of ul七radian
rhythms， on1y during further ontogeny their 
power decreases in favour of circadian rhy七hms
(14，17，23，24，63，64 i 
工n summary， the u1tra-and circadian HR 
periods found in Muscovy duck embryos during 
the pre- and perinatal period can be 
interpreted as a ref1ection of deve10ping 
periodicities of organ functions. The 
dominance of periods < 24' hours was in 
accordance with findings in human infants and 
mammals， that firs七 in on七ogeny u1tradian 
rhythms govern the organism before the 
circadian rhythms become dominant. For in some 
embryos HR periods in the circadian range were 
a1ready presiding，七heperinata1 period seems 
七o be of ou七standing importance for their 
development， so七ha七 theyare manifes七 after
hatching. periodic acoustic stimulation does 
not seem七ohave an impact on the deve10pment 
of H~ periodicity. 
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証した。階廊 26Bから 30日目の問、有意で安定した心拍滞期性が次第に発達した。それらの周期は 5時聞
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Taking advantage of acoustocardiogram (ACG) ， we measured the heart rate (l奴)
of chick 国nbryos continuously from day 12 until hatching and then 
investigated the development of HR irregularities (HRI)， HR variability 
(1恐V)，and the existence of a circadian rhythm in m島an1浪 (MHR). HRI 
comprised transient bradycardia and tachycardia， which first developed on 
day 14 and 16 inmost宙nbryos，respectively. Transient bradycardia increased 
in frequency and magnitude with embryonic develo伊nentand occurred over 
periods of up to 30 min in s叩国創出ryos. MHR was maximal on around days 
14-15 and thereafter d邑creasedto about 250-260 bpm on days 16-18. Base1ine 
皿.v， which is an oscillation of the MHR baseline， occurred as HR decreased 
from days 15国 16and b自camepredominant on days 17 -18 . The magni tude of the 
baseline oscillations reached up to 50 bpm in some embryロsand the period 
ranged between about 40-90 min (u1tradian rhythm). A circadian rhythm of 
m王Rwas not found in late chick embryos . On days 1自国19，embryonic activities 
were augmented and then br由athingmovements began to occur， disturbing ACG 
signals and thus making it difficult to measure the HR. Instead， the 
development of breathing activities was recorded. Breathing frequ邑ncywas 
irregular at first and then increas邑dto a maximum of about 1.5 Hz prior 
tロ hatching.
Keywords: acoustocardiogram， breathing activity， chick回目bryo，continuous 
measurement， heart rate irregularities， heart rate oscillations， internal 
pipping， m串anheart rate， respiratory movements 
1工NTRODUCTION
Cardiogenic signals of a.vian embryos are 
de七ectableby various sensors noninvasively， 
semi-invasively or invasively while 
main七ainingadequate gas exchange through the 
eggshell (18) • These signals can be ca七egorized
by the kind of sensor used; the 
ballistocardiogram (BCG) and acousto-
cardiogram (ACG) are measured noninvasively 
from ou七side of 七he eggshell (1，3，5，11， 12，日，21)
Thus the measurement of BCG and ACG are referred 
to as noninvasive methods. 工ncon七rast，the 
electrocardiogram (ECG) and impedance-
cardiogram (工CG)are measured with electrodes 
inserted into the egg (2，3，5，7，8，19) or pasted on the 
shell membrane after a partial removal of the 
eggshell(lO); i.e.， the measurement of ECG and 
工CGare semi-invasive me七hods. 工naddi七ion，
pulse oximetry is used to measure七hepulsatile 
oxygen saturation of chorioallan七oic
capillary blood from outside of the outer shell 
'Division of pediatric Cardiolo9Y， University of 
Kentucky; 
"Department of Electrica1 and Electronic Engine邑ring
membrane and may also be referred to as a 
semi-invasive me七hod (的. Besides these 
cardiogenic signals， the blood pressure of the 
allantoic artery is measured with a catheter 
implanted in七o the artery; i.e.， 
ca七heterizationis a invasive method (ι13，16，19) 
Although embryonic heart rate (HR) is 
determined from the measurement of all of these 
cardiogenic signals， embryonic activi七ies
often disturb the signals， making accurate and 
clean recording of HR difficult. The 
noninvasive measurement of BCG and the 
semi由 invasive measurement of ECG，工CG and 
capillary blood oxygen saturation are 
susceptible to this contamination. The ACG 
and blood pressure measuremen七sare relatively 
less disturbed by embryonic activities 
(1，6，13，18，19) 工n order to make long-term， 
continuous measurement of instantaneous heart 
rate (IHR) which is calculated from the 
beat-to-beat time interval of the heart， the 
measuring method needs to be noninvasive and 
contamina七edas li七七leas possible by embryonic 
activities. The ACG signal is detected as 
acousticpressurechangesacrosstheeggshell， 
late in incubation， by a condenser microphone 
attached hermetically七o七heeggshell and was 
found to be synchronous with embryonic hear七
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beats (1，5，11，21). Therefore， the ACG method is 
considered to be the best suited for long-term 
measuremen七s of IHR in avian embryos. 
Employing the ACG method， we attempted to 
determine七heembryonic HR of the domestic fowl 
continuously 七hroughout the last half of 
incuba七ion，for more than 200 hours， without 
any break in measurement. 
2 MATER工ALSAND METHODS 
Fertile broiler chicken eggs were 
incubated at a 七emperature of 38 Oc in a 
forced-draught incubator until day 12， and for 
the remaining period of incubation measurement 
was made in a still四 airincubator. Eggs were 
七urnedautomatically every hour for the first 
12 days of incubation. On day 12， randomly 
selec七edeggs were candled七oexamine embryonic 
development and fitted with a condenser 
microphone glued to七heeggshell as described 
elsewhere (1，5). In order to attenuate external 
elec七ricalnoises (i.e.， line frequency of 50 
Hz) entering the 1eads and connectors of the 
measuring system， eggs were placed in a me七a1
mesh box put in the sti11-air incubator at 380C. 
The output signa1 from each microphone was 
checked on an osci11oscope and eggs whose ACG 
waves were recognized we11 were used for 
measurement. Once the microphone was fitted 
on the eggshell， it was kept in the same fixed 
posi七ionthroughout the measurement. 
The ACG signa1 was amplified by abou七40
dB， and then passed through a band田 passfi1ter 
which had a 3 dB bandwid七hof 2-12 Hz with 
attenua七ionslope of 48 dB/oct. The signal was 
stored on a computer after digitiza七ionby a 
12 bit ana1og-digital conver七er. To calcu1ate 
工HRwi七han error in accuracy of 1ess七han1 
beat/min (bpm) for a maximum HR value of 350 
bpm， the signa1 must be sampled at a frequency 
of over 4，000 Hz. On the other hand， the signal 
needs to be sampled at a 10w frequency to 
achieve long-七erm continuous measuremen七.
For七hesereasons the signa1 was sampled at 100 
Hz and later the ACG waves were restored by 
interp01ation using a sinc func七ionon the 
computer. The interp01ated， restored ACG 
waves were equiva1ent to the signa1 samp1ed at 
a frequency of 4，000 Hz (1). Af七er wave 
restora七ion，the peak-to-peak time interval 
was converted to IHR to inves七igatedevelopment
of heart rate irregularities (HR工) and heart 
rate variabili七Y (HRV)・Changesin baseline 
HR were then examined by averaging 工HR to 
condense the vast amoun七of工HRdata. 工HRwas 
averaged over 1-min and 5-min in七ervals，and 
the mean HR' s for 1-min and 5-min periods were 
referred to as MHR1m and MHR5m， respective1y. 
A1though these condensing procedures remove 
the short-term f1uctuations in HR， the 
long-term HR trends can be presented. The 
baseline HR osci11a七ions found 1a七e in 
incubation were ana1yzed by a fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) for their power spectrum 
ana1ysis to determine 七heir periodicity. 
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Spec七rumanalysis was made for HR data averaged 
over 20-sec interva1s (MHR20.) rather七hanMHR1m 
Oど MHRs..，to increase the number of data poin七s
foど betterresolution. 
During ACG measurements signa1s were 
inspected daily on the osci110scope. The ACG 
signals were generally sinusoida1 like waves 
and tended to increase in their magnitude with 
embryonic developmen七. When i七wasfound tha七
the signals were reduced in magni七ude and 
became irregu1ar waves for a prolonged period， 
七hetime was noted and the measurement was 
continued. 
Toward the end of incubation， the 
embryonic ac七ivities became augmented and 
respiratory movements began， dis七urbingthe 
ACG signals from the microphone. 工ns七ead，the 
microphone detected embryonic and ventila七ory
acti vi ties， which were much larger in magni七ude
than the cardiogenic signa1 (i. e. ， ACG). 
Accordingly， the amp1ification of the 
amplifier was reduced to match the input 1evel 
of the analog/digital converter and these 
signals were stored consecutive1y on the 
compu七erfor ana1ysis of ventilatory rhythms. 
3 RESULTS 
Measurement was made continuously for 
216 hours (9 days) from day 12 of incuba七ion
in 15 eggs. Figure 1 presen七sexamp1es of工HR
patterns from an embryo that hatched on day 20， 
showing the deve10pment of HR工. Panels fどom
七he七opto bo七tomshow 30-min periods of工HR
on days 12， 14， 16 and 18 of incubation. 工n
genera1， on day 12 the HR baseline was s七able
excep七七woembryos (including one shown in Fig. 
1)， which had HR with intermi七七en七episodesof 
transient bradycardia. Then， HR began 七o
fluctua七eon day 14， and on day 16七ransien七
tachycardia firs七 appeared and baseline 
fluctuations were augmented. Both 
bradycardia and tachycardia appeared 
frequen七lyand the frequency and magnitude of 
HRI increased with embryonic developmen七.
Spon七aneousdecelera七ionof HR some七imes
Time(min) 
Fig. 1. Instantaneous heart rate (bpm) of a chick 
embryo during 30-min periods on days 12， 14， 16 and 
18 of incubation. 
Long-Term Measurement of Heart Ratβin Chicken Eggs 
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Fig. 2. Mean heart rate (MHRlm)， averaged over 1-
min intervals， calculated from a continuous 
recording of instantaneous heart rate in a chick 
embryo illustrating the development of oscillations 
in heart rate baseline. On day 18， heart rate was 
no longer determinable after the eighth hour when 
the signal was disturbed by somatic activities 
immediately prior to internal pipping of the 
aircell. 
became greater七han 100 bpm. 工nthe embryo 
shown in Figure 1，七heduration of repeated 
decelerations was about 2 min on day 16， then 
became more pro10nged with deve10pment and 
extended over 15 min period on day 18. Simi1ar 
patterns were found to 1as七 asmuch as 30 min 
in other embryos. Combined patterns of 
repeated HR dece1erations and repeated 
acce1era七ionswere also observed. 
工n order to compress the prolonged 
recording of工HRdata and present i七ina single 
figure for each embryo，工HRwas averaged every 
minute and MHR1m is shown by a single poin七 (Fig.
2)・ Figure2 shows an examp1e of七hewho1e 
continuous recording of MHR1m from day 12 to day 
18 • From the top to bo七七om，HR over 24-hour 
period on each day of incubation is presen七ed
in an individua1 sing1e pane1. HR baselines 
were stab1e days 12-13， and began to osci11ate 
la七eon day 15， and the magnitude of base1ine 
changes increased with development. On day 16， 
cyc1ic oscil1ation became obvious and their 
magnitude ex七endedto abou七 50bpm on day 17. 
Such cyc1ic osci11ations were a1so observed in 
other embryos and the magnitude of the 
osci11ations was dependen七 uponindividuals. 
Previous1y，工HRwas ca七egorizedas HR工andHRVi 
HR工 was defined as transien七， non-cyclic 
acce工erationsand dece1erations of more than 
10 bpm above or below the HR baseline (Fig・1)
and HRV as cyclic changes in base1ine HR of 1ess 
than 10 bpm (引. However， as shown in Figure 2， 
cyc1ic base1ine changes of more than 10 bpm were 
new1y found in七heMHR pat七erns，which may a1so 
be categorized as HRV. On day 18， we terminated 
MHRll1l at about 8置 hour，because artefacts caused 
by embryonic activities prior七opene七ration
of the beak into the air ce11 through the 
chorioa11antoic membrane and inner she11 
membrane (internal pipping，工P)disturbed ACG 
signa1s. 
The period of HRV was ca1culated by 
ana1yzing the power spec七rum of the HRV 
interva1s. As the number of points for power 
spectrum analysis needs to be an exponentia1 
of 2， we increased the number of points by 
averaging工HRevery 20 sec rather than every 
1 min to achieve better reso1ution. Figure 3 
shows two examp1es of MHR20s (left pane1s) over 
24-h on day 17 and their power spec七ra
calcu1ated by FFT (right panels)・ The
horizonta1 axes in the righ七 panelsindicate 
the periods of baseline oscil1ations in minutes 
converted from frequency • spectra1 peaks from 
these analyses were found at about 85 min and 
65 min， respectively. power spectra of other 
embryos were a1so ana1yzed， and i七 wasfound 
that MHR in 0七her embryos osci11ated with 
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rig. 3. Spectral analysis of the periodicity of 
oscillations in mean heart rate (MHR20・) for 24-h 
periods in two chick embryos. Right panels 
illustrate the power spEictra of each MHR20・
interval. Peaks indicate significant oscillation 
periods of 85 min and 65 min， respectively. 
Figure 4 presen七SMHRslI in two embryos， 
showing the entire HR recordi.ng in a sing1e 
figure. No circadian rhythm in MHR was found. 
HR increased from day 12 to a. maximum HR on 
around day 14-15 and then decreased. The HR 
baseline became wide because of 七hecyclic 
osci11ation as shown in Figures 2 and 3. These 
two embryos hatched at 七imes indicated by 
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arrows， respecti vely. Because七heernbryonic 
activi七iesaugmented toward工Pand respira七ory
movemen七soccurred， both disturbed the ACG 
一
lncubation days 
Fig. 4. Mean heart rate (MHRsml averaged over 5-min 
intervals in two embryos， recorded continuously 
from day 12 of incubation. The egg in the top panel 
was the same as in Figure 2. The gap between the 
last data point on day 18 and the arrow was due to 
ACG signal disruption with somatic and breathing 
activlties prior to interna1 pipping and during 
hatching. 
signals and made it impossible to recored the 
HR further. 工nstead，the microphone recorded 
the ernbryonic activities and respiratory 
rnovements during these periods. 
Four embryos died due to unknown reasons 
prior 七0 工P or during pipping 七he shell 
(external pipping， EP). Figure 5 presents an 
exarnple of MHR1m from an embryo that failed. 
The upper panel shows七he24-h period MHR1mprior 
七odeath on day 17. The lower panel presents 
the same HR pattern expanded from the upper 
panels. The HR pa七七ernwas normal over the 
firs七 6hours on day 17. Then the HR baseline 
frequently decreased to abou七 130 bpm wi七h
subsequen七 recoveryto the norrnal level， and 
at last decreased consistently prior to death. 
During the period of failing HR '(bottom panel)， 
HR changed swif七工ybetween about 130 bprn and 
240 bpm. 工n ano七her embryo which died， HR 
decreased from con七rolvalue of about 270 bpm 
to a new level of about 180 bpm and then 
decreased again七oan even lower level， withou七
returning to 七he normal level. The HR 
fluctuated between the new levels both of which 
decreased gradually for about 2-hour to death. 
Fluctuations in HR level were dependent upon 
individual embryos. During HR fluctuations， 
七heACG signal changed in amplitude; when HR 
dropped， the amplitude of the ACG became large. 
工nother embryos， the HR decreased from the 
normal values to zero during short periods and 
heart beats never recovered. 
Figure 6 shows examples of recordings of 
ernbryonic activities and respira七ory
movements during the工as七periodof incubation. 
At day 18 10 hours (top panel) ， the ACG signals， 
which were recorded during the first few 
seconds， were disturbed by irregular 
deflections 5-6 times the ampli七udeof the ACG. 
The amplification of七heamplifier was工educed
to record such large deflections as they 
increased in magnitude. 
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Fig. 5. Mean heart rate (MHRm，) of a chick embryo on 
day 17， decreasing intermittently over a period of 
12 hours prior to death. The lower panel indicates 
that embryonic heart rate was periodica11y 
maintained at a 10wer 1eve1 and returned to a higher 
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Fig. 6. The microphone signal of a chick emb!yo on 
day 18 when somatic activities disturbed the 
cardiogenic signa1. The ACG was recorded for a 
short period between somatic activities prior to 
internal pipping (top panel)・withthe initiation 
of pu1monary venti1ation， intermi ttent pressure 
pu1ses disturbed the ACG (midd1e panel)， and fina11y 
became periodic (bottom panel)・Minutesignals due 
to heart beats were often recorded in the base1ine 
between interva1s of breathing deflections， but 
they were not seen in this recording， because the 
amplification of the amp1ifier was matched for 1arge 
breathing signals. 
Abou七 6 hours later in this embryo 
(rniddle panel)，七he microphone began 七o
in七ermittentlyrecord new signals which were 
larger than七heirregular deflec七ions(shown 
in七hetop panel) and occurred over various 
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interva1s of abou七1-2sec. The signa1s were 
often distorted and re1iab1e calculations of 
七he七imebetween interva1s of the peaks were 
not possib1e during ear1y period of the 
occurrence. Then， they increased in magnitude 
and became cyclic (last ha1f of the recording 
in the midd1e pane1)・ Withthe 1apse of七ime，
the signa1s became regu1ar patterns and their 
frequency increased from about 0.5-1 Hz to a 




Various methods have been deve10ped to 
de七ermine七heHR of the avian embryo through 
the eggshe11， taking advantage of the fact that 
the avian embryo deve10ps within an egg and is 
iso1ated from the externa1 environment on1y by 
七heeggshe1l and she11 membranes. previously， 
the 10ng司 termrecording of the avian embryo HR 
was attempted using ECG in the Muscovy duck 
embryo during the 1ast 10 days of incubation 
(10). Because the ECG was frequent1y disturbed 
by embryonic movements，工HRwas not determined 
七hroughoutthe measuring period， but mean HR 
was shown based on signa1 processing by a 
compu七er. Meanwhi1e， blood pressure can be 
measured re1atively free from embryonic 
activities by catheterization of the a11antoic 
ar七ery (6，13，19)， which makes it possib1e to 
investigate七hedeve10pment of HRV and HR工.
Hoche1 et al. (6) were recent1y ab1e七ocompare 
the development of HR工 pa七ternsin七hechick 
embryo with the be七七erknown mamma1ian fetuses • 
However， catheteriza七ionis an acu七e，invasive 
method and is not suitab1e for 10ng-term工HR
measurements. With regard to the accuracy of 
工HRmeasurement， ar七efac七scan not a1ways be 
e1iminated comp1ete1y from七he工HRdetermined 
by the ACG me七hod in con七どast to the 
catheterization， but the ACG method has 
undoubtedly advantages for noninvasive 
measurement and 10ng-term measurement of HR. 
The ACG is a record of pressure changes 
occurring outside the eggshe11， which is 
synchronized with heart beats of the embryo 
deve10ping within the egg. 工nchicken eggs， 
the ACG is recorded with the condenser 
microphone attached hermetica11y to the 
eggshe11 after about 七he first ha1f of 
incubation (1，11). The ACG is a1so detec七ab1e
with the microphone or pressure transducer 
insta11ed in a hermetica11y sea1ed box 
containing the egg日，21). The ACG signa1s became 
1arge in magnitude when HR decreased as seen 
in the fai1ing embryos of this study. 
Simi1ar1y， the ACG magnitude decreased when HR 
increased as previous1y reported for the 
ostrich eggs (15】. Rahn and associates (11)， 
using chicken eggs， suggested that 七heACG 
signa1 probab1y originates from a七issue(egg) 
pressure pu1se impinging the eggshe工1through 
changes in heart vo1ume. The incどeased
magnitude of ACG signa1s at 10wer HR or vice 
versa seems to be causa1ly re1a七ed七ochanges 
in cardiac output via a Star1ing mechanism. 
However， studies on embryonic HR in 
domes七ica七edbirds and recent1y in emu eggs 
showed七hatACG signa1s were detectab1e from 
eggs， which were pipped externa11y and 
eventua11y had pip四ho1ethrough the eggshel1s 
(14，11). Thus， the tissue pressure pulse 
mechanism is un1ike1y to exp1ain七heorigin of 
ACG signa1s. wang et. al. (21) pu七 forwardan 
a1ternative mechanism due to a gas kinetic 
effect on osci11a七ionsof gas pressure around 
七heeggshe11 with each hear七bea七 (i.e.，ACG 
signa1). The diffusive resistance from 
capi11ary b100d to a七mosphereand the capacity 
of capi11ary b100d for gases form a 10w-pass 
fi1ter that attenua七esosci11ations in O2 and 
CO2 exchanges different1y due to their 
different time constants (resistance x 
capaci七ance) (21). 工f 七he time constant is 
different between O2 and CO2 osci11a七ions，the 
difference in attenuations between them 
becomes 1arge at 10wer HR leve1s， thus 
increasing the ACG magnitude or vice versa. 
Even during 七he pipping period， the gas 
exchange through the eggshe11 and 
chorioa11antoic membrane is maintained 
10ca11y and thus detection of ACG signals is 
possib1e when the embryo is quiescen七 andthe 
microphone is re10cated on the eggshe11 to an 
area through which the gas exchange continues 
to take p1ace. 
In the present experiment， the 
microphone was glued to the eggshe11 so as not 
to be disengaged during incubation. Therefore， 
the microphone was not re10cated on the 
eggshe11 when the ACG signa1s were disturbed 
byaugmen七edembryonic activities prior to工P，
and the HR ca1cu1a七ionwas discon七inuedduring 
the 1ast stages of incuba七ion. However， it is 
s七i11possible to measure七heHR during the 
pipping period， if the position of the 
microphone is rep1aced on an area of the 
eggshe11 through which gas exchange takes p1ace 
be七~een the environmenta1 atmosphere and the 
chorioa1lantoic capi11ary b1ood. 
4.2 Deve10pment of HR工
The present continuous measurements of 
工HRsubstantia七edthe findings concerning the 
deve10pment of HRI in chick embryos which were 
made by acute， short-term measurement of工HR
by means of catheterization同) (Fig. 1)・ Bo七h
studies showed that spontaneous bradycardia 
occurred first on around days 13-14， whereas 
spontaneous乞achycardiaoccurred for the first 
time on around day 16. After 七he initia1 
infrequen七， occasiona1 appearance of HR工，
their frequency of occurrence and the magnitude 
increased with deve1opment. After day 16 
transient bradycardia often reached 50 bpm or 
more in magnitude with subsequent swift 
recovery to base1ine 1eve1s within a few 
seconds， and began to occur repeated1y over 
periods of 30 min. Meanwhi1e， the repe七i七ion
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of七ransienttachycardia occurred on day 16， 
soon after their first development， and HR工
comprised both bradycardia and tachycardia. 
On around day 18， the magnitude of these HRI 
increased up to 100 bpm in some cases. 
Thereafter， the ACG signals were dis七urbedby 
embryonic activities and respiratory 
movements， and the HR measurement could no七be
made unless the microphone was relocated on七he
eggshell. 
The experiment by Hochel et al. (6) 
demonstrated convincingly that 七ransient
bradycardia was vagally mediated， since these 
decelerations were blocked by adminis七ra七ion
of a七ropine，accompanied by a raising of the 
HR baseline. parasympathetic innervation of 
the chick embryo ' s heart appeared to be 
functional on around day 14， and its activi七y
increased with embryonic development as noted 
by the repeated bradycardia， for periods as 
long as 30-min in some embryos. Although HR 
increases in many physiological si七uationsare 
known to be mediated by sympathetic ac七ivity，
i七5 role in the development of transient 
七achycardiain chick embryos is no七 soclear 
and remains to be investigated 引.
4.3 Baseline HRV 
MHR baseline was stable up until days 
13-14. Small fluc七uationsin the baseline of 
a little over 10 bpm became eviden七onday 14， 
bu七 were very brief in dura七ion ( F ig . 2 ) • 
Larger changes in the baseline were found in 
all embryos by day 16. Averaging of the IHR 
has the effect of removing shor七ー 七erm HR 
fluctua七ions， which comprise rapid 
accelerations and decelera七ionsof工HR，bu七it
emphasizes the HRV trends in the baseline. 工t
rnakes it possible to exarnine the development 
of cyclic rhythrns in HR during incubation. The 
cyclic oscillations were found 七o occur 
continuously frorn abou七day16 in all ernbryos. 
The rnagnitude of oscil工ations in MHRlm 
increased to a rnaxirnurn of about 50 bprn up until 
day 17-18 in some ernbryos. power spectrurn 
analysis of MHR20B over a 24由 hperiod confirmed 
七hatthe baseline HR oscillations were in fact 
periodic (Fig・3)，with periods of 40-90 min. 
The physiological origins of七heseultradian 
rhythrns in HR remain to be studied. Meanwhile， 
circadian rhythrns in HR were not found in any 
of the embryos examined (Fig. 4). 工tshould 
be noted that even dirn ligh七 entering the 
incuba七or was unlikely 七o reach the eggs 
contained in the rnetal rnesh cage and the 
rneasurements were rnade during near darkness 
七hroughou七七helast half of incubation. 
4.4 HR during failure 
Four ernbryos failed during incubation in 
七hepresent exper iment. The ACG signals of the 
failed ernbryos were reduced in rnagnitude and 
becarne irregular waves during七herneasuremen七.
The time of death was noted. 工ntwo ernbryos， 
HR developed normally until failure and there 
were no apparent warnings in HR patterns prior 
to death. 工n other embryos， HR regula七ion
rapidly developed abnormali七iesseveral hours 
to half a day prior七odeath. For instance， 
HR decreased to half the norrnal level and was 
rnaintained at the lower HR level for periods 
between tens of seconds and rninutes until HR 
returned 七o near norrnal levels (F ig • 5). 
Readjustments of embryonic HR were rnos七likely
due to changes in pacemaker activity. The 
changes were achieved wi七hinthe interval of 
a few beats and sustained for variable periods， 
bu七 thecause of failure was unclear. 
4.5工nitia七ionof breathing rhy七hms
Continuous rneasurement of a 
rnicrophone I S ou七putduring the last stages of 
incubation al10ws us to infer about the 
initiation of brea七hing. Respiratory related 
somatic ac七ivi七iesof ernbryos， causing large 
air pressure changes wi thin the egg， have been 
observed about 1 day to ha1f a day prior to IP 
(4，20). Figure 6 shows typica1 changes in signal 
waves of rnicrophones that occurred in ernbryos 
on day 18 shortly before and after IP. The 
firs七20-secrecording at 18 day 10 hours shows 
large and very rapid pressure changes (top 
pane工)， which are considered to ref1ect 
embryonic activities prior to七hepiercing of 
the beak into the air ce11 through the 
chorioa1lantoic rnernbrane and inner she1l 
rnembrane (工P)・ Severa1hours later， af七er工P，
ACG was dis七urbedby interm.ittent breathing 
movernents， which becarne more regular with 
deve10pment (rniddle panel)・ Inan additiona1 
experiment， it was observed tha七七he large 
brea七hingrnovernents firs七 occurredbefore工p
and tha七thesrna11er breathing movernents， which 
were initial1y bouts of in七errnit七entbreathing ， 
were corre1a七edwith工P. 0七hers七udiesusing 
different methods， which differed in the 
七ransducerused to rneasure七heair pressure 
changes， also dernonstrated sirni1ar pa七七ernsof 
change in respiration shortly before工p(ι20)
Once regular breathing has been established， 
the breathing frequency increased frorn about 
1 Hz to 1.5 Hz shortly before hatching， sirnilar 
七othe reported values for chickens (4， 20). 
In the present experimen七 which was 
designed七orneasure continuously ernbryonic HR 
throughout the 1ast half of incuba七ion，it was 
found that the noises disturbing the 
cardiogenic signals (ACG) origina七ed in 
ernbryonic movements au伊nentingprior to工pand 
breathing activities deve10ping during the 
pipping per iod • Further exper imen七5using七he
rnicrophone wil1 elucida七e 七he on七ogeny of 
breathing rnovernen七sin ha七chingernbryos. 
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Cardiac Rhythrns in Chick Ernbryos During Hatching 
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Avian副obryosdevelop within a hard eggshel1， which permits the m.easurement 
of heart rate whi1e maintaining an adequate gas exchange through the 
chorioallantoic membrane. Heart rate has been determined from cardiogenic 
signals detected either noninvasive1y， s副ni-invasive1yor invasivelywith 
various transducers. Firstly， we review，申dthese previロusly-develop自d
m.ethods and experimental results on heart rate fluctuations in prenata1 
embryos. Secondly， we presented new findings on the deve10pment of heart 
rate f1uctuations during the 1ast stages of incubation， with emphasis on 
the perinata1 period， which r町 lainedto be studied. Three patterns of 
acc自leratiロnof the instantan邑ousheart rate were unique to the external 
pipping periロd:irregu1ar intermittent large accelerations， short-term 
repeated 1arge acce1erations and reユative1y10ng-lasting cyclic smal1 
accelerations . B白sides these acceleration patterns， respiratory 
arrhythmia， which comprized oscil1ating patterns with a period of 1-1.5 sec， 
appeared during the external pipping period. Furthermore， additiona1 
oscil工atingpatterns with a period of 10-15 min were found in some externally 
pipped倒 lbryos.
Keywords: Chick embryo， Heart rate fl立ctuations，Perinatal period， External 
pipping， Hatching， Noninvasive determination， Catheterization， Autロnomic
nervous system 
l工NTRODUCTION
A hard calcareous porous eggshell is a 
protective barrier for the avian ernbryo frorn 
bacterialinfectionandphysicalchangesinthe 
environrnent and also provides an airway for 
respiどatorygases(57，58). Frorn the viewpoin七of
data acquisition，七heeggshell is advan七ageous
for rneasurernents of respiratory and 
circulatory pararneters while rnaintaining 
adequate gas exchange 七hrough the 
chorioallantoic rnernbrane. The respira七ory，
circulatory and therrnoregula七oryfunctions of 
late chick ernbryos wi七hin七heeggshell have 
been intensively studied(30，34-35，45，51，5，59). With 
oxirne七ry.Each rnethod has its advantages and 
disadvantages and should be used individual1y 
depending upon七hegoal of inves七igationsof 
ernbryonic HR. 
with respect to the instantaneous heart 
rate (IHR) which is deterrnined by the beat田
to-beat intervals of the heart， Akiyarna et 
al. (1，3) rneasured the beat-七o-beatfluctuations 
of HR noninvasive1y in chick ernbryos using 
acoustocardiograrn (ACG) and Hochel et al. (9) 
studied the工HRof chick ernbryos by rneasuring 
arterial b工ood pressure. Following their 
studies， Moriya et al . (17) investigated HR 
fluc七uationsafter ha七ching，forcontinui七yof
data frorn ernbryos 七o hatchlings. However， 
rneasurernen七sof both ACG and arterial blood 
pressure becorne difficult toward the end of 
incubation due to augrnented ernbryonic 
activities and respiratory rnovernents， which 
disturb the ACG signal， and due七oshrinkage 
of 七he a11antoic ar七ery，which rnakes it 
difficu1t to irnp1an七 aca七heter. Toward the 
end of incubation， the ernbryo pierces七heair 
ce11 wi七hits beak through the chorioa工an七oic
rnernbrane and the inner she11 rnernbrane (which 
is terrned internal pipping and referred七oas 
工P)and thereafter breaks the eggshel1 wi七hi七s
egg tooth (which is terrned external pipping and 
refered to as EP). During工Pand EP period， 
which is defined as the perinata1 (or 
どegardto ernbryonic heart rate (HR)， various 
rnethods and systerns have been developed to 
detect cardiogenic signa1s through the 
eggshell. These include e1ectrocardiography， 
irnpedance cardiography， bal1istocardio-
graphy， acoustocardiography， catheterization 
of allantoic b100d vessels and pu1se 
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paranata1) period， the embryo begins to 
breathe air and the gas exchange is switched 
from七hechorioa11antoic membrane to the 1ungs. 
工HRand HR f1uctuations during the 1ast stages 
of the prenata1 and perinata1 periods sti11 
remain七obe investigated. 
The present report concerns 1) a brief 
review of previous1y deve10ped methods to 
detect the cardiogenic signa1s of embryos 
residing inside the eggshe11， and the 
experimenta1 resu1ts from these HR 
measurements of prena七a1embryos， and 2) new 
findings on embryonic HR f1uctuations during 
the peどinata1period. 
2 PRENATAL EMBRYOS 
2.1 Detection of cardiogenic signa1s through 
the eggshe11 
2.1.1 E1ectrocardiography. The e1ectrica1 
activities of the heart in chick embryos within 
an eggshe11 were measured by Bogue as ear1y as 
1932('). Two sma11 ho1es were dri11ed through 
the she11 and silver electrodes insta11ed on 
a specia11y designed manipu1ator were guided 
through the ho1es， piercing the she11 membrane 
without puncturing b100d vesse1s. The 
e1ectrocardiogram (ECG) was measured by a 
string ga1vanome七er and the average HR was 
determined from day 1 to day 19 of incubation 
and a1so after hatching. Cain et al. (6) a1so 
measured ECG with wire e1ectrodes imp1anted by 
drilling small two ho1es in the she11. The HR 
determined from the ECG measurement was 
compared with the HR determined by 
ballis七ocardiography(町.工norder to prevent 
water 10ss through dri11ed ho1es， Laugh1in et 
al • (14) deve10ped vapor田 sea1ede1ectrodes with 
3 rubber tubes. The rubber tubes were attached 
to the upper surface of the egg and si1veど
e1ectrodes were pushed in七oeach rubber tube 
unti1 it pene七ratedthe she11 membranes. This 
technique was used for monitoring HR in a 
popu1ation of chick embryos during the 1ast 
week of incubation(15)， and for investiga七ing
the effec七sof restricted gas exchange through 
the eggshel1 on embryonic HR (13). 
More simp1y， Tazawa and Rahn(49) used 26 
gauge hypodermic need1es as ECG e1ectrodes. 
The tip of each e1ec七rodewas bent 3 mm from 
the end and inserted through七heeggshell by 
pushing it with the thumb， and the bent part 
was g1ued to the she1l with epoxy to is01ate 
the inside of七heegg from the atmosphere . The 
three e1ectrodes were inserted in a triangu1ar 
pa七ternon top of the horizonta1 egg. Using 
this technique， Tazawa and Rahn(岨)studied the 
七oleranceof chick embryos七olow temperature 
exposure. Thereafter， needle e1ectrodes have 
been used七omeasure embryonic ECG in order to 
compare with 0七hercardiogenic signa1s(7，43，50) 
and to determine七heHR in smal1 avian eggs(23) • 
Three thin copper or si1ver wires were a1so used 
as ECG e1ectrodes to measure HR as a reference 
signa1 for七heacoustocardiogram(25，56). 
pirow et al. (24) used gold-p1ated 
electrodes， 10 mm 10ng and 1 mm diameter as ECG 
e1ectrodes. The eggshell in sma11七woareas 
(10 mm x 2 mm) was removed without damaging the 
she11 membrane， and the tips of the e1ectrodes 
were inserted between the she11 and outer she11 
membrane. The ECG signa1， which was weak. and 
noisy because of disturbance by 回 ¥bryonic
movemen七s，was amplified by a factor of 104_105， 
band-pass fi1tered and processed by a computer 
to achieve on-1ine long-term recording of 
embryonic HR in the Muscovy duckI10，24). 
2.1.2 rmpedance-cardiography. Cardiac 
contractions and blood ejection by the embryo 
change intra-embryonic electrica1 impedance， 
which can be detected by an impedance converter 
(mode1 2992， UF工， California)， as has been used 
in other adu1t anima1s. The converter requires 
two e1ectrodes to supp1y a carrier signal and 
detect an amplitude-modulated carrier signa1. 
Haque et al. (7) employed the impedance converter 
to measure the impedance四 cardiogram(rCG) and 
determine the HR of chick. embryos， together 
with electrocardiography， ballis七ocardio司
graphy and acoustocardiography. The same type 
of needle electrodes as used for ECG were fixed 
to two points on the egg in七hesame manner as 
for ECG. Then， the effects of these different 
methods on HR were examined for young (12-
day-old) and工ate(16-and 18-day-old) chick 
embryos. The resul七sindicated that none of 
these four methods significantly inf1uenced 
the HR measurement， and that can be used as a 
simp1e means for determination of embryonic 
HR(7) • 
Because on1y two thin wires (e. 9 • ， copper 
wire 0.1 mm in diameter) are needed as 
electrodes， the工CGcou1d be used to determine 
七heembryonic HR of small eggs such as swallows 
and pigeons(5，日) and the HR of early chick 
embryos(2). Tak.ing advantage of the工CG，that 
a110wed HR to be measured remote1y from the 
outside an incubator， Howe et al. (11) 
investigated fixed patterns of bradycardia 
during late embryonic development in domestic 
fowl wi七h C 10cus mutations. The C 10cus 
contains the structural gene for tyrosinase， 
and defec七sat this site can resu1七inalbinism 
(11) 
2. 1. 3 Ballis七ocardiography. Cardiac 
contrac七ionsand b100d ejection from七heheart 
of the avian embどyoare associated with minute 
movements of the en七ire egg(26，50) . The 
ballistic movement imparted by the embryonic 
heartbeat is designated as the 
ballis七ocardiogram(BCG) of the egg. Cain et 
al • (6) reported measurements of BCG in chick.en 
eggs using an ul七ra-sensitivepiezoe1ec七ric
momen七um transducer. Thereafter， several 
me七hodsand techniques have been developed to 
measure 七he egg' s BCG. These include 
measuring systems uti1izing an audiocar七ridge
(2九日)， laser speckle meter(~) ， 1aser 
displacement meter(8)， piezoe1ectric fi1m(42) 
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and electromagne七icinduction coil (19) . All 
of these ballistocardiographies measured 
embryonic HR completely noninvasively during 
the late period of incubation in domesticated 
birds(7，20，21，23，4，52)， seabirds(“，54) and altricial 
birds(22，53)， under normal incubation condi七ions
and in al七eredenvironments. In this way， 
daily changes (i.e.， developmental pat七erns)
of embryonic HR in precocial and altricial 
birds and their HR responses to al七ered
environmen七shave been elucidated by the BCG 
(21.2.23，4.46.53.54 ) method¥"""'.""'O，""，"" . 
2 • 1 •4 Acoustocardiography. Rahn et al • (25) 
showed that the gas pressure in a tightly sealed 
box containing an intact chicken egg oscillates 
in phase with the ECG. These cardiogenic 
pressure changes were detected by a condenser 
microphone(25) or a differentia工 pressure
transducer(日)， and termed 七he acousto-
cardiogram (ACG)・ Whenthe microphone was 
sealed directly and hermetically to 七he
eggshell， it recorded七heACG as the pressure 
changes in七heair space sealed between the 
eggshell and the surface of the microphone(7，25). 
Even from an egg wi七ha fractured shell， the 
ACG signal could be detected by selecting a 
sui table measur ing posi tion on the eggshell (耳目)
This finding may support a previously suggested 
mechanism origina七ing in the pressure 
oscillation due to 七emporal pulsatile 
variations in net gas exchange through the 
eggshell (56). The microphone often failed to 
detect ACG during the last s七agesof prenatal 
incubation and perinatal period. 工七 is 
speculated tha七 blood flow 七hrough the 
chorioallantoic capillaries under the shell 
covered with the microphone diminishes locally 
during工Pand EP， and thus gas exchange also 
diminishes locally， or the blood flow is 
shun七ed七00七herareas under七heeggshell where 
gas exchange is not blocked. 工fthe microphone 
is placed such that it covers an area of the 
chorioallan七oiccapillaries where local blood 
flow remains large enough to maintain gas 
exchange， ACG can still be detected even during 
七heperinatal period(38). 
Acoustocardiography is a noninvasive 
system and ACG is relatively unaffec七edby 
embryonic activi七ies，compared with other 
cardiogenic signals such as ECG，工CGand BCG. 
工twas successfully used for the continuous 
measurement of HR in chick embryos during the 
last half of incuba七ion(ca. 200 hours) (3) and 
elucidated the occurrence of cyclic changes in 
HR with periods of 40四 90min， in chick embryos 
during days 16-18 of incuba七ion(l). 
ACG is also relatively free from external 
noises compared with other cardiogenic 
signals， which made i七possibleto measure the 
embryonic HR during routine operation of 
commercial incubation in an ostrich hatchery 
け九39)• The developmental patterns of embryonic 
HR in emu were also determined by 
acoustocardiography(38) . 
2.1.5 Catheteriza七ionof allantoic vessels.工n
order to obtain blood samples from the 
chorioallantoic capillaries， a small part of 
the shell was removed and the syringe needle 
quickly inserted into the allantoic blood 
vessel (28 ， 2~) . However， after a single sample 
was obtained from an egg， it had to be 
discarded. Thus， catheterization of the 
allan七oicblood vessels was developed to obtain 
samples repeatedly from the same egg without 
impeding adequate gas exchange 七hrough the 
chorioallantoic membrane and eggshell (3，40，岨1.
This ca七heterization technique was 七hen
applied to blood pressure measurement (31，32，50) 
and determination of HR in chick embryosけ，41)
A catheter consisted of a hypodermic 
needle 15 mm long (24 gauge for the allan七oic
vein and 26 gauge for the artery) and 
polyethylene tube 5 cm long. The needle was 
bent at a right angle 2-3 mm from the tip， and 
七he0七herend of the needle was inserted into 
the polyethylene tube. The catheter was 
filled with heparin solution and七hefree end 
of the tube was plugged with clay. A sma工l
area， marked previously on the shell through 
candling (less than 1 cm2) ， was removed toge七her
wi th the shell membranes. The allantoic 
vessel was gently lifted by forceps from the 
allantoic fluid through a 七ear in the 
chorioallantoic membrane. The tip of the 
catheter was inserted into the vessel， pointing 
upstream. After repositioning the 
catheterized vessel in the allan七oicfluid， the 
cathe七erwas fixed to the edge of the hole in 
the shell， and the removed area was re-covered 
with七apeand epoxy. For measurement of blood 
pressure， the polyethylene七ubeemerging from 
the egg was connected to a s七rain gauge 
manometer through another polyethylene tube (8 
cm long) filled wi七hsaline solution. Mean and 
instantaneous HR were calculated from the blood 
pressure waves(9，41). As the blood pressure was 
free from the artefacts， which occasionally 
interfered with ACG waves， the measurement of 
arteどial blood pressure was made as a 
complemen七aryme七hodto ACG to de七erminethe 
instantaneous HR and substantiate the HR 
irregulari七y patterns in prenatal chick 
embryos(町.
2.1.6 Pulse oximetry. Taking advantage of the 
pulse oximeter， which is conventionally used 
to detect pulsatile changes in oxygen 
saturation of blood passing through the tongue 
or the finger in domestica七edanimals or human 
beings， Lewin et al. (16) examined its 
applicability to the determination of七heHR 
of chick embryos. Two holes of 6 by 8 mm each 
were made in the eggshell 1 cm apar七 without
damaging七heouter shell membrane. Then， two 
probes of七heoximeter; a light source and a 
photodetector， were fastened on the eggshell 
edges around the holes with an adhesive tape. 
The oxygen sa七ura七ioncurve， which was nearly 
sinusoidal in shape and synchronous with the 
ECG， could be detec七edfrom 18四 day-oldembryos. 
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The mean HR was determined by power spectral 
density analysis. pulse oximetry will open 
opportunities for simultaneous measuremen七s
of HR and blood oxygen saturation in developing 
avian embryos in normoxic and also hypoxic and 
hyperoxic environments. 
2.2 Developmental patterns of embryonic hear七
rate during incubation 
Because of easy availabili七y，chicken 
eggs have been well s七udied for the daily 
changes in mean HR (developmental patterns) by 
measuring七heECG (from day 1七oday 19 by 
Bogue(4); from day 15 to day 21 by Laughlin et 
al . (13，15); from day 6 to day 20 by Tazawa and 
Rahn(岨))，七he工CG(from day 3 to day 9 by Akiyama 
et al • (2); from day 7 to day 20 by Howe et al. (11)) ， 
七heBCG (from day 4七oday 19 by Cain et al. (6); 
from day 11 to day 21 by Tazawa et al. (4); from 
day 12七oday 21 by Pearson et al. (21) )， the ACG 
(from day 12 to day 20 by Akiyama et al. (1) and 
blood pressure (from day 13 七o day 17 by 
Tazawa(32) i from day 14七o.day 16 by Tazawa(31); 
from day 12 to day 18 by Tazawa and Nakagawa(日};
from day 10 to day 20 by Hδchel et al. (9) )・
These various me七hods have also 
elucidated the developmen七al patterns of 
embryonic HR in other domesticated birds: king 
quail(23)， Japanese quail， duck， turkey， peafowl 
and goose(44)， emu(3B) and ostrich(Jヲ，39)，seabirds: 
brown noddy(46)， wedge-tailed shearwater and ，.、
Laysan albatross''''， and altricial birds: bank 
swallow and pigeons(5，S3)， and grea七 tit，marsh 
tit， varied tit， Japanese tree sparrow， house 
martin， Japanese bunting， red-cheeked myna， 
brown-eared bulbul， cocka七iel，zebra finch， 
Bengalese finch， carrion and jungle crows(23). 
Despi te many s七udieson developmental 
patterns of embryonic HR during the late stages 
of incubation， the pa七七ernearly in incubation 
still remains 七o be investigated in many 
species of birds. 工ngeneral， howeveど，七he
embryonic HR steadily increases during the 
early period of incubation when ，the primordial 
tubular heart forms the four-chamber 
configura七ion，followed by relatively slow 
changes in HR during the late incubation 
period. There are following three gross 
developmental patterns of HR late in incubation 
including the pipping per iod. 1) Embryonic HR 
tends to decrease toward the end of prenatal 
incubation with subsequent increase during七he
perinatal period， which is observed in many 
precocial birds. 2) Embryonic HR tends to be 
kept with a narrow range until pulmonary 
respiration is initiated as observed in 
semi-precocial seabirds. The perina七al
period of the seabirds is generally long in 
comparison with that of the precocial birds， 
and the HR tends to increase or remains 
unchanged depending upon species during七he
pipping period. 3) Embryonic HR stHl 
continues to increase toward ha七ching and 
becomes maximal during the pipping period， 
which is observed in many altricial birds. 
These developmental patterns of late embryonic 
HR may mainly reflec七 thechanging metabolic 
requirements toward hatching and be related to 
embryonic growth rate(22). 
2.3 Heart rate fluc七uationsin prenatal embryos 
Continuous measurements of HR in chick 
embryos throughou七thelast half of incuba七ion
by acoustocardiography revealed that 七he
baseline HR began to oscillate on day 16-17 of 
incubation with subsequent augmentation on day 
18(1). The period of七hecyclic oscillations in 
the baseline HR was variable， ranging from 
about 40 min to 90 min depending upon individual 
embryos. The magnitude of七heoscillations 
was also variable and exceeded 50 bpm in some 
embryos. 工na few embryos， the HR oscillations 
were vague. Because the recording of the ACG 
was disrupted by embryonic activities and 
respira七ory movements toward the pipping 
period， the HR oscillations during七helast 
stages of embryonic development， and their 
mechanism， remain to be studied. 
Noninvasive measurement of 
instantaneous heart ra七e (工HR)in developing 
chick embryos by七akingadvantage of ACG also 
showed that七heembryonic HR began to change 
irregularly on day 13-14 of incubation and七he
heart rate irregularities (HR工) became 
augmented with embryonic development(1，3). 
Hochel et al.け) studied in more detail the 
development of HR工inchick embryos during the 
last half of prenatal incubation by the 
cathe七erization technique. Figure 1 shows 
examples of工HRin 6 embryos aged from 11 days 
to 16 days， de七ermined by blood pressure 
measurement(9). On day 11 of incubation， 
changes in IHR were small and baseline HR was 
stable. On七he following day， baseline HR 
tended to fluctuate， but no particular pattern 
of HR工 appeared. On day 13， small rapid 
decelera七ionpatterns of IHR appeared a few 
times during the 30田 minrecordings. On七he
following day， the spontaneous rapid 
deceleration patterns appeared wi七h
increasing frequency and magnitude. 
Subsequently， the HR工 were augmented by 
additional irregular patterns during the last 
stages of prenatal development'9). 
2.4 Effect of the autonomic nervous system on 
HR工
Hochel et al. (9) also investigated七he
effects of administration of au七onomicdrugs 
on the HR fluctuations in prenatal chick 
embryos. In addi七ion to 七he arterial 
ca七heter，they implanted another ca七heterinto 
the allan七oic vein in 14四 to 17-day-old 
embryos. Arterial blood pressure was measured 
in the embryos during the first 30 min to ob七ain
control IHR and during the next one hour after 
administration of a drug through the venous 
cathe七er. The drugs which were examined for 
their effects on七heHR工wereacetylcholine 
(Ach， parasympa七homime七ic drug)， atropine 
(parasympathe七ic blocking agent)， nor-
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nervous parasympathe七icthe by 
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??????epinephrine and isoprenaline (sympa七ho-
rnime七ic drugs)， phentolarnine (・-adrenergic


















Fig. 2. Instantaneous heart rate (IHR) determined 
before and after administration of autonomic drugs. 
The first 10-min is control period and then a drug 
was infused through the venous catheter at the dott母d
line. 
Timc(min) 
The工HRdid not always clearly respond 
to administra七ion of sympathomimetic and 
sympa七heticblocking agents. Figure 2B shows 
the工HRof a 16-day-old embryo， which was given 
norepinephrine. Significan七 changesin tbe 
IHR did not occur， as in other embryos exarnined， 
except for one 14四 day-old embryo， which 
responded 七o norepinephrine wi七h a raised 
baseline HR， but withou七 the accompanying 
marked HR工pa七terns(的. Figure 2C shows the IHR 
of a 16四 day-oldembryo， which was treated with 
isoprenaline; the response was slight. 工n
another 17-day田 oldembryo， rapid acceleration 
of HR occurred just after drug administration， 
with subsequen七raisingof七hebaseline HR(引.
However， remaining embryos treated with 
isoprenaline failed to show marked changes in 
七heHR工pa七terns. Figure 20 shows the IHR of 
a 17-day-old embryo， which was given 
phentolamine. The baseline HR dropped by 
about 70 beats/min soon after administration 
of phen七olamineand the HRI were augmented by 
spontaneous acceleration patterns. 工n
another 16-day-old embryo， the baseline HR 
dropped transiently (about 5 min) and in a 
Fig. 1. Instantaneous heart rate determined from 
arteria1 b100d pressure of prenata1 embryos aged 
from 11 days to 16 days・ Theheart rate (HR) base1ine 
was stable on days 11-12 of incubation， began to 
decelerate transient1y on days 13-14， and 
f1uctuated with irregu1ar changes in HR aft邑rwards.





































Figure 2 presents examples of 工HR
responses to administration of autonomic 
drugs. Figure 2A shows the工HRof a 16-day-old 
embryo before and after administration of 
atropine. The rapid，七ransien七decelerations
of 工HRthat appeared frequently during the 
30-min period before administration were 
blocked by atropine and the baseline HR was 
elevated. when embryos were given Ach， the 
hear七beat s七opped with subsequent swift 
recovery七0七heorigina工baselineHR. In other 
embryos whose heartbeat was reduced by Ach， the 
HR reached a nadir within a few heartbea七s，with 
subsequent recovery to the original baseline， 
resembling the rapid， transient deceleration 
pa七terns. 工七 is likely that 七he first 
occurrence of deceleration patterns of IHR 
corresponds七ofunctional initiation of the 
parasympathetic innervation， and the rapid， 
七ransient deceleration of embryonic HR is 
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shallow fashion (about 20 beats/rnin) soon 
after phentolarnine adrninistra七ion，
accornpanied by rapid， transien七 deceleration
patterns of HR. However， these changes in HR工
did not occur in七herernaining embryos exarnined 
with phen七olamine. Figure 2E shows the IHR of 
a 16田 day田 oldernbryo given proprano101. The 
base1ine HR was depressed， and rapid，七ransien七
dece1erations of 工HR occurred frequent1y. 
Base1ine HR was depressed in two other embryos 
without accompanying marked changes in HR工
patterns. In one embryo， the marked， rapid 
accelerations of HR which occurred 
intermittent1y during the 30-min control 
period did not occur after proprano1ol 
adrninistration. 
A1though the responses of 工HR to 
syrnpathetic drugs were not a1ways clear， in 
sorne ernbryos in which acceleration pa七terns
occurred， the pattern disappeared after 
adrninistra七ion of syrnpathetic blocking 
agents. However， it sti11 remains to be 
inves七igated whether the accelerated HR工
coincide with the initia.tion of syrnpa七hetic
nervous func七ionand whether the acce1eration 
patterns are mediated by the syrnpa七hetic
nervous system. 
3工NSTANTANEOUSHEARTRATE工NPERINATAL EMBRYOS 
3.1 Materia1s and methods 
Ferti1e eggs of broiler chickens were 
incubated at a temperature of 380C and re1ative 
humidity of about 60宅 in a forced draf七
incubator. The eggs were turned au七omatical1y
every hour until day 16 of incubation when they 
were transferred to a sti11 air incubator at 
380C， which was used as a measuring charnber. 
Measurements of工HRwere made in embryos aged 
from 17 days七o21 days， to make a continuous 
study of developrnent of HR工 inprenata1 and 
perinata1 embryos. On 七he rnorning of the 
experimen七， eggs were cand1ed to check whe七her
they had pipped the chorioal1an七oicmembrane 
andpiercedtheairce1lwith七heirbeaks (i. e. ， 
internal pipping). 
工日R was determined by electro-
cardiography. Electrodes were 3 silver rods， 
3 cm 10ng and 1 rnm across. One end of the rod 
was fi1ed to make a f1a七 surface， and a七七he
other end was soldered a small connector. 
Three locations were marked on the eggshel1 so 
tha七七heymade a triangle about 2 cm apart. 
Then， a tiny piece of the eggshell (<2 rnm 
across) was rernoved by the sharp b10w of a 20 
gauge hypodermic need1e and the tip of 七he
need1e pierced the she11 membranes and the 
chorioa11antoic rnembrane to rnake a hole. The 
flat end of the e1ectrode was pushed into七he
hole with the gent1e， steady force of the thumb 
and forefinger， unti1 it reached the body of 
the embryo. Then七heelectrode was attached 
to the eggshell with c1ay and epoxy glue， and 
the egg was placed back in the incuba七or. The 
e1ectrodes were connected to七he1ead wires of 
a po1ygraph arnp1ifier through the connectors. 
工HRwas determined frorn the arnplified ECG 
signals with the aid of a computer， as described 
e1sewhere(lヲ)
3.2 Heart rate f1uctuations during the 1as七
stages of incubation 
Figure 3 presents examples of 30-min 
recordings of the IHR determined from 6 
ernbryos. The upper 3 embryos， aged 17， 18 and 
19 days， had not pipped the chorioa1lantoic 
rnernbranej thus they were prenata1 embryos. 
The 10wer 3 recordings were taken from 
perinata1 ernbryosj one had pipped the 
chorioa11antoic rnernbrane and pierced the air 
ce11 with七hebeak (工P)，and two others had 
pipped the eggshe11 with the egg tooth (EP)・
Figures 1 and 3 show continous deve10pment of 
HR工 during the last half of incubation， 
inc1uding the perina七a1period. Cornparison of 
the two figures c1ear1y shows 七hat the HR 
f1uctuations increased with embryonic 
developmen七， particu1ar1y toward the end of 
incubation， wi七h addition of augmented 
acce1eration patterns. The frequency and 
magnitude of rapid， transient deceleration 
patteどnsalso tended to increase during the 
1ast stages of the prenatal period up to the 
perinata1 period. One external1y pipped 
ernbryo showed a series of dece1eration pa七terns
continuing throughou七 a 30-min recording 
period (5th pane1 in Fig. 3)・However，such 
continuous occurrence of dece1eration 
patterns was no七cornmonin many 0七herperina七al
embryos. Rather，七hefrequency of appearance 
of dece1eration patterns tended七odecrease， 
and instead， acceleration pa七七ernsof HRI were 
augmented during the EP period， as shown in the 
bottorn pane1 of Figure 3. The perina七a1HR 
f1uctuations were charac七erized by the 
intermit七entappearance of repea七edpa七terns
of large acce1erations continuing for 4-5 min 
(referred 七o as 'shor七四termrepea七ed large 
acce1erations' )・工n addition， respiratory 
arrhythmia began to appear during the EP period 
and was augmen七edwhen the baseline HR was 
decreased (Fig. 3)・
Figure 4 shows other examp1es of HR 
f1uctuations in an external1y pipped embryo. 
This perinatal embryo was measured for工HRfor 
8 consecu七ivehours on day 20 of incubation. 
Ten-rnin recordings of IHR were intermittently 
sampled frorn the 8-hour recording to show the 
development of various patterns of HR 
fluctuations. The first 3 panels show the HRI 
pa七七ernswhich were frequently observed even 
in prena七alembryos， except for the occurrence 
of respiratory arrhythmia. The acceleration 
and dece1eration patternsどecordedin the first 
3 pane1s are similar to those in prenata1 
ernbryos， which are shown in Figure 3. 
Respiratory arrhythmia appeared during the 
first 10司 rninrecording (top pane1) and becarne 
augmented with the lapse of time and a fa1l in 
the baseline HR during the next 3 hours (2nd 
and 3rd pane1s)・ Theaccelera七ionpatterns 
tended to be intermit七ent1ycyc1ic. Two 
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Fig. 4. 工nstan七aneousheart ra'te of a 20-day目。工d
externaユly pipped embryo determined from the 
electrocardiogram. Measurements were made for 8 
consecutive hours， and six 10-min recordings were 
samp1ed to show transitions of various acceleration 
patterns・ The first three panels show the 
acceleration patterns also observed in prenatal 
embryos， and also episodes of respiratory 
arrhythmia; e.g.， widespread baseline during a 
recording be七ween6-8 min in the top panel， between 
164-166 min in the second panel and between 191-
197 rnin in the third panel. The last three panels 
show transitions in three acceleration patterns. 
30 
Fig. 3.工nstantaneousheart rate determined frorn the 
electrocardiogram of the prenatal (the first .three 
panels) and the perinatal (other three panels) 
embryos. 工P and EP are internal1y pipped and 
external1y pipped (perinatal) ernbryos， 
respectively. The transient heart rate (HR) 
dece1erations were still evident on day 17， and 
subsequent acceleration patterns on and after day 
18 augmented further the HR fluctuations. During 
the external pipping period， the accelerated 
patterns were predorninant (bottorn panel)， but 
exceptionally the rapid， transient decelerations 
occurred repeatedly (2nd panel frorn the bottorn)・
The widespread baseline in the bottorn panel was due 
to respiratory arrhythrnia of the externally pipped 
embryo. 
as shown in七hebo七tompanel in Figure 3. 
Figure 5 shows that the cyclic 
fluctuations of perinatal embryonic HR 
sometimes occur with a long period， over 
several hours (ca. 12 min in top panel)， medium 
period (ca. 20 sec in middle panel)， or short 
period (ca. 1.5 sec in bottom panel)， 
indicating a fractal-like phenomenon in七heHR 
fluctua七ionsduring hatching. The cyclic HR 
fluctuations shown in the bot七om panel in 
Figure 5 were frequently observed in newly 
hatched chicks， which are known as respiratory 
arrhythmia (17) • 
45 
pa七七erns of cyclic， accelerated HR 
fluctua七ions appeared with different 
frequenciesanddura七ions;one with rela七ively
high frequency (ca. 5 times per min) and工ow
magnitude， lasting for a relatively long period 
(ca. 20 min)， as shown in the 4七hand 5th panels 
in Figure 4 (referred to as 'relatively 
long-lasting cyclic small accelerations)， and 
the other is of relatively low fどequency(ca. 
2-3 times per min) and large magnitude， las七ing
for a short period (ca. 4-5 min)， as shown in 
the bottom panel in Figure 4. The latter HR 
fluctuation is the same acceleration pattern 





Fig. 5. Continuous recording of instantaneous heart 
rate for a 4 hour-period in a 20-day-old externally 
pipped embryo， showing three cyclic oscillations. 
Top panel presents continuous 4-hour recording. 
Second panel shows a lO-min recording extracted from 
the top panel at around 2 hours. Bottom panel is 
a 25-sec recording extracted from the second panel 
at around 114.5 min. The cyclic oscillations冒hown
in the bottom panel are known as respiratory 
arrhythmia， but the mechanisms of the other 
oscil工ationsare not known. 
4 D工SCUSS工ON
Avian embryos develop wi thin the 
confines of the eggshell independent of the 
maternal physiological functions unlike the 
mammalian fe七uses. Theeggshellseparatesthe 
embryo from the environment， and a partial 
removal of七heeggshell makes an easy access 
七o the early embryo. Thus the early chick 
embryo is used as a favorable experimental 
model in many pharmacological and 
physiological studies， particularly in 
development of cardiovascular func七ions(12，181.
Meanwhile， from a viewpoint of embryonic gas 
exchange， the hard porous eggshell provides an 
airway for respiratory gases between ambien七
air and capillary blood in the chorioallan七oic
membrane. Thus the eggshell plays an 
important role in the gas exchange of the embryo 
46 
and also provides a unique opportunity for 
noninvasive measurements of embryonic HR. The 
embryonic HR can be measured without impeding 
adequate gas exchange through the eggshell and 
七he chorioallantoic membrane. Cardiac 
con七ractionsof the embryo produce ballis七ic
movemen七s of the eggshell， which can be 
detec七ed by various means as the BCG 
(6，8，19，26，2九日，43，50)• The deve1opmenta1 patterns of 
embryonic mean HR in various species of birds 
have been investigated nonivasively by七aking
advantage of the BCG(5，6，21，2，23，44，46，53，54). 
Addi七ionally，in association with cardiac 
contrac七ions，acoustic pressure changes occur 
outside the eggshell， which can be detec七edby 
a condenser microphone a七七achedhermetically 
on the eggshe11 as ACG(2S.55). The ACG is 1ess 
contamina七ed by the embryonic ac七ivi七ies
compared with the BCG(7). Akiyama' et al. (1，3) 
measured the HR of chick embryos noninvasively 
throughou七七he 1ast half of incubation and 
noted the HR工andcyclic changes in HR during 
the 1ast stages of prenatal development. 
Toward the end of prenatal incubation and the 
ini tiation of in七erna1 pipping， embryonic 
ac七ivi七y and respiratory movements are 
augmented and the microphone de七ects 七hese
non-cardiogenic movements. De七ectionof the 
respiratory movemen七s of prepipping and 
perina七a1embryos provides an additional new 
possibili七yfor investigation of the on七ogeny
of pulmonary respiration in relation to changes 
in cardiac rhythms in late embryos. Both the 
BCG and the ACG can be detec七edsometimes even 
during the perinata1 period when the embryos 
are quiescent， provided an adequate posi七ion
for detection is found on the eggshel1 for 
p1acement of the 七ransducers(珂，4，“，54)• 
However， neither method can detec七 the
cardiogenic signals from early embryos because 
the BCG and ACG signals are weak or are not 
produced during the early incubation period. 
Al七erna七ively，七heECG and工CGcan be detected 
from early embryos， although the imp1antation 
of e1ectrodes injure， a1bei七 minutely，the 
eggshe11(2，l，23). In order to minimize injury to 
the egg， the electrodes are inserted just under 
七hechorioallan七oicmembrane or p1aced on七he
outer she11 membraneI5，6，九l.14，15，21-24，49)• Because 
the e1ectrodes do not contact direc七ly七hebody 
of embryo， the ECG and ICG signals are a1so 
disturbed by embryonic activities as embryos 
grow. A工though the computer-aided signal 
processing technique partia11y solves the 
prob1em produced by the embryonic activi七ies，
七heECG and工CGmethods work comparative1y we1l 
during the ear1y period of incubation when 
embryonic ac七ivities are sma1l and 1ess 
frequent(幻.
A1七hough the eggshell is par七ially
removed and the procedure is invasive， 
cathe七erizationof the a11antoic blood vesse工s
makes it possib1e七omeasure the b100d pressure 
and工HRre1a七ive1yfree from the embryonic 
activities(32，41). Taking advan七age of 
catheterization， which can be made七hrougha 
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srnall hole opened in the eggshell， Hochel et 
al • (9) deterrnined the 工HR during prenatal 
developrnen七 and confirrned the previous 
findings by the ACG rne七hodrnade by Akiyarna et 
al. (1，3) • The baseline HR， which was stable 
until day 12-13 of incuba七ion，began七obecorne 
irregular with七ransien七， rapid decelerations 
of HR on day 13-14 and a subsequent increase 
in their frequency and rnagnitude. The 
acceleration patterns appeared on day 15-16 and 
工HR becarne rnore and more irregular wi七h
additional， spon七aneous deceleration and 
acceleration patterns toward the end of 
prenatal developmen七.
New experimental data were included in 
the present report in order to elucida七e
further the development of HR fluctuations from 
the last s七agesof the prenatal period to the 
internal and external pipping (perinatal) 
peどiod. The rneasurement of工HRwas rnade by the 
ECG method， but i七differedfrom the previously 
used method with respect to the irnplantation 
of the electrodes. 工nthe previous method the 
electrodes were implanted just under the 
choriallantoic membrane or on the outer shell 
membrane; in the measurement described in this 
report they were inserted into the egg until 
they touched the body of the embryo. Although 
the invasion of the elec七工odes was large 
relative to七heprevious methods， the ECG was 
measured directly from七heembryo and the工HR
could be coun七edfrorn七heR目 Rintervals of the 
ECG recordings relatively free frorn embryonic 
activity 
The HR fluctuations may be referred七o
as heart rate variability (HRV) and heart ra七e
irregularities (HR工)， depending on the 
magnitude of the changes and their periodicity 
(cyclic or non-cyclic)・工ngeneral， HRV is a 
fluctuation which tends to be oscillating and 
cyclic， while HR工 are large fluctuations， 
comprising irregular， brief decelerated 
and/or accelerated HR. As found previously by 
the catheterization me七hodI9)，the HR工 were
further augmented by additional occurrences of 
the HR accelera七ionon day 18-19 (Fig. 3). The 
rapid increase in工HRwithin a few heart beats， 
followed by a slower recovery to the baseline， 
which was found in七helate prena七alperiod， 
was also recorded during七hein七ernalpipping 
period in the present rneasurement (七hefour七h
panel in Fig. 3). The HR工patternsobserved 
in the pre四 pipping per iod rernained in the 
internal pipping period. 工ncontrast， unique 
patterns of HR fluc七uationsbegan to appear 
during七heex七ernalpipping period. Although 
the HR deceleration patterns occurring 
continuously for a 30・叩inrecording period， as 
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exceptional and occasional， the large 
acceleration patterns occurred in七ermi七tently
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(bo七七ornpanel in Fig. 3)・ unique patterns of 
HR工 were irregular interrnittent large 
accelerations; the increase in工HRex七endedto 
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and七heHR returned swif七lyto the baseline. 
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occurred prior to the recovery of the baseline 
and became cyclic for a period of a few min， 
consisting of short-terrn repeated large 
accelerations， which are categorized as HRV 
(bottorn panels of Fig. 3 and F ig • 4 )・工n
addi七ionto these (single or repea七ed)large 
acceleration pa七terns， another cyclic 
acceleration pattern occurred in externally 
pipped embryos (4th-5th panels in Fig. 4)・The
acceleration of HR was about 50 bprn with a 
period of 12四 15sec， continuing for various 
periods: e.g.， no less than 20 min in Fig. 4 
-relatively long-term cyclic srnall 
accelerations. Such cyclic acceleration 
patterns were not observed in the prenatal 
embryos， but frequently recorded in newly 
hatched chicks(17) • Although the rapid 
deceleration of HR was believed七obe caused 
by parasympathetic nerve activity， the 
relation be七.ween HR accelerations and 
sympathetic nerve activity has not been clearly 
shown. Further investigations using various 
autonomic drugs will elucida七e七hemechanisrns 
for七hevarious pa七ternsof HR accelerations. 
Another unique characteristic of the工HR
in externally pipped embryos is the appearance 
of respiratory arrhythmia， which was recorded 
as widespread baseline (Figs. 3， 4 and 5)・工n
newly ha七chedchicksl17)，七he工HRchanged with 
brea七hingand the respiratory arrhythrnia was 
recoどded as widespread HR baseline as in 
Figuどes3， 4 and 5. Al七houghthe gas exchange 
of ex七ernallypipped ernbryos swi七chesfrorn a 
diffusive process through七hechorioallantoic 
membrane to a convec七iveprocess by the lungs， 
it is interesting 七o note 七hatthe 工HR is 
already subject to the breathing movements of 
the lungs. 
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Chick instantaneous heart rate (IHR) was determined by electr白ca，rdiogram
measured noninvasive1y from day of hatch to day 6. In experiment I， IHR 
was measured fロr1-h periods twice a day， in daytime and at night， to 
investigate heart rate fluctuations (variabi1ity and irregu1arities). 
Chick工E王Rwas substantia11y arrhythmic and spロntaneoustachycardia of 
100-150 bpmdominated HR f1uctuations. We categorized the f1uctuations into 
three typesj 1) type I as a widespread base1ine HR (20 to 50 bpm) due to 
respiratory arrhythmia， with a m串anosci11atory frequency of 0.74 Hz (range 
0.4-1.2 HZ)j 2) type II as 10w frequency osci11ations in 田 base1in自， at 
a mean of 0.07 Hz (range 0.04-0.10 Hz)，ロfuncertain origin; and 3) type 
III as non-cyc1ic irregu1arities， dominated by frequent transient 
tachycardia. In experiment II， we determined the diurna1 rhythms of chick 
n王Rover 24-h periods and under conditions of a natura1 photoperiod， 
thermoneutra1ity and with feed avai1ab1e throughout the first week after 
hatching. Chick IHR was very variab1e in the daytime (250-500 bpm)， due 
in part to feeding and activity， and de.creased to a diurna1 10w (200・350
bpm) at night， when mean HR was stab1e. HR f1uctuations persisted throughout 
the diurna1 cyc1e. 
Keywords: chick， diurna1 rhythm， e1ectrocardiogram， heart rate 
f1uctuations， heart rate irr自gu1ariti自由， h邑art rate variabi1ity， 
instantaneous h申artrate， spectrum ana1ysis 
1工NTRODUCT工ON
工n birds， embryos develop within the 
confines of hard eggshell and hatch after 
certain period of incubation. The heart is 
formed from a single tube to a four-chamber 
configuration during the early period of 
incubation. 工n chick embryos which hatch 
after about 21 days of incubation， the 
primordial heart begins七obea七 ataround 30 
hours of incubation(lηand the heart rate (HR) 
increases asymptotically duどing the early 
period to a level of about 280 beats/min (bpm) 。n average on days 16-18 with a subsequent 
decrease prior to pipping the chorioallantoic 
membrane (referred to as internal pipping，工P)
and the eggshell (external pipping， EP) (see 
26 )・ Theembryos begin to breath air in the air 
cell with 工P and from the surrounding 
atmosphere during the EP period and embryonic 
HR increases again more than 300 bpm(25). After 
hatching， the HR decreases temporarily to about 
the level of pre-pipping values and then tends 
to increase during the first week of 
posthatching life(19，29) • These daily changes in 
HR during development (i.e.， developmental 
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patterns of HR) were elucidated bymeasurements 
of mean heart rate (MHR) over shor七 periods
every day. We also have determined the 
developmental patterns of MHR in various 
species of precocial and altricial birds for 
comparative s七udiesC 1，2， 8， 12-15， 2，23， 25，2九日，31)・ 工n
these measurements， it was suggested that HR 
became variable toward the end of incuba七ion
and HR changes seemed to be augmented further 
after hatching. Based on these suggestions， 
instantaneous heart rate (工HR)，which is 
calcula七edfrom the beat-to-beat in七ervalsof 
the heart， was measured and the development of 
hear七 ra七e fluctuations (variability and 
irregularities) was investigated in chick 
embryos aged from day 12 to day 20 prior to工P
(referred to as the prenatal period and the 
prenatal embryo)， by bo七hthe acute， invasive 
cathe七erizationmethodCll) and the noninvasive， 
continuous method of acoustocardiographyC1，3). 
工n addition，工HR during 工P and EP per iod 
(referred to as the perinatal period) was 
measured by elec七rocardiography and the 
development of HR fluctuations of internal1y 
and externally pipped embryos (perinatal 
embryos) was also investigated(28). The HR 
baseline was flat until about day 13-14 of 
incubation and then the firs七 episodes of 
transient， rapid decelerations and 
accelerations of HR (i. e.， HR irregularities) 
??
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occurred on around day 14 and day 16 of 
incubation， respectively， and HR variability 
and irregularities during the prenatal period 
were augmented toward 工p(:，1l，28)• HR 
fluctua七ionswere further enhanced during the 
perinatal period toward hatching， and 
deve工opment of particular patterns of HR 
fluctua七ions was found during EP when the 
embryo became active in order to escape from 
the eggshel1 (28) • Ha七chingprovides the embryo 
(which becomes a chick) a wide space for 
movements and locomotion and altered 
environments. Past experiments showed 
significant changes in chick MHR during the 
first week of posthatching developmen七，
suggesting that significant shor七-term
changes in the HR of individual chicks occur 
and HR changes over the diurnal phase(19，29) . The 
present s七udywas designed to provide工HRda七a
in newly hatched chicks in order七ocontinue 
our investigation of HR fluctuations from that 
of prenatal and perinatal embryos and ascertain 
diurnal rhythms of HR. 
2 MATER工ALSAND METHODS 
2.1 Experimental set up 
Broiler chicken eggs were brought from 
a local ha七cherywhich also provided us with 
eggs for previous measurements of emb~yonic 
工HR(1，11，28). Eggs were incubated at 38 Uc and 
about 60もrelativehumidity in a forced-draught 
incubator and turned automatically every hour 
for normal embryonic development (21) • On day 17 
of incubation， eggs were moved七oa still四 air
incubator for ha七ching. After chicks ha七ched，
they were七ransferredto a heated brooder， and 
supplied with commercial poultry feed and water 
ad libitum. 工ndividualchicks were identified 
by uniquely coloring their down. Flexible 
Ag/AgCl gel electrodes 2 cm diameter and 2 mm 
七hick(Vitrode A-50， Nihon-Kohden， Tokyo) were 
used for measurement of electrocardiogram 
(ECG)・ Threeelectrodes were attached to the 
skin by the adhesive gel at the lateral thoracic 
wall under both wings， and at the ventral 
abdomen， caudal to the sternum. Electrode 
wires were fixed above the chick's back with 
adhesive tape so that it could move freely 
within a measuring cage 25x20 cm wide and 20 
cm high. During ECG measuremen七， the chick was 
confined in the measuring cage with feed and 
wa七erand the cage waS placed in a still-air 
incubator at 35 oc. HR measurement on the day 
of hatching (referred to as day 0) was made 
within 12-hour of emergence from the egg. 
2.2 Experiment工
Experiment工wasmade to investiga七e七he
pat七erns and development of heart rate 
variability and irregulari七ies and their 
relationships to the phase of day. ECG was 
measured for a 1-hour period twice a day (in 
daytime and at night) in 10 chickens from day 
O七oday 6. Measuremen七swere started 1 hour 
after placing the chick in the measuring cage 
inside 七he incubator 七o allow for 七hermal
acclimation and the chick to become quiescent. 
Daytime measurements were made under light 
conditions using a fluorescent lamp (08:00 -
17: 00)， and night measurements were made under 
dark conditions (18:00 -04:00). 
2.3 Experiment 工
This experiment was designed 七o
inves七iga七e the development of circadian 
rhythms in HR. Measurements were made using 
the same experimental se七 upas Experiment工
excep七 ligh七 conditions. A chick was fitted 
with the electrodes and ECG was recorded 
continuously for 24-hour periods， from day 0 
七oday 6， interrupted by a 1-hour intermission 
at the end of each of 24叩 hourmeasurement七o
save the da七aof each computer file onto a hard 
disk. During七heintermission， the chick was 
weighed for body mass and given addi七ionalfeed 
and water and the electrode positions were 
adjus七edas required. No supplementary ligh七
was provided in the still air incubator， but 
dim naturallight entered the incubator through 
windows in the door. A single chick was 
measured a七onetime from day 0 to day 6. The 
experimen七 wasrepeated over a period of 2 
mon七hs，until 5 chicks were measured. 
2.4 Calculation of IHR， MHR and power spectrum 
ECG signals from the electrodes were 
amplified by 40-60 dB and bandpass-filtered 
with a cut-off frequency be七.ween30 and 300 Hz. 
Amplification and cut-off frequencies 
depended upon七hemagnitude of the ECG signal 
and noise levels. Calcula七ionof工HRwith an 
error in accuracy of less than 1 beat/min (bpm) 
requires recording of ECG waves on a computer 
at a sampling frequency of no less than 4，000 
Hz. Because it is not possible to save on the 
computer the whole ECG signals sampled a七such
a high frequency for even 1 hour， we recorded 
time in七ervalsbetween七headjacen七Rwaves on 
the computer using a program based on a 
threshold method and determined 工HR
continuously for 1 or 24-hour periods. The 
amplified ECG signals were sampled by an 
analog-to-digital converter at 4，000 Hz and七he
sampled signals were compared against a 
threshold level set on 七he computer. The 
threshold level was set above background noise 
levels to detect the raising deflection of 
sampled R waves. The times at which the 
magnitude of sampled R waves exceeded the 
threshold for 七he first time were stored 
successively in七hedata file of the compu七er.
IHR was then calculated from七hetime interval 
be七.weenadjacent R waves. 
工norder to de七erminewhe七her七heHR 
fluctuations were cyclic (or oscilla七ed)and 
the oscillation frequency in the case七hat七hey
oscil1ated， power spectrum analysis of 工HR
recorded for 10-min period was made by a fast 
Fourier transform (FFT)・ Because the 七ime
intervals between individual IHR's were not 
equa1， IHR data given by a series of points with 
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equa1 time in七erva1(i. e. ，工HRper bea七)were 
divided every 512 points (whose time series 
duration was dependent upon the HRl e. g.， about 
1.5 min for HR of 250 bpm) first from the 
beginning of 10-min recording and then from the 
first 257 points of the same 10-min recording. 
IHR data comprising each series of 512 points 
were七hencalculated by FFT for power spec七rum.
Because the abscissa of the power spectrum was 
expressed as 'per beat'， it was converted to 
七hefrequency using七hemean value of 512工HR's
of each section. The spectra of about 13-17 
sections were averaged in order to improve 
resolu七ionof七hespectral peak. 
工HRda七adetermined in Experiment工Iwere
averaged every 5-sec in七ervalor1-min interva1 
for mean HR (MHRso and MHR1m， respec七ive1y)in 
order to demonstrate 24-hour or 7-day 
recordings of HR in a sing1e graph. 
2.5 visua1 inspection of venti1atory movements 
工nsome recordings of工HR，baseline HR 
seemed to osci1la七ewith magnitude of 20-50 bpm 
and subsequent power spectrum ana1ysis 
indicated the osci1lation frequency of about 
0.7 Hz on average， suggesting that these HR 
oscil1ations might be respira七oryarrhythmia. 
Additional experiments were made as a 
supp工ementto Experiment工， in which the status 
and ven七ilatorymov.ements of the chicks were 
no七edwith time during 1-hour measurements of 
工HR. The experimen七swere made outside the 
incubator at a temperature warmed by an 
electric lamp put in the measuring cage. Room 
temperature ranged between 20 and 250C. The HR 
f1uctuations， particularly base1ine HR 
oscil1ation， were examined with the status and 
ven七ilation frequencies of chicks noted 
visua1ly. 
3 RESULTS 
3.1 Experiment I 
Figure 1 shows examples of 1-hour 
measurements of IHR in chicks aged from day 0 
to day 6. Individua1 values of 工HR are 
presented by sing1e points. The points 
scattering above and below the HR baseline were 
artifac七scaused by noises that exceeded the 
七hresho1d. The noises of 1arge magnitude 
occurred and intervened be七ween successive 
peaks of ECG， particu1arly when chicks moved. 
The HR base1ine was generally between 200-300 
bpm in early days with a trend of higher HR 
toward the end of the week. 工naddi tion， the 
HR baseline recorded during 1四 hourperiods was 
higher in day七ime七hanat night in most of the 
chicks， and in some chicks the baseline HR 
changed more than 100 bpm within 1-hour periods 
(e.g.， las七 2panels in Fig. 1)・Whilethe HR 
baseline was widened occassional1y up七oabout 
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Fig. 1. Examples of l-hour recordings of 
instantaneous heart rate (工HRin bpm) in chickens 
from day 0 to day 6 of posthatching. 'D' indicates 
examples of measurements made during the daytime， 
and 'N' at night. The numerical figures in the 
parentheses indicate the starting time of 60-min 
measurements. 
exceeding 100-150 bpm and reaching 400-500 bpm 
occurred intermitten七1y during 1田 hour
periods， independent of the phase of day， 
throughout the first week. These in七ermittent
accelerations in工HRwere rapid and brief， 
i.e.， HR reached a peak in a few seconds and 
re七urnedto the baseline within 30 sec. 
Chick工HRwas substan七iallyarrhy七hmic
and dominated by 七ransient accelera七ions.
These HR fluctuations were categorized into 
three types based on the patterns and 
periodicity of changes. Figure 2 shows three 
types of HR fluctuations presented in 20-min 
recordings. Type工hada widespead baseline， 
which extended about 20七o50 bpm (七oppanel)・
Type II was osci1latory changes in IHR having 
variable frequencies (工I-Aand II-B as shown 
in the 2nd and 3rd panels)・ Type III was 
characterized by non-cyclic irregu1arities 
(bottom pane1). 
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Fig. 3. Time expansion of Type 工 heart rate 
fluctuations. panel A: an example showing that the 
widespread baseline (about 50 bpm in upper panel) 
is attributed to rapid oscillations in 
instantaneous heart rate as presented during 18-
sec recording in lower panel. panel B: another 
example of Type I heart rate fluctuations combined 
with Type II fluctuations・Thebottom panel shows 
18-sec recording extracted from the upper panel 
indicated by two broken lines and 'II' indicates a 




Types I and 工工， and Type 工II irregular 
fluctua七ions，工HR over 10 min periods was 
analyzed for power spectrum (PS) (Fig. 5)・
panel A shows Type工 fluc七uationsand the PS 
determined from a day 0 chick. A spectral peak 
was eviden七 atabout 1 Hz， as indica七edby an 
arrow and symbol I. Panels B and C show Type 
工 cyclic fluctuations with different 
frequencies determined from another 0皿day
chick and their PS. The frequencies indicated 
by spectral peaks were 0.073 Hz (panel B) and 
0.047 Hz (panel C)， respec七ively. panel D 
shows Type 工工工 irregular fluctuations 
determined from a 5-day chick， which comprized 
in七ermittentaccelerations of HR and showed no 
definitive peaks in the PS， indica七ingthat HR 
fluctuations were irregular. Panel E presen七s
a combination of Type工andType工Iand the PS 
having two peaks at 0.96 Hz (工) and 0.066 Hz 
{工工)・ 工nallthechicksmeasuredfor工HRduring
1田 hourperiods in daytime and at night， Type 
工oscilla七ionslasting for 10-min periods were 
observed in 51 cases and the oscilla七ion
54 
Time expansion of Type工 fluctuations
shows 七hat 七he widespead baseline was 
at七ributedto rapid oscillations in 工HRas 
shown in Figure 3A. The baseline HR oscillated 
between 220 bpm and 260 bpm with a period of 
about 1 sec (lower panel in Fig. 3A). Figure 
3B shows an。七her example of Type 工 HR
fluctuations combined with Type II 
fluctuations. Widespread changes in HR 
(200-260 bpm) were Type 工 fluctuations as 
indicated in lower panel of Figure 3B. The 
lower panel of Figure 3B also indicates that 
as工HRincreased to a peak of 275 bpm， Type I 
fluctua七ionswere diminished. Superimposed 
over the Type I fluctuations， Type工Icyclic 
fluctuations occurred about once every 20 sec 
throughout the recording (upper panel in Fig. 
3B)・ In general， the three 七ypes of HR 
fluctuations often occurred independently or 
in combination during the 1-hour recording 
periods in all chicks， bo七hin daytime and at 
night， as illustra七edin an example from a day 
o chick (Fig. 4). 1n Figure 4， the first 16 
min showed Type 工工工 irregular fluctuations， 
then Type 工 fluctuations joined Type I工 for 
abou七 8min and from 24 min Type工fluctuations
dominated， accompanying occasional 
tachycardia， until Type 工 oscillatory
fluc七uationswere combined with Type工 cyclic
fluc七uations at about 51 min. MHR with 
standard deviation during these four periods 
was 306ま 26bpm (N=4785)， 289:!: 32 bpm (N=2350)， 
255 :! 32 bpm (N=6652) and 259 :! 24 bpm (N田2183)，
respectively. 
In order七ode七erminethe frequency of 
Type工oscillatoryfluctuations， Type工 cyclic
fluc七ua七ionsand combined fluc七uationsof 
Cardiac Rhy白ms泊 DevelopingChicks 
frequency averaged 0.742:!: 0.229 (5D) Hz over 
a mean HR range of 220-300 bpm， and did not 
differ significant1y between daytime and night 
(two-tai1ed七ー test; t = 0.254 n.s.)・
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Fig. 4. An example of a l-hour recording showing some 
of the three types of heart rate fluctuation冒， wl:lich 
often occurred in combination. A chick was 0-
day-old and rn邑asurementwas made at night. 
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The frequency of Type II cyc1ic f1uctuations 
was on average 0.069主 0.015(5D) Hz (N = 27) 
and did not differ significant1y between 
daytおne and night (two-tai1ed t-test; t = 
0.0918 n.s.) over a MHR range of 250-440 bpm， 
a1though MHR was 10wer a七 nigh七.
工n additiona1 experiments， visua1 
coun七sof venti1a七orymovements of the chest 
wa11 (whi1e standing) 0ど七hehumeどa1-scapu1ar
joint and wings (while sitting) indicated that 
the ventila七ion frequency ranged from 
approxima七e1y 30 七imes/minto 90 times/min 
whi1e chicks were sleeping， ca11ing and 
wa1king. 工HR data recorded during l-hour 
visua1 observa七ions were examined together 
wi七hthe status of the chicks and ventilation 
frequency. The venti1ation frequency was 
re1a七ive1y high during ca11ing and wa1king 
compared with that during sleeping; e・g.，it 
was about 70 七imes/min on average during 
cal1ing and wall屯ingand decreased to not more 
than 40 times/min when a chick slept during the 
last ha1f of a 1-hour recording. The calling 
frequency was generally higher than the 
ventilation frequency; it exceeded 100 
times/min While chicks were sleeping，工HRwas
re1atively 10w and HR baseline broadened， 
showing Type工f1uctuations. The ventilation 
frequency counted visually was almost 
consistent with the frequency corresponding to 
the spectral peak; e.g.， a chick breathed 30 
times during a 7-min sleeping period (0.716 
times/sec) and the spectra1 peak analyzed for 
工HRdata during the same period was recorded 
at 0.722 Hz. 工nmanycases， Type I f1uctuations 
changed to Type工工工 wi七haugmented， irregular 
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Fig. S. Three types of heart rate fl uctuations 
(panels A-D) and a combination pattern (panel E) 
during 10-min recording used for power spectrum 
anaユysisand their resul tant power spectra. Dotted 
lines and arrows with syrnbols (工 andI工)in the right 
panels indicate spectral peaks. Chicks were 0-
day-old for panel A， O-day-old for panels B and c， 
5-day-old for panel D and l-day-old for panel E， 
respectively. 
3.2 Experiment 工工
工HRwas recorded con七inuouslyfor 24-
hour periods over the first week after ha七ching
in the same chicks (N = 5). 工HRwas averaged 
every 5 sec (MHRs) in order to present time 
series pa七ternsof HR changes during 24-hour 
periods in a single graph. Figure 6 presents 
examples of the MHRsa of 5 individual chicks over 
24世 hour periods during the first week of 
posthatching. Measurements were started in 
the afternoon. As it became dark， HR decreased 
七oa daily minimum. Base1ine HR was dis七urbed
by HR fluctuations in both daytime and night 
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phases of the 24-hour periods， but the 
baseline was most variable during the daytime. 
Baseline HR during the night was 200-250 bpm 
on the firs七 fewdays and increased to 300~ 
350 bpm on days 4-6. 工naddi七土on，MHR scope 
(difference between day MHR 
4 
Days 
Fig. 7. Mean heart rate every l-min period (MHR1"，l 
plotted against posthatching age (days) in a chick. 
The horizontal axi冒 indicates the time of day 
(hours) I and black box indicates periods of darkness 
(night) from 6 pm to 6 am. 
4.1 Pa七ternsof heart rate fluctuations 
The occurrence of fluctuations in the 
beat-七o-beatinterval of the heart rate (HR) 
in the developing human fetus and infan七iswell 
documen七ed and several patterns of HR 
fluctuations are reported刊，九10，16，20，32) 工n
birds， the development of HR fluctuations was 
recen七ly investigated in prenatal and 
perinatal chick embryos【1，3，11，28). These HR 
fluc七uationswere defined as either hear七どate
variability (HRV) or heart rate irregu1arities 
(HR工)depending on七hemagnitude of changes and 
七heirperiodici七y(cyclic or non-cyclic) (11，28) • 
工ngeneral， HRV is defined as oscillations in 
baseline HR， which often appear七obe periodic， 
while HR工are1arger fluctua七ions，comprising 
irregular， spontaneous dece工erations and 
accelera七ionsof HR. In new1y hatched chicks， 
it was also found tha七七heHR fluc七uations
occurred throughout the early pos七hatching
development， independently of phase of day 
(Figs. 1-2)・ Three七ypesof HR fluctuations 
were dominant in developing chicks dependent 
upon the periodici七Yof baseline HR changes and 
the irregular occurrence of HR accelerations 
(Figs. 2 and 5). The first two patterns (Type 
工 and Type 1工) had distinct oscillation 
frequencies. Type 1 fluctuations were defined 
by a widespread HR baseline and gives an 
impression of artifac七s because two clear 
levels in HR are evident (Figs. 2-5)・ However，
c loser inspec七ion of sequential points 
indicated that IHR oscillated over a range with 
fewer beats occuどringat low HR levels. Type 
工 fluctuations were predominated by cyclic 
osci11ations in baseline HR with different 
frequencies. These Type 工 and Type II 
fluctuations may be categorized as HRV. Type 
工工工 fluctua七ionswere essentia11y non-cyclic， 
large accelerations and thus categorized as 
HR工. Not only did these HR fluctua七ionsappear 









F ig. 6. Examples of mean heart rate every 5 s母c(MHRs.l 
over 24-hour periods during the first week of 
posthatching in 5 chicks. Chick age and starting 
time of m串asurementare indicated above each MHRs. 
recording. 













and night MHR) increased with days toward the 
end of the first week， suggesting a diurnal 
rhythm of HR existed. Figure 7 presents an 
examp1e of developmen七 of diurnal cardiac 
rhy七hmsin a newly hatched chick. HR was 
averaged every 1 min (MHR1m) and individual 
points indicate MHR1m to present development of 
HR changes during 1 week in a single graph. The 
MHR scope was about 50 bpm on day 1 and increased 
with developmen七ofthe chick， showing clearly 
circadian rhy七hmof HR. Three other chicks 
also had clear circadian rhy七hmin HR already 
on day 1， bu七 oneremaining chick lacked a 
circadian rhythm until day 3. 
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of the three types in many of七heindividua1 
chicks in daytime and at night (Figs. 3 and 4) • 
Type I and Type工工 HRVhave not been found 
in prenata1 embryos before pipping， but seerned 
七o occur a1ready in external1y pipped 
(perinata1) ernbryos(28). When the perinatal 
embryo began to breath air by七helungs， Type 
工HRVwas recorded briefly at first and during 
a variable period later when the HR baseline 
was 1owered(28). During the EP peどiodbefore 
hatching，七wopatterns of cyclic， accelerated 
HR fluctuations with different frequencies and 
durations were recorded; one at a relative1y 
high frequency (ca. 5 tirnes per rnin) and of low 
rnagnitude， lasting a relatively long period 
(ca. 20 rnin) (referred 七o as relative1y 
long申 lastingcyclicsrnal1accelerations)， and 
the other at a re1ative1y low frequency (ca. 
2-3 tirnes per rnin) and of large rnagnitude， 
1asting a short period (ca. 4-5 rnin) (28) • The 
forrner， relative1y long-lasting cyc1ic srnal1 
acce1erations， seerns to be predecessor of Type 
工工 HRV in newly hatched chicks in terrns of 
frequency and rnagnitude. The latter is a 
unique pattern observed on1y in the perinata1 
embryos just prior to hatching and was not 
recorded in chicks after hatching. 
The rapid accelerations with slower 
recovery七oHR baseline a1ready occurred in 
prenata1 ernbryos(l，3，l，28). The accelerations 
began to occur on around day 15-16 of incubation 
with a rnagnitude which was srnal1 at first and 
then augrnented toward the pipping period. 
These spontaneous， irregular acceleration 
patterns， which rnay be the predecessor of Type 
工工工 HR工 in chicks， increased in rnagnitude 
fur七herduring the EP period(28). 
工nprenatal embryos， HR fluctuations 
were a1so characterized by transient， rapid 
dece1erations of HR(l，3，l1，28)， which appeared 
after around day 13-14 of incubation and often 
occurred repe七iti vely dur ing la te incubation. 
But， these charac七eristic transient 
dece1erations of HR were rarely recorded in 
new1y hatched chicks cornpared wi七hprenatal 
ernbryos. 
4.2 Origins of heart rate fluctuations 
Spectrurn ana1ysis of HR fluctuations in 
new1y hatched chicks revealed two dominant 
frequency ranges with means at 0.742玄 0.229
Hz (N = 51) and 0.069:t 0.015 Hz (N = 27)・ These
two frequency ranges resulted in 
character istic osci11ation patterns， which 
were defined as Type I and Type I工HRV(Fig. 
2)・Literaturediscussing HR fluc七uationsin 
rnarnrnals is extensive(4，5，9，18) ， but alrnost 
cornpletely 1acking for birds. Three frequency 
ranges foど HRfluctuations have been defined 
as high frequency (HF) ， rnediurn or low frequency 
(LF) and very low frequency (VLF). HF is 
centered at the ventilation frequency of each 
species， whereas LF and VLF occur at lower， 
variable frequencies dependent on七hespecies 
investigated. In the present study on chick 
HR， the HF cornponent is considered to be 
equivalen七tothe Type I HRV， as was confirrned 
by additiona1 experiments with visual counting 
of ven七ilationfrequency，七hatis， respiratory 
arrhythrnia， a1though the struc七ure and 
brea七hing rnovements in avian respiratory 
system are different frorn those in marnrnals. 
The origin of the Type工工 HRVa七 alower rnean 
frequency of 0.069 Hz is prob1ema七ic. 工n
marnrna1ian studies， the LF is attribu七edto七he
baroreflex loop's influence on HR mediated by 
both sympathetic and. vagal ac七ivities(4，5，9)• 
The VLF is thought to be re1ated to 
thermoregu1a七ory fluctuations in vasomo七or
tone刊，5) 工fType工工 HRVis LF， 七hatis due七o
baroreflex activity， then its influence on HR 
would be expected七obe rapid. 工nthe case of 
the rat， with a mean HR of 337 bpm， a LF of 0.34 
Hz was reported(9)， and 七herefore the 
osci11ation period is ca1cu1ated to be within 
17 bea七s. Type II HRV in this s七udyhad an 
oscil1ation period of 14.5 sec on average (MHR 
= 315 bpm)， equiva1ent七o76 beats. Therefore 
the response time appears to be too slow for 
effec七ive baroreceptor mediation of HR 
compared with the rat. Whether the Type工工 HRV
is attributed to VLF component is unc1ear. The 
origins of Type 工工 HRV remain 七obe studied， 
and administration of pressor or depressor 
drugs through a catheter implanted in a blood 
vesse1 or subcutaneous injec七ionmay elucida七e
whether or no七Type工工 rhythmsare mediated by 
barorecep七ors.
Continuous rneasurernents of工HRrevealed 
that HR f1uctua七ionpa七ternswere changeable 
with七ime(Fig. 4). 工七 is noteworthy that a七
七hepeak of HR accelerations (e. g.， Type II in 
Fig. 3B)， Type I HRV disappeared and then 
reappeared as 工HR decreased again. 
Additiona11y， as shown in Figure 4， Type I HRV 
was correlated with the decreases in baseline 
HR and it in七eどmi七tentlydisappeared during 
transient accelerations in both Type工Iand 
Type 工工工 f1uctuations. Type I HRV tended to 
occur when chicks were quiescent and sleeping 
and was attenua七edwhen they were active and 
ca11ing. 工twas reported that administration 
of a七ropineto 1ate chick embryos blocked the 
transient HR dece1erations that occurred 
frequent1y and e1evated HR baseline， imp1ying 
that parasympathetic nervous functions p1ay a 
ro1e in regu1ating the HR in 1ate embryos(ll). 
The parasympathe七ic tone seems to be a1so 
significant in chicks after hatching， even 
though transient dece1erations were not 
present frequent1y， resu1ting in respira七ory
arrhythmia (Type I HRV) during periods of 
depressed HR. Although the sympa七hetic
nervous system is considered to mediate the 
transien七 accelerationsin prenatal embryos 
and Type 工工工 HR工 in chicks， evidence for its 
ro1e is s七i11unc1ear(1l). 
4.3 Diurnal rhythms 
Chick IHR showed a distinc七 diurnal
rhythm (circadian rhythm)， which was minima1 
during七henigh七andon average rnaximal during 
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the daytime (Figs. 6 and 7)・ BaselineHR was 
relatively s七ableat night as chicks were most 
likely sleeping. However， baseline HR changed 
rapidly and frequently during the daytime by 
as much as 200 bpm (Fig. 6)・Theseminima in 
HR during the daytime were similar to the 
baseline HR during the nigh七 ondays 0 to 2 in 
some chicks， but from day 3 to 6 minima during 
七hedaytime were generally higher than a七night
in all chicks. 工fthese minima reflect periods 
of inactivity，七henthe significantly elevated 
HR minima during the day are probably 
correlated with the diurnal rhy七hm in 
metabolism and 七he influence of freely 
available feed(19). Conversely， sus七ained
increases in HR probably reflect periods of 
activity， as chicks could move in the cage 
during measurements. Both minima and maxima 
in HR increased on early days after hatching， 
bu七 maximaincreased more than minima. The 
scope of HR changes (maxima-minima) was less 
than 50 bpm on days 0-2 and up to 250 bpm on 
days 5-6 in comparison to about 30 bpm and 100 
bpm， respectively， for similar developmental 
times reported previously(19) • The lower scope 
of HR of the latter study is considered七obe 
due七o七hecounting of hear七beatsfor only 10 
sec in every minu七e(19)，which probably reduced 
七hevariability in their records. The higher 
daytime HR of chicks in the presen七 studyin 
comparison to the previous non由 invasive
studies in our group(24，29)， which restrained the 
chicks in a measuring device， limiting physical 
movements， also suggests that the occasional 
HR maxima that were recorded here were 
attribu七edto chick activity. 
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Bird embryos may be regarded as deve10ping in their thermo-neutra1 
zone， at rest， and stay in the egg for a fixed period of time until 
hatching. 工tis therefore interesting to investigate if they fol1ow 
the same "ru1e" set for adu1t homeotherms， which states that， within a 
taxonomica11yロrfunctiona11y defin邑dcategory such as mamma1s or 
birds， the nu冒~er of heart beats throughout the life span (SL) is more 
or 1ess constant. This ru1e stems from the a110m且tricre1ationships 
between heart rate (田) and body mass (~) and between SL and ma・
As a step towards understanding the genera1 a110metric nature of 
avian embryonic physio1ogy we ana1yzed the HR va1u串sof avian自由ryos
in re1ation to their incubation span (s，). 
Data from 30 species wer自 S自1ectedfrom the scientific 1iterature 
for the ana1yses. Va1ues obtained from invasiv邑 methodswhich were 
judged to gross1y a1ter natura1 incubation conditions， or from 
undefined or unmatched temperatur自 conditionswere not used. These 
inc1ude most va1u邑sobtained be10w the first 30も ofthe incubation. 
Also， data obtained after interna1 pipping were discarded since 
hatching activity infユuenc自sthem. Va1ues for s， and egg mass (m.l as 
representative of embryonic mass were a1so c011自己ted.
Embryonic HR was norma1ized t070.1-80亀 S，.At 20.1-30も s，it was 
on1y 85も of the va1ue at 70.1・・目。亀 s， and increased to a p1ateau at 
about 50.1-60も S，・ Itwas a1most constant among speci自sbetw，自en50.1聞
60も s，and pre-interna1 pipping (PIP) time and thus， the mean HR va1ue 
between 50.1-60亀 s，and 90.1-100も邑xc1udingpipped eggs (M国)was taken 
as a representative va1ue for each given species. Th申 MHR(bpm}and the 
corresponding s， (d) va1ues for the 30 species， sca1ed with m. (g) as 
follロ，ws:MHR = 371.1 ・ m.-0 • 1l 2 and: s， = 12.29 . m.+o・20.. Both powers were 
significant1y different from O. The product of MHR and S，(MHR 's，)， 
Z由presentingthe tota1 number of heartbeats throughout the incubation， 
sca1ed with m. for the entire data set as f0110ws: MHR S， = 6.565・
10吋.m. +0・0.，where the + 0.096 power is significant1y different frロm O. 
Va工uesfor MHR . s， from副nbryosロfa1tricia1 birds tended to 
concentrate at the 10w rn. end of the plot whiユethose of the precocia1 
ones tended towards the high end. Separate ana1yses showed that the m. 
pow'邑rfor the combined a1tricia1 and semi-a1tricia1 species (ASA) ， and 
the combined precocia1 and s聞は pr自cocia1species (PSP)， of 10g MHR . 
s， against 10g m. regressions， were both insignificant1y different from 
O. Thus， It噛ansof Ml王R. s， for ASA and PSP were calcu1ated. The mean 
ASA va1ue of 7.27・10+.heartbeats for Ml王R. s" was significant1y 
different from the mean PSP va1ue of 10.93・10吋. The difference of 
3.66・10+'(33.5も) heart beats can be attribut由dto either the more 
advanced stage of the PSP hatch1ings at hatch， to tha 1argar rn. va1uas 
ロfthasa hatch1ings， to tha differenca on water fraction of the 
hatch1ings or a11. The resu1t of a 1inear regression of Ml浪・ s，(in d-1 
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units) against the rate of 9， completion (the inverse of incubation 
span， f，; d・')was:阻まR • 10-< = 0.205 + 3.940・f，・ Thus，the fast自ris 
the average rate of deve10pment accomp1ished per day (shorter 
incubation) the higher is dai1y heart rate. Data tended to c1ust申Z
such that large eggs， mostユyof the PSP type with relatively low MHR ， 
comp1ete 2 to 4もoftheir incubation per day， while small， ASA type 
eggs with re1ative1y high MHR， complete 6 to 8亀 oftheir incubation 
tim邑 perday. 
We conc1ude that， at this stage of knowledge， the data is 
insufficient to resolv自 whetherthe different modes of hatch stage 
a10ne can explain differences in the total number of heartbeats 
throughout embryonic 1ife among a11 bird species， or egg mass and 
water content differences contribute variabi1ity. This shou1d be 
investigated on a larger s出npleof species in more depth. 
Keywords: 且ユlロmetry，A1triciality， Avian Embryロ， Avian egg， 
Deve1opment， Heart rate， Incubation， Precocia1ity 
1 RAT工ONALE
1.1 Homeotherms 
The oxygen consumption rate per unit 
ms in the thermo-neutral zone (sp V02 ， an 
indica七or of mass-specific resting 
metabolic rate)， scales in bo七hmammals and 
birds in the same way and is roughly in 
proportional to the -0.25 power of their me' 
For adul七 passerines(a11 altricial): 
spV02 = 129 ・mB-0・276，and for non-passerine 
(mostly precocia1): SpV02 = 78 ・ mJ0・2??{18}，
where m. is in kg and Sp V02 is in kcal' (d'g)・1
Heart mass， b100d volume and stroke volume 
(Qs) are isometrica11y related to m. (6，7，9，12，1引.
Cardiac outpu七 (Q) is well matched with 
sp V02， at 1east for res七ingmetabolic rate 
conditions. Since Q = HR Qs， HR must 
scale roughly with m.-O・25(40). 工nfact， HR of 
birds in genera1 is: HR = 178.5 ・m.・0，282 (13) 
where HR is in beats per minute. A simi1ar 
equation was ca工cula七ed for adult non-
passerine birds: HR = 155.8 ・m.・0.23 (9)， but 
in a different set of da七a(町 i七 was found 
that: HR = 175.6 ・mJ0・209，where in a11 cases 
m. is in kg. The similar mass powers 
reported for Sp V02 and HR indicate that 
they may be directly correlated at any 
g~ven m富・
The life spans (SL) of mammals and 
birds can be approximated as a func七ionof 
their m:O・2S although 七hey differ in their 
proportionality cons七ants. Somewhat 10wer 
powers have been repor七ed for free living 
birds and when not separated七o passerines 
and non田 passerines【7，丸山，14，23，24，28，29). The 
genera1 trend， however， indicates that on 
the average both mammals and birds survive 
a fixed amount of heartbea七ssince: HR. SL "' 
k . m.- 0 • 2S ・ k'-mJ0・ 2S.. K， where k and k' are 
'Department of ZOO工ogy，Te1 Aviv University; 
"Department of Electrica1 and E1ectronic Engineering 
the propor七ionality constants for the 
relationship be七ween HR and SL to m. 
respectively， and K is a constan七 numberof 
heartbeats. The K va1ue is a number， which 
describes a similarity criterion between 
species(39). The value for adult mammals is 
1.47 ・10+9heartbeats per life span(40) and 
for adu1t birds it is: 2.32・10+9heartbeats 
per life span(判.
To speculate， it seems that life time 
in homeotherms 工asts a given quantity of 
ac七ionsor events occurring in a mass unit. 
Life would have been 10nger if the rate at 
which these actions occur was slower and 
vice versa. HOwever，七he pace and/or life 
span are no七 arbi七rarily set 一七hey are 
strongly correlated with 七he animal's body 
mass. 
1.2 Avian embryos 
Bird embryos may be regarded as 
developing in their thermo-neutral zone， at 
rest， and stay in 七he egg for a given 
period of time in prepara七ionfor ha七ching.
工t is therefore interes七ingto inves七igate
if they 七00 follow 七he same allometric 
"rules" set for adult homeotherms and if 
similarity criteria may emerge within a 
taxonomical1y or a functionally defined 
ca七egory such as in bird embryos. In 
particular， it is of interest to elucidate 
if a similarity criterion， such as the K 
above， emerges from the allome七ric
relationships between HR and fresh egg mass 
(mBi representing embどyonic mass) and 
between SI and mE・
1.3 Oxygen consumption rate. 
The shape of the curve describing 
spV02 of a bird embryo with incubation七ime
(SI) is characteristic for each species. 
However， if SI is normalized 七o 100も and
spV02 is ei七her normalized to 100も a七 P工P
七ime (ca 90亀 of SI) or to mid-"plateau" 
value (a period during incubation star七ing
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shortly before P工P time and characterized 
by a sudden change in the slope of sp V02 
Vi5 a Vi5 time) ， a pa七七ern emerges which 
seems to be similar in all species and 
varies mainly in the duration of the above 
mentioned "plateau" stage(18，29，50，51). Embryos 
of altricial species (and/or species 
possessing small eggs) tend to have short 
or even almost no plateau (lasting of up七0
12.4亀 5r) while precocials (and/or species 
possessing large eggs) tend to have a well 
pronounced plateau (las七~ng up 七o 16.9も 5，
(30) )・ Thevalue of P工Psp V02 was found to be 
allome七rically related to mE in the form 
of: 
spV02 = 22.2・mE・0.28(after 34) and: 
spVo~ = 28.9・mE・o・286 (after 18)， where sp V02 
is in ml[STPD]・(g.d)ー1and mE is in g. 
The power values in 七he equa七ions
above fluctuate (depending on the sample) 
below and above those shown for the 
relation of spV02 at BMR and ms of adult 
birds (ーー0.25)・Note七hatbird embryos may 
be regarded as developing in their "thermo-
neutral zone" "at rest" and in a quasi-
steady s七a七e. This is because analysis 
shows(17) that 七issue maintenance accounts 
for about 70-80も of the total energy used 
up during development， even without taking 
into accoun七 themetabolism assigned to the 
ex七ra embryonic membranes. However 
different models give estimates for 
maintenance cost， which are somewhat lower 
(12 ) 
1.4 工ncubation duration and oxygen 
consump七ion
From li七era七ureda七a it is possible七o
sh~w an inverse relationship between P工P
sp V02 and 5， such that the produc七 ofthe two 
averages ca 273 ml[STPD]・(d・g)・1of O2 for all 
bird embryos(33). During other equivalent 
fractions of incubation， hence in equivalent 
embryonic developmenta~ s七ages，_ the 
normalized sp V02 values (V02 / P工PSpVo2) are 
also similar among species. (At leas七 within
al七ricialand precocial embryos)・Thus_， the 
areas under the curves， describing spV02 as 
a function of incuba七ion time， are 
proportional， and it is justifiable to 
integrate the total amount of O2 consumed 
per gram fresh egg mass during the entire 
incuba七ionper iod (}:sp V02 = totvo2: ml [STPD]・
g-l) for comparing different species. The 
totvo2 was indirectly estimated to be 90 
ml[STPD]・g-lof egg mass regardless of mE and 
5，(1). An average value of 102 ml[STPD]・g-lwas 
calcula七edfor 34 species(l.). 工tappears that 
totvo2 (which， when transformed into energy 
units per gram egg， describes 七he total 
energetic cost of converting mE unit into an 
equivalent unit of chick mass) varies in a 




ca 0.3 to 1.1 kJ・g-l，and among precocial 
species - ca 0.4 七o 2.1 kJ・94(501.From
calcula七ed values given in(17) it can be 
concluded that the energetic cost of 
producing precocial hatchling (per gram of 
fresh egg mass) is ca 25毛 higherthan that 
of al七ricial hatchling. This difference 
be七weenaltricials and precocials disappears 
when totVo2 is expressed as a fraction of 
七heenergy u七ilized~nd transformed per 9どam
egg (kJ/kJ) to form the (yolk-sac free) 
ha七chling，because it disregards the higher 
water concentration in al七ricialhatchlings. 
It amounts at hatch， in all ma七urityforms， 
七o an average of 35も ofall energy utilized 
and transformed(引. This fractional value 
seems 七o represent an embryonic 5imilarity 
criterion as defined above. As Shown in七he
development above， it must be constant if sr 
scales with mE 七hesame way as 5， scales wi七h
mE・工f七hisis the case， as suggested before 
(29) ， then a constant number of me七abolic
events， associated wi th totvo2， signify the 
embryonic development. One of 七heseamounts 
could be the total number of heartbea七s
during 七heembryonic life， which represen七S
七heto七alnumber of oxygen pulses. 
From studies， which show 七ha七 growth
time and七ime七osexual maturity in mammals 
are a fixed frac七ion of 5L(1科目) it can be 
inferred 七ha七 5L is proportional to 5L of 
birds. More over， fledging七imeand time to 
first reproduc七ion are also directly 
proportional to 5L in birds(10). Time spans 
of various variables in birds have been 
summarized(29) .工n5 studies， mE power values 
for 5If ranged from +0.16 to +0.24(29). The 
s七udy concluded 七hat the cos七s of 
embryogeny， ontogeny and maturity all scale 
with mass in the same way and are constants 
per uni七 mass，i.e. the durations of these 
s七ages are in a fixed proportion 七o each 
other(却).工t is interesting 七o note that a 
difference was found between al七ricial and 
precocial birds in 5， .工n 七hesame sample， z 
the mB powers for 5， were +0.29 and +0.22 
for altricial and precocial species 
respec七ively(50). Thus， a search for a K 
value of avian embryos seems to be 
justified. 
1.5 Cardiac functions 
The proportions of ms of the avian 
embryo at different developmental stages七o
both ini七ial mO and ha七chling mass are 
rather fixed(16，35'). We have analyzed chick 
embryo data (3') and found that the fractional 
heart mass of the embryo stays cons七an七
七hroughou七 incuba七ion (0.56も). Frac七ional
hear七 mass of adult birds is about 1亀(10)• 
Hence， Qs at any embryonic stage mus七 be
also direc七ly correlated with embryonic 
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On this basis we hypothesize that Q， 
and thus HR， wou1d be propor七iona1 to the 
same mE power as 81 with a negative sign， 
and that the integra七ed heart beat number 
七hroughou七七he incubation span wou1d yie1d 
a K constant which represents a 8imilarity 
criterion for the total number of heart 
beats of avian embryos during incubation. 
2 MATER工ALSAND l'侶THODS
Egg masses， incubation durations， 
incubation七emperaturesand heart rate data 
were collected from scientific publica七ions
(Table 1). Care was taken 七o ensure 七hat
individual species values of 81 and HR 
correspond to the incubation temperatures 
given， whether in nature or in the 
laboratory. Only HR values， which were 
obtained using me七hods，which did no七 a1ter
七hephysiologica1 state of the embryo， were 
used. Thus， methods， which invo1ved opening 
of the eggshel1， which may change 
dramatically 七he gas pressures over the 
chorioallantoic membrane， or those 
incubated at uncontro1led temperature， were 
eliminated. For this reason we cou1d not 
use data of embryonic ages be10w the 20.1-
30 percentile of the incubation duration. 
The final list of 30 species， which 
was subjec七edto our analysis， is given in 
Table 1. Species were arranged according to 
their maturity rank a七 hatching following 
七he conventiona1 classification (¥ after 
25 )・ Within each group， species were 
arranged in ascending order of 七heir fresh 
egg mass. 
Conventional statistical methods were 
employed using STAT工ST工CA/W5.0(叫). Model 工
regression was preferred for the 
a1lometrical relations. This model permits 
direc七 comparisonwith mos七 publishedda七a.
Also， our data is interspecific and the 
small number of da七a points did not permi七
sub-divisions into lower taxonomic levels， 
and the performance of nested ANOVA. 
Regressions were compared using ANCOVA 
tests and slope comparison tests. The error 
variance in heart rate was considered much 
greater then in egg mass， and at any rate， 
the same egg mass was used for both the 
analysis of heart ra七eand incubation span. 
The standardized major axis method did not 
fit here because i七 is reliable at powers 
close to 1.0 and the non田 linearregression 
analysis is reasonable only at powers below 
0.2. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSS工ON
3.1 Heart ra七eand egg mass 
From inspection of七hedata sets tha七
were chosen for the ana1ysis (references in 
Table 1)， i七 becameobvious 七hat，in many 
species， young embryos have some wha七 10wer
heart rates than more matuどe ones by about 
16-20亀(27，叫.50)• Towards the end of the 
incuba七ion，some species increased in HR 
whi1e some decreased， bu七 no consistent 
pattern was found(27，42-50). In order to try 
and choose a representative HR for any 
given species， all HR va1ues were grouped 
according 七o their re1ative occurrence 
during the incuba七ion.Thus， values between 
20.1 and 30亀 of 81 (assigned the value 25亀
of 8:)， 30.1 and 40亀 (assigned the value 
35亀 of 81) etc. we.re grouped， and when 
necessary averaged for each species. These 
HR values are given in Tab1e 1. They are 
also given in percent of their respective 
values of 七he 75亀 81 group. The 75亀 81
percen七i1egroup was chosen as a reference 
of 100亀 HR since it represented， by 
inspec七ion，a plateau value for embryonic 
HR (Fig. 1). Since a11 HR va1ues of the 75宅
81 group were assigned七hevalue 100% as a 
reference va1ue， we interpo1ated the HR of 
the 65 and 85亀 81groups for each species 
in order to estimate七hevariability wi七hin
the 75も group. The group of 95宅 inc1udes
on1y values for non-pipped eggs. The P工p
values were discarded from ana1ysis since 
they may represent activi七YHR. 
A Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA by 
ranks and sing1e factor ANOVA tests showed 
that there was no significant difference in 
percent HR between the 45 and 95 
percentile~ of incubation. However， since 
LST and X- 七ests showed that 七he 45竜 81
group is significantly differen七 from the 
others， a mean represen七ing 七heplateau in 
HR was taken for every species between 55 
and 95も 81・Thismean HR (MHR) is given in 
Table 1. The relationship between HR and mE 
of our da七aset was: 
MHR = 371.1・m!・o.12;
SE草※1.116;r2 = 0.812; n = 29. 
where 七he symbo1 ※(どepresenting mu1tip-
1ication or division) becomes ~ in七he 10g 
form of the equation. Thus 土 10gSE is the 
standard error of estima七e. The an七ilogof 
2・10gSE is 七he factor by which a va1ue of 
MHR， calculated using a given mE， has to be 
multiplied and divided in order to estimate 
its 95毛 confidence limits. As can be 
no七iced，the mE power of -0.112 (~ 0.010 SE) 
is 10w when compaどed with the initial1y 
expec七edvalue of -0.25. 
previously published work found 
differences between the a1tricial and 
precocia1 a1lome七ry (see above)・ We
specu1ated that separating the MHR data 
into maturi七y groups cou1d yie1d different 
powers. Due to the limited number of da七a
va1ues， we subdivided our va1ues into 2 
groups ー (a) precocia1 and semi田 precocia1
species (PSP) ， and (b) a1tricia1 and semi-
altricial (ASA)・
Hence， much in the same way.， we have 
calcu1ated， for MHR of the above 2 maturity 
???
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Both negati ve powers were higher and 
significantly different from zero (p < 
0.0001). There was no difference between 
the slopes (variance 七est for slopes; p = 
0.3665)・ANCOVA七estgave F1，26 = 3.3022 
And p = 0.0807. This means that when the 
effect of mE is removed there is no 
difference in MHR between the PSP and the 
ASA groups. Noticeab1e increases in r2 and 
decreases in SE were evident， in spite of 
smal1er n va1ues as compared with the 
overall equation. This indicates that the 
separation of the MHR data in七oPSP and ASA 
groups was justified (Fig. 2)・
An equation sおnilar 七o the one above 
for PSP has been obtained(“】 on6 precocia1 
species with a 10wer mE power va1ue， of -
0.106. The same paper cites unpublished 
works (“; Tu1lett and Deeming; Rahn and 
Pagane11i) both with 10w mE powers (-
0.107; n = 6 and -0.11; n = 9 respectively). 
This is unders七andab1e considering the 
sma11er n va1ues and 七he sca七七er of the 
data. (工t has been shown(3S) 七ha七 such
regressions tend 七o underestimate the 
slopes of 1inear re1a七ions. 工n our cases: 
the power functions trans1ate into 1inear 
re1ationships between 10gMHR and 10gmE 
where the powers are the slopes of 七hese
regressions). A power va1ue of -0.12 was 
found for 3 semi-precocia1 species(46)， and 
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MHR (psP) = 439.1' mE-o・140;
SE =※1. 089 ; r2 = O. 87 1; n = 13， 
MHR (ASA) = 383.7・mE・o.1633
SE =※1. 093 ; r2 = O. 8 38; n = 16. 
and: 
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3.2工ncubationduration and egg mass 
The rela七ionship between S1 and 
our da七aset was: 
of mE 
Fig. 1. Mean heart rates of avian embryos (Table 
1)・5pecies values were grouped， averaged and 
presented as percent relative to their 
intraspecific value at the 75亀 incubation
interval. The normalized heart rate values at 
different percentiles of incubation were 
averaged among species. Vertica1 bars are among-
species SD. Horizonta1 bars are the percent 
incubation zones from which individual species 
values were grouped and averaged (e.g. 70.1 
80も isgiven as 75亀}・
Normalized incubation duration (%) 
much 
51 = 12.282・mJ0・20?;
SE =※1.254; r2 = 0.769; n = 30， 
obtained and is simi1ar to 七hat
1arger data se七(32): 
a 
51 = 12.03・mo+O・211
SE =※1.237; r2 = 0.860; n = 475. 
However， since a difference was found 
between 七he a1七ricia1 and precocia1 SI 
al10me七ry(SO) and in order to be able 七o
ana1yze the relationship be七weenMHR and SIf 
we subdivided again our values into PSP and 
ASA groups， and obtained: 
on 
MHR .....; 371.1 .m" .'.12 (Aιω 巳
r'=0.812 
Fig. 2. Mean heart rate of avian embryos (MHR) 
as a function of their initial egg mass (EM) 
presented on log-log scales. Broken line is the 
regression line for all the data (ALL)・50ユid
lines are for precocial + semiprecocial (P5P) 
and for a1tricial + semi-altricial (A5A) embryos. 
Closed circles -precocial eggs; closed diamonds 
-semi-precocial eggs. Open circles - altricial 
eggs; open diamonds -semi-altricial eggs. 
5r(PSP) = 12.286・mJ0・2093
SE =※1.332; r2 = 0.552; n = 14， 
5r(ASA) = 12.532・mz+0・18ヲZ
SE =※1.194 ;ピ=0.632; n = 16. 
and: 
1000 100 
Egg mass ( mE; g) 
10 
There were no significant differences in 
the slopes (p = 0.7526) and intercepts 
between the equations for the PSP and the 
ASA groups (Fig. 3). ANCOVA test gave F1，27 
= 0.0905 and p = 0，7662， showing that， 
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all the data. Solid lines are for prec.ocial + 
semiprecocial and for altricial + semi-altricial 
embryos. Abbreviations and symbols are as in Fig. 
2. 
but apparently independent of mass， as 
compared wi七hrelatively large eggs. 工twas 
also noted tha七 mostASA eggs of our sample 
are small (range: 1田 41 g) in comparison to 
PSP eggs (range: 6-1362 g)・
The inspection of the two sets of 
equa七ionsof 8I and MHR as a func七ionof mE 
for the PSP and ASA groups indicated 七hat
七hehypothesis of a cons七antMHR. 5I should 
be tested separately for each group 
according to their maturity. The 
regressions of MHR. 8I on mE yielded (Fig. 
5) : 
after removing the egg mass influence， 
七hereare no differences in 8I between the 
PSP and the ASA groups. 
3.3 Total 
incubation 
The product MHR. 8I of each species in 
our data set may be regarded as 
representing an estirnate of the 七otal
arnount of heartbeats of an avian ernbryo 
throughout its embryonic development: 
during bea七sheart of number 
MHR. 81 = 6.565・10+6.mB+o・096;
SE =※1.248; r2 = 0.434; n = 29. 
間 R.8I(PSP) = 7.899・10+6. mE+o・067;
SE =※1.285; r2 = 0.154; n = 13， 
and: 
Although bo七h 七he power and the r2 values 
are low，七hey are significantly different 
from 0 (p < 0.0001)， indicating that七here
is a residual mB power of +0.096ま 0.021SEE 
in the equation and thus MHR. 8I is no七
cons七ant among all embryos in our sarnple. 
Furthermore， inspec七ion of 七he da七a (Fig. 
4) reveals that MHR. 81 of small eggs七ends
七obe low， MHR' 8I{ASA) = 6.924・10+6. m/o・025;
SE =※1.187; r2 = 0.031; n = 16. 
The powers were not significantly different 
from 0 (p = 0.185 and 0.517; SEE = ~ 0.048 
and 土 0.037 respec七ively)・Since mEo = 1 
there is no significant effec七 ofmEoa the 
MHR' 81 values within each group. Thus， we 
felt jus七ified to average MHR・ 81 wi七hin




n ~14; r' = 0.52 MHR. 8r{PSP) = 10.951・10吋;
SD = ~ 0.309・10+6; n = 13， 
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s. ._..~12.532 . m..-l.1I7 
I!AS的J:;
1 = 16; r' = 0.632。
• 
• 
Bo七h one-七ailed and 2-七ailed t-七ests for 
unequal variances showed significant 
differences at 七hep = 0.001 level. (Note 
七hat七hevalues presented here are probably 
over estima七ingthe real values because of 
the relatively low HR values at the early 
stages of the development.) The difference 
between the PSP group and the ASA group in 
MHR ・SI is 3.682・10刊 hear七beats. The 34も
higher MHR. SI (psp) value is in accord wi七h
the group's maturity state at hatch and its 
corresponding higher totVo2・工七 was found 
that the precocial group is ca 25亀 higher
in totvo2 then the altricial one(口，50). Fresh 
egg content energy s七ores (per g) of 
altricial species are smaller in comparison 
with precocial species by ca 60 七o 90 亀
(2，4，11，38，50) 
Hence， each of the 2 maturity groups 
can be charac七erized by a par七icular
5imilarity criterion - a constant total 
number of hear七beatsthroughout incuba七ion.
This finding indica七es that our initial 
hypo七hesis should be modified. 工七 seems t。
MHR. BI(ASA) = 7.270・10+63
5D = ~ 0.859・10+6;n = 16. 
and: 1000 
Fig. 3. The relationship between log incubation 
duration (ID) and log fresh egg mass for the 
entire data set， for precocial + semiprecocial 
and altricial + semi-altricial embryos. 
Abbreviations and symbols are as in Fig. 2. 
100 






Fig. 4. The total number of heart beats of avian 
embryos during incubation (HRID) as a function 
of their initial egg mass， presented on log-log 
scales. Broken line is the regression line for 
• 
• - ~布一一一一一'ーー令ーす~~. . 
》与サ手L手元一・
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hold only within a more homogeneous group， 
and indicates substantia1 differences in 
MHR. S1 between the maturity groups tested. 
3.4 Egg wa七ercon七ent
Whi1e the totM02 and energy con七ent
va1ues per gram fresh egg mass differ 
between the maturity. groups， the difference 
tends to disappear when they are 
reca1cu1ated on the basis of dry egg mass 
(4，50) • This may indicate that egg wa七er
con七entmay p1ay a role in differentiating 
the embryonic pattern of development 
between PSP and ASA embryos. 
50 far， egg water content per se is 
not known to be a factor， which can 
inf1uence ei七her S1 or MHR among species. 
The differences in MHR . S1 between the two 
groups appear to be 1inked to the maturity 
state a七 hatching which， however， is a1so 
1inked 七o both egg (and hatch1ing) water 
content and egg (and hatch1ing) mass(3，ll). 工t
wou1d thus be premature or impossib工e a七
七his stage to conc1ude that the MHR. S1 of 
bird embryos is dependent on deve10pmenta1 
mode on1y. Water content may p1ay a ro1e as 
we11. We need more data on e.g. 1arge 
a1tricia1 and sma11 precocia1 bird eggs of 
different water contents 七o draw more 
definite conc1usions. 
3.5 Heart ra七eand deve1opmenta1 rate 
If七he total amoun七 of hear七bea七s
during incubation as estimated by MHR' s， is 
fixed within each of the maturi七y groups 
irrespective of mE or s" then the time 
interva1 between 2 heartbeats shou工d be 
direc七1y proportiona1 to S1' and MHR - to 
an estimate of the rate at which embryonic 
developmen七 proceeds.
We have compared MHR， but this time 
expressed in per day units (MHR; d・1)，with 
七he deve1opmenta1 rate per day of avian 
embryos. An estima七e of 七he average 
deve10pmen七a1rate of avian embryos can be 
obtained as 5r-'. Name1y， the embryonic 
deve10pment accomp1ished per day. Since we 
expected a siml?le corre1ation between f H
per day and Sr-.， a 1inear regression was 
used. The regression equa七ion for a11 our 
da七awas: 
MHR・ 10~ = 0.205 + 3.940・SJI
SE= = 0.050; r2 = 0.729; n = 29， 
where MHR is per day. The significant s10pe 
indicates 七hat MHR and S1-1 are positive1y 
correlated (ANOVA tes七: F1，η= 72.67; P < 
0.0001; Fig. 5). Ana1ysis of the individua1 
regressions for 七he ASA and PSP groups 
showed that both the s10pes and 七he
intercepts are significant1y different from 
o but are not significant1y different from 
each 0七her (p = 0.5852 and 0.2813， 
respective1y)・ Separation into 七wo groups 
is not justified a七 thistime. 
0.60 









0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 
Incubation rate ( $( ・I;d・')
Fig. 5. Mean heart rate of avian embryos 
expressed in per day units (HRD) plotted vs 
their developmental rate， the reciprocal value 
of their incubation period (IR)・Solidline is 
the regression line for all the data. Dotted 
lines are for precocial + semiprecocial and for 
altricial + semi-altricial embryos. Abbr自via-
tions and symbols are as in Fig. 2. 
Thus， on an inter-specific basis， an 
increase in七heaverage rate of deve10pment 
among avian embryos ( = shortened 
incubation) is associated with an increase 
in the number of heaどtbeatsper day. 
4 CONCLUD工NGREMARKS 
The ana1ysis of 10g-10g re1ationships 
between var ious s七ruc七ura1，functiona1 and 
tempora1 parameters of avian ernbryonic 
deve10pmen七 and fresh egg mass， 
representing the embryo， revea1s that they 
may be regarded as a110me七rically linked 
such that some bi010gica11y exp1ainab1e 
constants or simi1arity criteria emerge. 
工n the particu1ar case of the presen七
paper we show that， within functiona11y 
1inked sub-groups of avian embryos， an 
estimate for the total nurnber of heartbeats 
during the entire embryonic deve10pment is 
constant. The magni七ude of this constant 
corre1ates either with 七he maturity sta七e
at hatch， (which in turn is related to a 
taxonomic state) or perhaps to egg mass 
and/or egg water content. 
The relatively little data avai1able 
at this stage makes i七 difficu1t to draw 
final cause and effect conc1usions and more 
information needs to be gathered before 
fina1 s七aternentscan be made. 
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及び卿卵期間 = 12.29・(卵質賃)+l，jOg 
となり、それぞれの累乗値は Oと有意の差があった。卿卵期間中の心拍総数を表す平均心拍数と卿卵期間の
積を全てのデータについて卵質量に対してプロットすると
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Dynarnical Systerns Analysis of Arterial Blood 
Pressure Signals in Relation to Heart Rate 
Fluctuations in Chick Ernbryos 
Ryuichi AK町AMA.，Tomomasa NAGASHIMA.. and Hiroshi TAZAWA... 
(Accepted 31 August 1999) 
We attempted a new approach based on a modern dynamical syst邑mtheory to 
reconstruct the arterial blood pressure signals in relation to heart rate 
fluctuations of devel白.pingchick国nbryos. The dynamical systems approach 
in 9申neralis to model a phenomenon that is pr申sentedby a single t幻阻 series
record and approximate the dynamical prop邑rty (e.g.， heart rate 
fluctuations) of a system based only on information contained in a 
single-variablー (arterial blood pressure) of the system. The tim島町series
data of the art自rialblood pressure was reconstructed in 3・dimensionalspace 
to draw characteristic orbits. Since the reconstructedロrbits of the blood 
pr自ssureshould retain infロrmationcontained in the pressure signals， we 
atternpted to derive instantaneous heart rate (IE扱)frorn the reconstructed 
orbits. The derived工HRpresenting HR fluctuations coincided well with the 
n浪ロbtainedconventionally from the peak-to-peak time intervals of the 
maxirnum blood pressure. Move町田ntsof the r自constructedorbits of the 
arterial blood pressure in 3-dirnensional space reflected HR fluctuations 
(i.e.， transient decelerations and accelerations). 
Keywords: arterial blood pressure， chick embryo， dynamical syst回ns
approach， heart rate fluctuations， instantaneous heart rate， orbit 
reconstruction， reconstructed ロrbit，3・dimensionalspace 
1 INTRODUCTION 
工ncubatedavian eggs have been used as 
an exper imen七almodel for investigation of 
developmental physiology(3，231. Physiological 
functions of embryos developing inside an 
eggshell are completely independent of 
maternal func七ions and some physiological 
variables can easily be measured while 
main七ainingadequate gas exchange through the 
eggshell. Among those variables， embryonic 
hear七 rate of chickens (HR) is determined 
throughout nearly the whole period of 
incubation by detec七ing the cardiogenic 
signals with various invasive and noninvasive 
methods(1.2 ， 4 ， E ，ト 16 ， 21 ， 22 ， 24 1 • Ca七heterizationof the 
allantoic ar七ery，which is made by taking 
advantage of the eggshell， makes i七 possible
to measure the blood pressure during the las七
half of incubation prior to pipping(18-20，25，26). 
Allan七oicarterial blood pressure was recently 
used to determine instan七aneous heart ra七e
(工HR) of developing chick embryos(η. Blood 
'Oivision of pediatric Cardiology， Univ由rsity of 
Kentucky; 
“Oepartment of Cornputer Sciences and Sys七割ns
Engineering; 
.・Oepartmentof Electrical and Electronic Engineering 
was determined from individual peak叩七o-peak
pressure is a simple monophasic wave and工HR
intervals of the wave. Various patterns of HR 
fluc七uationswere found in la七eembryos. 
From a viewpoint of systems information 
engineering，七heblood pressure wave composed 
of low-frequency sエgnalsand七hederived工HR
containing HR fluctuations seem to be a 
favorable biological model for analysis using 
modern dynamical sys七ems theory (deter-
ministic approach) (51 • The dynamical systems 
approach is to model irregularly七ime-varying
phenomena (time-series da七a)and approxima七e
七hedynamical property of a system based only 
on information contained in a single variable 
of the system(17 I • Although the theory of the 
dynamical systems approach has been tested in 
many artificial system models， i七 hasseldom 
been applied七obiological phenomena. Thus in 
relation to the symposium on cardiac rhythms 
in animals， we attempted to apply七hedynamical 
systems approach to reconstruct七hear七erial
blood pressure signals as an orbit in a high 
dimensional space and derive IHR from 
reconstructed orbits. 工nthe presen七a七temp七，
the single variable that is used in the 
dynamical systems approach is arterial blood 
pressure and七hedynamical properties七hatare 
derived are the fluctuations of工HR.
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2 MATER工ALSAND METHODS 
2.1 Arterial blood pressure signals 
工na previous study， the ar七erialblood 
pressure of the allantoic circulation was 
measured to derive 工HR and investigate 
development of HR fluctuations in chick embryos 
[η. A catheter comprised of a hypodermic 
needle and polyethylene tube was implanted in 
the allantoic artery through a small opening 
in the eggshell. The catheter was fixed on七o
the eggshel1 with clay and the opening was 
closed with vinyl 七ape and epoxy glue. A 
conventional strain gauge manometer was 
connected to the catheter， and the pressure 
signals were amplified and filtered by a 
polygraph arnplifier to match the input signal 
level of an analog-to-digital converter. The 
pressure signals were sarnpled at 100 Hz， 
recorded on a microcornpu七er，and restored by 
the following sinc function(2): 




where I is the sampling in七erval(i.e.， 10 ms)， 
and IN is Nyquist's reflection frequency (50 
HZ) . 
Wave restoration by eq. 1 using 401 
sampling points (i.e.， j = 200) was examined 
to correspond to a signal sampled at 8，000 Hz 
(sarnpling time interval = 125μsec)， ensuring 
calculation of工HRwith an error in accuracy 
of less than 1 beat/min. After restoration of 
七hesystolic pressure wave， the maximum point 
was found in the res七ored wave， the time 
interval between the two adjacent maxima (.t 
in sec) was determined， and IHR was calculated 
by工HR=601.t(beats/min， bpm)・工nthe present 
s七udy，we used the ar七erialblood pressure 
sign.::ls that were measured previously as above. 
prior to use of the previously measured 
pressure signals， we examined again the 
accuracy of七hepressure signals， which were 
sampled at 50 Hz (instead of 100 Hz) and 
restored by eq. 1 with 401 sampling points. 工n
the tes七experiment，the cathe七erwas implanted 
in the allantoic artery of an 18四 day-oldembryo 
as mentioned above and the arterial pressure 
was sarnpled at a frequency of 8，000 Hz instead 
of 50 Hz. 工HRwas calcula七edfrom the time 
intervals between two consecu七ivepeaks of 
maximurn pressure (referred to as HRsooo). Then， 
single values from every 160 sampling points 
(which corresponded to pressure signal sampled 
at 50 Hz) were extracted， and七hepressure wave 
was restored by eq. 1 wi七h401 sarnpling points 
from七heextracted values. 工HRwas calculated 
for restored pressure waves in the same manner 
(referred to as HRrosto) . 工twas found tha七日Rrasto
was consis七ent with HR8000， ensuring the 
accuracy of the pressure signals tha七 were
pどeviouslyrneasured at a sampling frequency of 
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100 Hz and res七oredby the sinc function. 
2.2 Orbit reconstruc七ion
In七hedynamical systems approach， an 
orbi七 (a七七ractor)of a single variable (i.e.， 
blood pressure in the presen七 study) is 
recons七ruc七ed(embedded) in a high dimensional 
(i.e.， m-dimensional) space from the tむne-
series data of the variable. The embedding 
dimension， m， should be no less than 3 for 
irregularly七ime-varyingsignals. 工norder to 
presen七 apattern of the orbit as a visible 
figure on a cornputer screen， we reconstructed 
七he orbi七 in 3-dimensional space. For 
tirne-series da七aof a given blood pressure， 
BP(七)(O<t<T i T=one cardiac period) ， we assurned 
a suitable time delayτ， which is discretional 
and deterrnined empir ical1y， . then took two more 
values， BP(t+τ) and BT(七+2τ)・These three 
values of blood pressure at tirne t were then 
put on individual axes of a 3-dimensional 
rectangular-coordina七e，giving a vector with 
coordinates. An orbi t of the vec七orwas drawn 
byvarying七imet by 125μsec dur ing one cardiac 
period with coordinates， thus giving a 
recons七ructedorbit of blood pressure during 
the T-period. The 3-dimensional orbi七swere 
drawn consecutively for tirne-series data of the 
blood pressure during nT period where n is 
discre七ionalreal number. The presentation of 
orbit patterns was made only for a part of the 
pulse pressure (i.e.， during nT period)， and 
七he position of 3-dimensional rectangular-
coordinate axes was arbitrarily drawn to 
presen七differencesin orbit size between young 
and late embryos， and changes in orbi七sduring 
the heart beat of individual embryos. 
2.3 Derivation of工HRfrom reconstructed orbi ts 
The reconstructed orbi七 is another 
presentation of blood pressure and must include 
information contained in the 七ime-series
signal of blood pressurei that is，工HRalso 
should be included. Thus we a七tempted to 
derive IHR from the reconstruc七edorbi七s. 工f
七hetime delay τ is considered adequatelYi 
empirically a value wi七hinone-tenth of the 
cardiac period T， a vector comprising of 
[BP(t)， BP(七+τ)，BP(t+2τ)] rotates in the 3-
dimensional space during one cardiac period and 
forms an open or closed orbi七. When the orbi七
is not closed， it forms a thin shee七回like
configuration during nT period. Suppose a 
plane crosses at right angles to the sheet-
like orbits at an aどbitrary posi tion in space. 
Then七he七imeinterval between points of七he
orbi七swhich cross the plane in sequence is 
determined successively (i.e.， .t in sec)， and 
the HR is calcula七edby HR=60/.t in bpm and 
plot七edon the computer rnoni七orsequentially. 
3 RESULTS 
Figure 1 shows 七he arterial blood 
pressure of a 12-day-old embryo (panel A) and 
its reconstructed 0どbits(strange attractor) 
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drawn in 3-dimensiona1 space (pane1 B)・ B100d










Fig. 1. Time-series record of the arterial blood 
pressure (top panel) and 18 orbits reconstructed in 
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Fig. 2. The arterial blood pressure (top panel) and 
reconstructed orbits (bottom panel) in an 18-
day田 oldembryo. For comparison between Figs. 1 and 
2， the scales for the blood pressure record and 
reconstructed orbits are identical in both figures. 
waves during a 5-sec period are shown in the 
midd1e of the recording at a faster chart speed 
(pane1 A)・ In young embryos， the b100d 
pressure was low compared with 1ate embryos and 
formed simp1e monophasic waves. A sing1e 
orbit was reconstructed from a b100d pressure 
wave of one-cardiac period， and pane1 B 
presents 18 reconstructed orbits which 
correspond 七0 七he pu1se pressure waves 
presented in the midd1e of pane1 A. The time 
de1ay (τ) of 40 msec was七akenarbitrarily so 
that the orbits cou1d make characteristic 
figures. 
Figure 2 shows another examp1e of the 
arteria1 blood pressure of an 18-day-old embryo 
(pane1 A) and its reconstructed orbi七5(pane1 
B). Arteria1 b100d pどessureincreased with 
embryonic deve1opment， bu七七hewaves were sti11 
monophasic (pane1 A)・Asembryos grew， their 
activi七iesincreased and induced artefac七sin 
the pressure signals; i. e .， abruptly recorded 
spikes marked by an arrow. Beside these 
ar七efac七s， the b100d pressure signa1s 
f1uc七ua七edas shown throughout and in the 
midd1e of七herecording. The reconstructed 
orbits were drawn by taking arbitrarilyτof 
30 msec (panel B) for 19 pressure waves during 
the 5-sec period (14: 46-14: 51 in panel A)・The
orbi七5moved towards the 1eft a10ng the x-axis 
with heart beats and reached the 1eft most 
position a七 the12th beat， which 10wered the 
minimum pressure (as shown by an asterisk in 
about the midd1e of recording in pane1 A) and 
thereafter orbi ts moved towards 七he righ七
aga~n. 
Because a sing1e orbit is recons七ructed
from a pu1se pressure wave during one cardiac 
period， duration of the cardiac period is known 
by cu七ting七heorbits by an arbitrary plane (as 
shown by a thick 1ine in pane1 B of Fig. 2) and 
measuring七hetime interva1 between points on 
七heorbit crossing the p1ane successive1y. 
Then， the IHR in bpm is ca1culated from the time 
interva1. Figure 3 presents the same ar七eria1
blood pressure as shown in Fig. 2 (pane1 A)， 
工HRca1cu1a七edconventiona11y from peak-to-
peak time intervals of the b100d pressure 
(pane1 B)， and IHR derived from the 
reconstructed orbits as mentioned above (panel 
C) and 18 reconstructed orbits corresponding 
七oa run of heart beats with a s七ab1era七e(pane1 
D) ， dece1erated ra七e(pane1 E) and acce1erated 
rate (panel F)， respectively. The IHR derived 
from the reconstructed orbits of the arteria1 
pressure (pane1 C) concides well with the IHR 
obtained by conventiona1 calcu1a七ionfrom the 
七imeinterva1 of the maximum b100d pressure 
(pane1 B)・ Thereconstructed orbits for 18 
cardiac periods during HR dece1era七ionand 
acce1eration present different changes in 
pat七ernsand movements between them. When the 
HR is stab1e (marked by D in pane1 C， and pane1 
D)， the reconstructed orbits of the arteria1 
pressure form a narrow band. When the HR 
dece1erates， the orbits move 1ef七wardsa10ng 
the x-axis， reach 七he 1eft most position 
corresponding to the minimum of HR and then move 
towards the origina1 position obtained for 
stab1e HR (i. e.， towards the r igh七)(marked by 
E in pane1 C， and panel E)・ Contrari1y，the 
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reconstructed orbits move towards the right 
along the x-axis as七heHR accelerates (marked 
by F in panel C， and panel F). 
Figure 4 shows the arterial blood 
pressure recorded from a 20-day-old embryo 
(upper tracing in panel A)， the工HRcalculated 
from the time in七ervalof七hemaximum blood 
pressure (lower tracing in panel A) and the 
reconstructed orbits (panels B， C and D) of 
blood pressure signals for the period indicated 
by the letters B， C and D in panel A. During 
a 33四 secrecording， a single-beat acceleration 
and deceleration (B) and七henan accelerated 
HR with single-beat decelera七ion(0) occurred. 
The reconstructed orbits presen七
characteristic figures for 七hese HR 
fluctuations. For 18 pressure signals， the 
reconstructed orbits present a similar pattern 
corresponding to stable HR， resulting in narrow 
band (marked by C in panel A， and panel C)・ The
reconstruc七edorbits of 18 pressure signals 
marked by B in panel A constitute two narrow 
bands corresponding七otwo different levels of 
HR baseline， and the orbit moves posteriorly 
along the z-axis corresponding 七o HR 
acceleration and then soon moves anteriorly 
corresponding to subsequent decelera七ion.
When the HR acceleration occurs during mul七iple
heart bea七s(marked by 0 in panel A， and panel 
0) ，七heorbits moving anteriorly constitute a 
wide band compared with the single acceleration 
(panel B). The subsequent single deceleration 
corresponds to the orbit， which moves 
an七eriorly.
4 0工SCUSS工ON
The beat-to-beat HR; i.e.，工HR，in avian 
embryos developing inside the eggshell is 
determined from cardiogenic signals de七ected
noninvasively or invasively(2.7.12.24). Some of 
the cardiogenic signals used for IHR 
determination are ballistocardiogram (BCG) ， 
acoustocardiogram (ACG) ， electrocardiogram 
(ECG) and ar七erialblood pressure. 工HRis 
calculated from the time interval between the 
two adjacen七 peakwaves. The ECG which has 
sharp spike waves seems to be the most favorable 
cardiogenic signal for工HRdetermination. 工n
avian eggs， the ECG is detected by electrodes 
implanted immediately inside the shell 
membrane or the chorioallantoic membどanein 
order to minimize injury to the embryo and egg 
contents. However， the ECG signal is often 
disturbed by embryonic activi七ies，because the 
elec七rodesdo not contact directly the body of 
the embryo， resul七ingin frequent interruption 
of工HRdetermination. Compared with七heECG 
and other cardiogenic signals， the blood 
pressure which is detec七ed by the needle 
cathe七erimplanted into the allantoic artery 
is less influenced by embryonic activi七ies.
Hochel et al. (7) measured the blood pressure of 
the allantoic artery in chick embryos and 
presented the 工HR by de七ermining the time 
interval between the peaks of pressure waves 
(i. e.， maximum blood pressure)・ Thequestion 
that arises is， in the event七ha七 theHR is 
iiVM山内~
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Fig. 3. The arterial pressure (BP， panel A)， 
instantaneous heart rate (工HR)calculated frorn tirne 
intervals of the two adjacent peaks of blood pressure 
(panel B)， IHR derived frorn the orbit reconstuction 
(panel C)， and reconstructed orbits (panels D， E and 
F) corresponding to IHR indicated by the letters， 
D， E and F， respectively， in panel C. Tirne delay 
{τ) used for orbit reconstruction was 30 msec. 
Asterisk in panels A and B indicate the arterial 
blood pressure and 工HRwhich correspond to the 
arteria工pressureand reconstructed orbits shown in 
panels A and B of Fig. 2. Arrows in panel A are the 
sarne as in panel A of Fig. 1， indicating artefacts 
induced by ernbryonic activities. Other自pikesand 
fluctuations of blood pressure in general seern to 
coincide chronologically with HR decelerations and 
accelerations. 
calculated from the time interval be七weenthe 
minimum blood pressures or from the 七ime
interval between arbi七rary levels of the 
pressure signals， is the same IHR obtained? 
The present de七ermination of IHR from the 
reconstructed orbi七s showed that the IHR 
determined from七hemaximum blood pressure wave 
was the same as七hatderived from an arbitrary 
level of the pressure signals (Fig. 3)・ This
suggests that even if the IHR is calculated from 
七heminimum blood pressure， the same工HRis 
obtained and the conventional way of IHR 
calculation from the maximum pressure wave may 
be acceptable. Additionally， there is 
evidence that the IHR derived from the 
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reconstructed orbits coincides with the IHR 
obtained in conventional calculation from the 
maximum blood pressure signal， certifying that 
physiological information of 七he arterial 




























Fig. 4. The arterial blood pressure (upper tracing 
in panel A)， IHR obtained from the pressure wave 
(lower tracing in panel A) and the reconstructed 
orbits (panels B， C and 0) corresponding to the 
arterial blood pressure indicated by the letters， 
B， C and 0， respectively， in panel A. Time delay 
(τ) was 30 msec. 
工n the dynamical systems approach， a 
time四 varying single variable; i.e.， the 
arterial blood pressure， BP(七)， is 
reconstruc七edby drawing of [BP(t)， BP(t+τ) ， 
BP(t+2τ) ， ・・， BP(七+(m田 1)) τ]. 工nthe presen七
repor七， embedding dimension， m， of 3 was taken 
to show the orbit in a visible way (i.e.， in 
figures)・ τwas determined empirically 七o
within one-tenth of a cardiac period so that 
七heorbit could show characteどisticpa七erns.
工n0七herwords， pattern of the orbi七 wasnot 
fixed， but changed by the value ofτ. For 
reconstruc七edorbits of the blood pressures 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2，τwas七akenarbitrarily 
as 40 msec and 30 msec， respec七ively，to show 
similar orbit patterns. 工nthe young embryo 
(12 days)，七hemagni tude of the reconstructed 
orbi七swas small compared wi七hthe late embryo 
(18 days)， because the pulse pressure was low. 
工naddition， the orbits formed a narrow band 
centered on a closed circle in the young embryo 
(panel B in Fig. 1) and the orbi七s in the 
1B-day-old embryo tended to move towards a 
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direction parallel to the x-axis， foどmingthe 
orbits as a sheet-like configuration with a 
wide band (panel B in Fig. 2). The direc七ion
of movemen七andwidth of七hebandduringseveral
cardiac cycles reflect the HR fluc七uations
(Figs. 3 and 4)・ whenthe HR is s七able，the 
orbi七sconstitute a narrowband (panel D in Fig. 
3 and panel C in Fig. 4)・Whenthe HR changes 
irregularly， the orbi七sform wide bands (panels 
E and F in Fig. 3， and panels B and D in Fig. 
4). The HR fluctuations comprising transien七
deceleration and accelera七ionare presented by 
orbits moving in opposing directions 
corresponding to decelera七edHR (panel E in 
Fig. 3) and accelera七edHR (panel F in Fig. 3). 
工n other examples of orbi七srepresenting a 
combination of a single acceleration and 
deceleration (panel B in Fig. 4) and sustained 
accelerations with single deceleration (panel 
DinFig. 4)， theorbi七sshrink along七hez-axis 
corresponding to the HR accelerations and七hen
widen when the single deceleration occurs. 
However， we do not know a七 present 七he
physiological significance of these orbit 
patterns. 
As far as七he工HRis concerned， it is 
sufficien七七o determine 工HR from the time 
intervals of the maximum blood pressure and 
thus record time-series data only for a part 
of the maximum presure signals. Meanwhile， 
七heIHR ob七ainedfrom the chick embryos shows 
various fluctuation pa七ternsthat interest us 
as to whether they are de七erminis七icphenomena • 
工fwe have time-series signals for the ar七erial
blood pressure for the whole cardiac periods， 
七hedynamical sys七emsanalysis (deterministic 
approach) can be attempted. In七hepresen七
report， we could show charac七eristicfigures 
of the reconstruc七edorbi七sfor七hearterial 
blood pressure of the embryos and derive工HR
from the reconstructed orbits. Since this is 
七he first at七emp七 at using the dynamical 
systems approach， we assumed an embedding 
dimension， m， to be 3. The nex七stepfor orbi七
reconstruc七ionshould be to work on a higher 
dimensional space (i. e.， m should be more than 
3) and additionally a correlation dimension 
should be de七ermined. Al七hough in future 
studies addi七ionalcalculations must be made 
to examine whether the HR fluctuations are 
chaotic phenomena， the HR fluctuations 
comprised of heart rate variability and heaど七
rate irregularities will make favorable 
biological subjects for nonlinear time田 series
analysis. 
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Air temperature distribution in Antarctica estimited by the krigging interpolation ( n ) 
Junichi SASAKI， Masahiko HATANAKA， Kenichi ITAKURA， Makoto WADA and Naohiko HlRASAWA 
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Abstract 
An atmospheric temperature map in the Antarctica is obtained by using krigging 
interpolation method based on Geostatisむics.τ'0crea胞由民 temperaturemap， observed 
temperature data and location data at 209 stations in Antarctica are used. We have 
obtained those maps in every month until now. In this paper， we investigate the variation 
rate of temperature (both interpolated temperature and distributed one) and correlation 
coe伍cientbetween temperature and height above the sea level. 
Key words: Air temperature， Interpolation， Remote Sensing， Geostatistic畠
1. はじめに
リモートセンシング衛星の 1つである DMSP(Def. 
ense Meteorological Satellite Program)によって橿
域の輝度温度山の観測が行われており，観測された輝





温Taの変化は，図 1・1に示した TB とT.の時系列変
化でわかるように同様の推移パタ}ンを示し，両者の
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おいて，左側の図が画素値 O(黒)を 183.0 [K]，画素











下を輝度値 O(黒)，標高 4000[m]以上を輝度値 255で














































1月 .0.82 .0.80 
2月 .0.79 -0.79 
3月 .0.74 -0.81 
4月 .0.79 .0.82 
5月 .0.75 -0.81 
6月 .0.78 .0.80 
7月 .0.75 .0.81 
8月 .0.76 .0.80 
9月 .0.72 .0.83 
10月 .0.80 .0.83 
11月 -0.77 .0.83 
12月 .0.79 .0.83 


















o '000 200ロ 3000 .4口口。
標高 [m]











o ， 000 2000 3000 4-000 
標高 [m]































































1月 -7.4 -6.6 
2月 -9.4 幽8.3
3月 -11.2 -10.9 
4月 -11.8 -11.1 
5月 -11.4 -11.2 
6月 -11.4 -10.3 
7月 -10.6 -9.7 
8月 -11.9 -10.3 
9月 -11.0 -10.7 
10月 -10.5 -9.7 
11月 -8.7 -8.3 
12月 -7.5 -7.0 
























(5) Michael Edward Hohn : r Geostatistics and 











Computer simulation of Capacitively Coupled Radio Frequency Plasma in Nitrogen 
using Propagator Method 
Kohki SATOH， Hidenori ITOH and Hiroaki TAGASHIRA 
(原稿受付日 平成11年5月10日 論文受理日 平成11年8月31日)
Abstract 
8ehavior of electrons and N2+ ions in radio frequency(RF) discharge in nitrogen is simulated by self-consis-
tent model using Propagator method coupled with Poisson's equation and extemal circuit equations. The spatio-
temporal variations of electric field in a gap， mean energies of the electrons and ions， excitation rate etc， are 
obtained. lt is seen that in the spatio-temporal variation of excitation rate to CJ日uSぬte，large peaks due to sheath 
appear at the phase ofmaximum voltage ofRF power， and small peaks next to the large peaks appear at the same 
phase. This profile agrees qualitatively with the density profile ofC3fIustate molecules obtained合omemission 
spcctroscopy. It is found合omthis simulation that the small peaks are due to double layers. 






















































































を得る{九 fの時間変化は、 (a)電界による加速、 (b)ド
リフトおよび(c)衝突により記述され、これらは次式で
表される。
1 eE (a)電界による加速 v =vo +τ=-1lJ........ .…・・ (1)
J.m 




PT =exp(-N 'qT .v.IlJ)..・H ・...，...・H ・....(3) 
邸内に衝突する期待値













0.1 10 100 1000 
electron energy [eV] 
図4窒素ガス中の電子衝突断面積
山内に衝突しない期待値
r(ep9j， x.).(l-Pr)・ ・ . …… ・ (5)








E(x，t)=ーがp(ゆ+訂xp(.和子!• •••••••• (6) 




Vg (t)=ずたK(t)-td似'，'... ... (7) 
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図 electron: atpowered elecr凶e
1m electron : atgrounded elecnωe 
--幽 ion : atpow胸 delecrode 
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Structure and Electrical Properties of LnRu4P12 (Ln=lanthanide) 
with Skutlerudite Structure 
Ta1王anoriUCHIUMI， Chihiro SEKINE， Shigeyuki KIMURA， Masashi INOUE and Ichimin SHIROTANI 
(原稿受付日 平成1年5月10日 論文受理日 平成11年8月31日)
Abstract 
Ternary ruthenium phosphides LnRu4P12 (Ln = La， Ce， Pr， Nd， Sm， Eu， Gd and Tb助)withthe 
filled s北kuぽlt旬eruぱ凶ditω巴か.勾p戸巴 s附t位ru叫ctωur，問巴havebeen p戸re句pa訂reda祇thigh t胞emp戸巴ratωuresand high press叩ures.The 
crystal structure of a new compound TbRu4P12 is refined by the Rietveld analysis of the， powder 
X-ray diffraction data. The physical properties of LnRu4P12 have been studied by means of 
electrical r巴sistivity，magnetic susceptibility， magnetization and sp巴cific-heatmeasurements at 
low temperatures. LaRu4P12 is a superconductor with the transition temperature (Tc) of 7.2K. 
C巴RU4P12exhibits a semiconducting behavior. A metal-insulator transition is found at around 
60K in PrRU4PI2・ NdRu4P12and EuRu4P12 show the fe.町omagneticordering below 1.6K and 
20K， resp巴ctively.SmRu4P12， GdRu4P12 and TbRu4P12 also show the antiferromagnetic orderings 
below 15K， 21K and 20K， respectively. Electrical and magnetical properties of LnRu4P12 (Ln = 
La， Ce， Pr， Nd， Sm， Eu， Gd and Tb) are discussed. 





= Fe， Ru， Os， Pn = P， As， Sb) と表される。 Ln元素が
*1電気電子工学科










TPn6から作られる 8面体を、下の部分は Pn4 I 
から作られる正方形を示している。 Ln=ラリニ | 
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凡p= 7.42 R. = 2.71 








































(LaRu4PI2 : 2.284， CeRu4PI2: 2.302) の方が鉄リン
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表 2 LaRu4Pn12 ( Pn = P， As )および LaFe'P12
の超伝導特性
LaR~P12 LaR凶AS12" LaF6IP12 b 
T. (K) 7.2 10.3 4.1 
r (mJ/moIO 26 73 57 
f)o (K) 446 233 580 
N(O) (states/eV atom) 0.42 0.98 0.98 
A 0.57 0.86 0.45 
6. C/ r.T 1.44 1.75 1.25 
"Ref. (1η.(18) 
bRef. (5) 
λ=1.04+μ'ln(0 D /1.457;) 
(1-0.62μ')ln(0D /1.45T.)ー1.'似
μ. = 0.1 
(3) 
これらより、E>D = 446K、λ=0.57、N(O)= 0.42 















































Hc2 = ct>o /2~2 (5) 
LaRu4P12のEは9.5nmである。 LaRu4P12の超伝導は
BCS理論の枠内で説明できると考えられる。






































































2 3 4 5 
Bσ} 
図8 CeRu4P12の磁化過程
表 3 CeT'P12 (T = Fe， Ru， 08)の体積と!:J.EIkB 
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SU 7.2 
s 
M-I 60 -7 
F 1.6 -20 
M-I，AF 15 
F 20 -25 














































AF 20 6 9.82 8.0338 TbRu4P12 




SU : superconductivity ; 










みが半導体である。そのためLnRu4P12 (Ln = La， Ce， 













これらのように、 LnRu4P1Z.(Ln = La， Ce， Pr， Nd， 
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Study of Electrical Resistivity on Strongly Correlated Electron Antiferromagnet 
at 1ρw Temperature， High Pressure and High Magnetic Field 
Chihiro SEKINE. Kunihiro KIHOU. Tadashi INABA. Takahiro 1ひGASHI.Ichimin SHIROTANI 
and Testuo HONMA 
(原稿受付日 平成1年5月10日 論文受理日 平成1年8月31日)
Abstract 
The results of electrical resistivity measurements at low temperatures ( 2 K三T:S300 K). 
high pressures ( 0 :sP :s2 GPa) and high magnetic fields ( 0 :sB三7τ)are reported on two strongly 
correlated electron antiferromagnets; local-moment type antiferromagnet UPd2Si2 and itinerant 
antiferromagnet Ce(Ruo.ssRhO.lS)2Si2. The obtained temperature-pressure phase diagram of UPdsi2 is
explained by the axial・next-nearest-neighborIsing (ANNNI) model. A strong dependence on pressure for 
the antiferromagnetic stat巴ofCe(RuO.8SRhO.IS)2Si2 is consistent with仕letransition in being due to a Fermi-
surface instability. 
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図11 Ce(Ru悩 Rho・1S)si.の各圧力における電気抵抗








低濃度側 (0.05< xく 0.3，I相)では弱い反強磁性磁気
秩序を示すことが明らかとなった(九反強磁性転移温度




















0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
P (GPa) 
図12 Ce(Ruo.sRhO，1S).Si.の電気抵抗の Tm. (最大値あるい
は肩を示す温度、常圧の値で規格化しである)の圧力
依存性(直線は C巴R~Si2のグリューナイゼン定数 r=
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Cr(15) YbBiPt (17) Ce(Ruo・B5Rho.15)2Si2
結晶構造 体心立方晶 面心立方晶 体心正方品
TN (K) 311 0.4 5.5 
(dTJdP)p _n (KlGP司 -0.55 -0.0014 -0.039 
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On C-Reducibility in Cartan Space 
Takanori IGARASHI* 
(Received 10 May 1999， Accepted 31 August 1999) 
We introduce七heconαption of じreducibilityin C乱rtanspace， and show that a 
Cartan space endowed with (α，β)-metric is C-reducibleJ ザandonlyザthemetric 
is only of Randers' or J( ropina治type. This is the main theorem in this paper. 
Moreover， we consider C-reducibility in Car七回 space endowed with a generalized 
Randers metric which derived from a usual Cartan metric by s-change. We prove 
that the space wi七hthe generalized metric is C-reducible if the sp配 ewith original 
metric is ひreducible，回dthat the converse is true. 
Keywords : Cartan space， C-reducibility， (α，s)-metric 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1n this paper ，we consider two remarkable classes of Cartan 
spaces‘that is， a C-reducible type and乱generalizedRanders 
type. 
Let M be a real n-dimensional manifold， (T事M，1I'"，M)
the cotangent bundle of M and H : U事→ Ra regular Hamil-
tonian (i. e. real smooth function on乱 domainU' c T寧M
positively homogeneous of degree two in p). The pair of 
冗九 =(M， H(x，p)) is called a Hamilton space and the func-
tion H(x，p) is fundamental (metric) function such that the 
nond巴generatematrix wi出 theentries 
g'J(x，p) =θ'oJH ?????
is defined on U"， hereafter in 仙阿twedenote。42JL，
~J" 
while Oi =主andindices i，j，'" run over 1，2，..n. Of 
ax' 
cours巴，g'J is component of a contravariant ιtensor field， 
named as metric d-tensor of 1lへwhichis symmetric， pos-
itive definite and its reciprocal ωmponent 9i(x，p) is given 
by g'Jgjk = d.i， 
In this paper， th巴termd-tensor field T( x， p)of冗へ for
instance， oftype (1， 1)， m品 nsa collection of n2 .functions 
TJ(x， p)of vari乱blesx' and Pi which obey the 国叫 transfor-
mation law of components of tensor of M 




und巴rthe coordinate transformation x'→P. 
We can construct the operators di = aj + NjiaJ which 
form a loc乱1basis of horizontal distribution N supplementary 
to the vertical distribution V of T" M， i.e. T，(T* M) = Nu ED 
凡，u E T"M. 
We can obtain on a domain U of the tang巴ntbundle 
(TM，久 M)of M，乱regularLagrangian L( x， y)by Legendre 
transformation 
L(x，y) = PiY' -H(x，p) 
of H， where Pi is the solution of the system y' =θ'H(x，p). 
L(x， y)is positively homogeneous of degree two and be-
havesωthe fund乱mentalfunction of Lagrange spaceζn = 
(M，L(x，y))， which is seemed the dual of Harnilton space 
(ref. to [4). More precisely， the geometric structure of the 
cotangent bundle T噂Mor of Harnilton space is reffered to our 
previous papers[1][2] or R. Miron's[6]. 
A Ca付anspace Cn = (M， F(x，p)) is a special Hamilton 
sp…iM = iF2h， wth1叫 hれいMωc品叫叫晶叫alle脳刷凶d(fi同 men叫 metric 
function of Cn叩 dpositively homogeneous of degr田 onem 
p = (Pi). 







7;k z jgzh伽 k+伽 -Oh9jk) 
A canonical d叩 nnectionC r(N) = (Hjk' C;ik) in Cn is 
defined by [7] as follows: 
H;k=jgshWK+5k伽一切)，
C片= 一iか仇伽似hバ(附+aが的k匂g戸 一0が的仰付h匂》γgダ戸灼J片吋k竹) 
By the differentiability and homogeneity of F(x，p)， we 
can easily show properties about the d-tensor Cijk = gihChjk 
such that 
C13k=-j州 k(jF2)，刊=内i= O. (2) 
The torsion七ensorCijk is completely symmetric in in-
di白色 sowe consider the cas巴itsplits in the form: 
cijk = AiJQk + _4jkQi + AkiQj (3) 
for some symmetric tensor A'J and vector Q'. By reason of 
Cijkpk = 0， which follows from the homogeneity of funda-
mental function F(x，p)， we have 
AIO = 0， QO = 0 
for non-Ri巴mannia.n(C'片手 0)Ca.rtan space， wh巴rethe index 
o lne釘 ISthe result of contracting by p. Thus， we put the 
angular metric tensor 
h，'1 = Fδ• o1 F = 9'J -l' [J， l' =θ'F (4) 
a.s most suitable one for A'ヘbeca.usethis tensor is symmetric 
and ha.s the properties such七hat
h'Jpj = 0， h'J% = n -1， i.e. rank(h'J) = O. (5) 
Ther巴fore，on accounもof(5)， we can easily prove; 
Proposition 1. If the七ensorCijk satis五巴sthe relation 
cijk = hりQk+ hjkQi十九kiQJ，
btm btle vedor QZ hasbhe form Qi=-Lct，where cz= 
n + 1 
gjkCりkis non-zero vector. 
And w巴set;
Definition 1. A Cartan space of dimensin n > 2 iscalled 
C-reducible， ifthe torsion tensor Cijk is expressed in the form 
cijk = ~(hijCk + hjkCi + hkiCj) 
n + l' -I 
Cartan space of dimension two is always C-reducible， be-
cause there exis七sa. scala.r 1 such that FCijk = lmimjmk， 
where m' is orthogonal to the unit vector l'. 
In the previous paper[3]， we introduced an (α，s) metric 
in Cartan space，部乱nalogousone in Finsler space (ref. to 
[5]). Its outline is出 follows:
Definition 2. We c乱Ia Cartan spa田 cn= (M，F(x，p)) 
endoωed with (α，s)-metr叫 ifits metric function F( x， p)is 
a function of α(x，p)，s(x，p) only; 
with 
F(x，p) = F(α(x，p)， s(x，p))， 
α(x，p) = (a吋x)pめ)山， β(x，p)= bi(x)Pi' 
where a'J(x) is a Ri巴mannianmetric on the base manifold 
M and b'(x) is a v氏 torfield on M such that s =10 on乱
domain of T*M¥{O}. The space (M，α) is called assoc叫 ed
Riemannian space ofCn. 
We need in this paper two special Cartan space with 
(α， s)-metric， that is as follows: 
Definition 3. A metric function F(x，p) of Cartan sp乱ceIS 
called 01 Randers' type if it is given by 
F(x，p) = fo石Z;;+VPJ=α+s (6) 
日 dof Kropina包typeif given by 
り(X)PiPj α2
F(x，p) = .::_一一-4=一がん β. (7) 
These metrics were introduced by R. Miron[7] into Cart叩
space analogously to the case of Finsler space (ref. to [5]). 
Clearly， the function F(α，s) in Definition 2 should satisfy the 
conditions imposed to the function F(x，p)乱sa fundamental 
one for Cn， soi七ispositively homogeneous of degree one in 
αand β. By this rea.son， there would be no confusion if we 
adopt the notation F(α?β) instead of F(α，s). Putting H = 
F2/2， forconvenience， we remark the followi碍 homogeneities
of H(x，p): 
αHα +sH，β=2H ) 
αHαo+sH"s = H，α，αHos +sHss = Hs I 
α2Hacr + 2αsH"'s + s2 Hss = 2H > 
αHααα +sHs"α=αHαα。+，sH"sβ|
=αHαβ+sHsβs = 0 J 
(8) 
where the subscriptsα，s of H me叩 itspartial derivatives 
with respect to them. In the previous p叩er[3]，we obtained 
the concrete expression for the metric tensor gij(x，p) and its 
reciprocal component 9:り inCartan space with (α，s) metric 
such七hat
g'J =ρa'J +pob'b1 +ρl(b'PJ+b1P')+ρ2P'PJ 
9ij =σaijー σOBiBj+σI(BiPj+BjPi)+σ2P山
and also for the t巴nsorCりk'
ct3k=-jIT1附 +6ijk{ρlaijbk +ρ2aij pk 
+r2bibi pk十r3bipjp勺+r4P‘pjpk].
In the above three巴xpressions，the no七ation
P'(x，p) = a'J(x)pj， Bi(X) = aり(x)が(x)1 
B2(X) =αisbi = aりBiBj f (9) 
? ?
On C-Reducibility in Cartan Space 
are used and the coeffici巴ntsρ'5，σ'sand r '8are certain func-
tions of partial derivatives of H(α，s)， atmost， ofthird or-
der， and the operator 6ijk plays the role of abbreviation of 
comple旬lysymmetric summation with respect to the indices 
i，j， kfor each term in the brackets， for example， 
Aij Qk + AikQi十AkiQj= 6iik{AiiQk} ???????
in place of the right hand of (3). 
In the next chapter， however， we use more direct calcula-
七ionwithout乱boveformul凶 for9り，gij and Cijk. 
2. MAIN THEOREM 
Partial differentiation of α(x，p) and s(x，p) yields 
8'α=α一1pi，θJs= b'(x). 
The vector P'(x，p) in (9) satis五esむherelation 
pipi =α2， aipi = aij(x)， akaipi = 0 
aitiα=α-1(αり(x)ー α-2pipj)・
By means of the quantitie 
kり =α'Jー α一lp'Pヘ
the partial derivative of a勾haof third order is expressed such 
that. 
aiaザα=一α-36ijk{ki pk}. (11) 
Direct differentiation of H(x，p) gives expressions for the met-
ric tensor such that 
g'J = o1θ'H 
=Hααα(8'α)(θJα) + H"'s{(δ'a)が+(δ3α)b'}
+Hssb'bJ + H，α(8'θJα) 
=α一1H.αk'J+ Hβb'b' +αー1HαβWPi+がP')
+α-2Hαp'pJ 
using (11) and for the torsion tensor Cijk such tha.t 
-2Cjk = akij 
= 6;jk{(O-2 H.α一α-3H.αWipK +α一1Hcxskりbk
十α一lHai3βpibibk+α-2Hαβpi pibk} 
+α-3 Hacxapi pi pk + Hoi3βbibibk 
(12) 
Substituting t.he new qua.ntit.y Q' = b'ー α-2sP'a.nd using 
t.h巴homogeneity(8) for the above expr巴ssion，we have a very 
simple form; 
_2Cijk =α一lH.αβ6iik{kijQk}+ Hβi3sQiQiQk. (13) 
If we put here 
α一1H.白βk'J+ 3HββQ'QJ = -2A'J， 
then (13) yields the equation 
Cijk = .4ijQk + AjkQi + AkiQj 
which is nothing but (3)， hence we get 
Proposition 2. In the Carta.n space wiぬ (α，s)-metric， 
the torsion tensor Cijk splits in the form (3). 
On the ot.her h乱nd.if we use th巴unitvector 
li = ai F= (v'2ii)ー1(α一lHαP'+ H(3b') (14) 
of Cno the angular metric tensor in (4) is r巴writtenas 
h'J =αー1H.αkij+ (H1βー(2Ht1HJ)QiQj， (15) 
where we also substituted the above quanもityQ'組 dusing 
the homogeneity (8). Therefore， byme叩 sof 
kり =α-1H"，{hij一(Hss一(2H)-1H，♂)Q'QJ} 
which follows企om(15)， the expression (11) is changed to the 
自n品1formj 
守口一一2Ci~ifh{川 k}+ {Hsss-τ!!.x 
(Hso -土Hs2)}QiQiQk. (16) 
2H 





?? ?? ???? ??? (17) 
We are interested in the case Q = 0，七hatis， 
cijk = 6ijk{hiAk} 
with Akpk = O. Contracting 9jk to the bothside of the above 
equation， we have 
ci = gjkCiik = (n + l)Ai， ι1 _， ~.e.. Ii =し，ー.- n+1-
by means of (5)， which implies 
CZJK=-L6g3k{hりCk}
n+1 
On account of Proposition 2， we can conclude 
Proposition 3. When the quantity Q in (17) vanishes the 
space is C-reducibl巴.
Obviously， forthe c乱sesof Randers' and Kropina's metric 
presented in last section the quantity Q vanishes， because， 
for the former H = (α+β)2/2， 
Hα = Hs =α+s， H.αβ= 0， H，ββ= 1， Hss(3 = 0， 
and for the later metric H =α4/(2s2)， 
Hα=2α3s-2， Hβ=ーα4β-3，H"，s =-4α3s-3， 
Hss = 3a4β-4， Hβββ= -12α4β-59 
hence in both cas巴sQ = 0 holds. 
Proposition 4. The Cartan spaces with Randers' and 
Kropina 'st.yp巴metricare both C-reducible. 
Let us obtain the necess乱rycondition for Q to vanish. In 
order to replace H and its partial derivatives in the quantity 
Q by F and its ones， we use the relations 
H"，(3 = FF;αs + F;α乃，H，仰 =FFsβ+F/ 
Hβββ = -a3s-3H，αα = -a3r3(FF;ααα+3凡Fαα)
and the homogen巴ityabout F(x，p) such that 
αFα+βFβ =F 
αFαα +s凡β=αFαs+sFsβ= O. 
Therefore， (17) is rewritten as 
Q=十c:"'+九四-4)
??
It should be remarked here that F(x，p) is not Rieman-
nian metric asαin Chapter 2回 dβ(x，p) is the same one. 
We cal the original sp乱ceCnω associated Ca付anspace of 
F叩 dthe deformation of the metric F→F as s-change 
of metric. 
Actually， F(x，p) given above is homogeneous of degree one 
in p. We ditinguish the qu組 titiesin thi竺sectionby attach-
ing notation "，" to the古opof ones of Cへifthere are the 
same ones appear in the associa主edspace Cn. We take the 
quan七itiessuch as 
Takanori IGARASHI 
We start from Q = 0， then c出 e
(i) F.αα= 0 reduces to the metric of Randers' type， because 
Fα= Cl and F = Cl +φ(s) = Clα+ C2s， by the homogeneity 
ofゆ(s)of degree one in s. The c前 e
(ii) F.αヂofollows a differential equation such that 
3 目 Fααα 3F，ααn
由一ー もー 一ー 一一ー ーー ーー ーー 値ーー =日
α 'F，ααFα ー
P乱，yingattention to logarithmic differentiation， we obtain at 
first， 
?? ???
(in C) g'1 =θiti(F2j2) = h，j +l'[i， li =δ'F 
[J'i =EP8i(F2j2)=が+l'i (in cn) 
li = 8iF = [i+ bi， ail' = aili = F-1hij. 
_.3D 
ニ二三三 -D1t(β) 
F"，3 - ， 
wh巴rethe coefficient eψ(β) = cs2， C = cons七.チ ois caused 
by that the left side of the first expression is homogeneous of 
degree七woin p， then we have 
α3F，α= ks2F.α3， 
And denoting Fα Cs2 
J;' 3 - ~，3 
~ ，αu 
(19) 
δヤ=F-l(b'-F-Is[')， (δ年)Pi= 0 (20) 
are ob凶ined.And for the metric七ensor[Jij in (18) is given 
by two manners such that of Cへ
T = r1 F = P-l(P + s) = 1 + r 1β， 
h'1 = Th'ヘ




1 Cs2 + Clα2 
Fα2α2 
where we used七hehomogeneity of F乱gain.Hence， the fo1・
lowing two cases occur. 
(ia) If Cl手0，then (21) 
(22) 
gij = Tg，j + bibI + bi[I + bIl' -F-1s lilj 
= Tg'1 + ['/1 -T ['[1 = T hり+t'P. 
On account of the useful Proposition 30.1 of Matsumoto[5]， 
we can obtain the reciprocal component fJij of fJij in(22) such 
that 
Fα=士市bTF=寸川市声+叫
(匂=const.)， P isr巴writenas 
(23) お=;{gg3一B;Ij-B;I + (B2 +sPザ 1j}? ???? ?? ????????














B2 = gisbI = gi Bi Bi 
are used instead of (9). In fact， we can verify fJ'1 f/jk = dl 
using the relations 








?? ???D 2 α2 四一-
Lα - ks' 
(k，k1 =∞nst.). F is rewriten as [iti = T， 1ili = 0， 1ibi =βF-1? 
(去a'J+ k1b'ν)PiPi &2 
F(x，p) = ー ιJ=?
土bkpk s i'Bi = B2 +βF-1， bili = Bil' =βp-1 
We are concerned with the torsion tensor eijk (resp. Cijk) 
in the space Cn (resp. Cn). Differe凶 atingthe both side of 
(22)， asthe followings; 
that is， the metric of Kropina's type is obtained. 
Summerizing the consideration in this chapter， we con-
clude 
tJk[Jij = _2eijk 
=r1Wー βF-1tk)gii_ 2TCik + bip-1 hik
+bI F-1hik + F-2[ks zizj _ F-1bk[iZi 
-F-2s hik[j -F-2s lihjk 
= _2TCijk + 6ijk{hij P-l(bk -sF-1lk)}， 
Theorem 1. The Canan space with (α，s)-met1'icωι 
陀ducibleif and onlyザthemeiric is of Randers' 01' Kropina， 's 
type. 
3. C-REDUCIBILITY IN THE GENERALIZED 
SPACE 
(24) 
we obtainもherelation betw巴巴neijk and Cijk such that 
eijk = TCijk + 6ijk{ hりγk}
In this ch乱，pter，we need to generalize the me七ricof Ran-
ders' type as follows: 
Definition 4. For a given Cartan metric F(x，p) in Cヘa
metric function of F( x， p)of the Cartan space Cn is called of 
generalized Randers J type if it has the form such that ，0 = ，kpk = 0 ヴk=-jゲ-srl[k)， 
where q凶 ntities(18) and (19)乱reused. 
with 
118 
F2 = gii(x，p)P;Pi・F(x，p) = F(x，p) + ，s(x，p)， 
On C-Reducibility in Cartan Space 
At la.st of this cha.pter， we consider C-reducibility in this 
g巴問乱lizedspa.ce. Tra.nsvecti珂 th巴expression(24) by (23)， 
we ha.ve 
，. :C，". _.，._，_.，. n + 1 _， n + 1 Ci = gJkCゆ =g1kC引 +-7-71=CZ+-7-7
because of (5)乱凶 h吋'k.=:'t-1hiO = O.
Furthermore， we know C'Pi = 0 as well as CiPi = O. 
In the other words， ifthere exists乱 v巴ctorCk in Cn such 
tha.t Cijk = 6ijk{hiiCk}/(n + 1)， th巴nthere a.lso exists乱
vector 
ιιn+1"" n~_ ， .l 、Ck = C厄一.~ー (b内- ，8 F-Il~) 
L.T 
in en s山 htl川 ëij ••= 6i.idh.'.1Ck}/(n + 1)， a.nd conv副総Iy.
Hence， we conclude 
Theorem 2. Let n. > 2.Cartan space C九 ωiththe generalized 
Randers' metric is C-reducibleザandonlyザitsassociated 
Cartan space Cn is C-reducible. 
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HusserI' s Philosophy of Mathematics (2) 
-Equivalence of the Inextensibility and the Decidability-
Kohtaroh NINOMIYA 
(原稿受付日 平成11年5月10日 論文受理日 平成11年8月31日)
Abstract 
This treatise follows my preceding one in this tlMemoirs" on Husserl's theory of 
the 'definite multiplicity'. ~e would be thinking over the equivalence of the inex-
tensibility and the decidability of an axiom-system. This equivalence can in general 
be easily shown. But Husserl conciders， at every field of the objects， the decidabi圃
lity and the inextensibility of the axiom-system which bounds the field in question. 
This is the character of Husserl's way of thinking. Husserl's main interest lies 
in the question: 'Would a proposi tion which is deduced in the extended axiom-system 
have a meaning and be decidable or not in the original smaller field?' And this 
point causes a certain problem when we， on extending the field to that of complex 
numbers， try to extend the axiom-system. 























































































































































図1 ギ い→ WAX
-，BAx八--，B A -， X 一歩---，WA X ^  -，F A X 
くBA'X → WA'X 
BA， --'Xー -+FA， X '" BA--.x ー参 FAx 




















図l' / BAx / BA， X 
そ---，BA X ^  -，B A---'Xえ
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Psychological Study on Cognition Involved in Converb "yaru"， as the 
Expression of Bad Feeling 
Toshiharu MATSUMOTO and Toru SHIONOYA 
(原稿受付日 平成11年5月10日 論文受理日 平成11年8月31日)
Abstract 
The presenヒ paper attempts to verify the hypothesis that 七he use of the 
converb "yaru"， as the expression of bad feeling， shows the speaker recognizes 
CONFLICT， OUTS工DECAUSE， and CONTROLLAB工LITY. 工ndoing so， an experiment was 
conducted. 引~o kinds of sentences (stimuli) were presented七othe subjects: 
(i) the sentence (s七imulus) which includes the converb "yaru" ， and (ii) the 
one which does not include the converb "yaru 
read the sentence (sヨヒimulus) including "yaru" recognized CONFLICT， OUTS工DE
CAUSE， and CONTROLLABIL工TYmore strongly than the others. 工talso appユiedthe 
factor analysisヒothe response made to each questions in orderヒoexamine the 
co-relation among the items recognized by the subjects， and pointed out that 
the use of "yaru" may change the co-relation among the items recognized by the 
subjects. 




















































































































































































































































































































質問 r"やる"ありJ r"やる"なし」 差 有意差
a コンフリクト l 3.9(・0.1) 2.8(ー1.2) I.l ホホ
b コンフリクト 2 4.4(0.4) 3.2(-0.8) 1.2 *羽骨
c 外部起因 1 4.4(0.4) 2.8(ー1.2) 1.6 •• 
d 外部起因2 4.5(0.5) 3.4(-0.6) 1.1 •• 
e 内部起因 1 3.6(-0.4) 5.1(1.1) -1.6 •• 
f 内部起因 2 3.7(-0.3) 5.1(1.1) -1.4 . 
g 優越感 3.3(・0.7) 2.5(・1.5) 0.8 *事
h 否定的感情 4.3(0.7) 2.8(・1.2) 1.9 命政
1 友好関係 5.1(1目1) 5.4(1.4) 0.3 n.s目






* * p<.OI，神 p<.05，ns有意差無し
























(t(171)=3.83， p<O.Ol)、コンフリクト 2 ( r食べてやる
よ/食べるよjという前、アランとカトリーヌは口論し




質問 r.やる"ありJ 1"やる"なし」差 有意差
a コンフリクト l 5.2(1.2) 4.0(0) 1.2 •• 
b コンフリクト 2 5.6(1.6) 5.2(1.2) 0.3 n.s. 
c外部起因 1 4.4(0.4) 3.8(-0.2) 0.6 • 
d 外部起因2 3.0(・1.0) 2.7(・1.3) 0.3 n.s目
e 内部起因l 3.6(・0.4) 4.3(0.3) -0.7 
f 内部起因2 3.1心0.9) 4.0(0) -0.9 車掌
g 優越感 3.2(・0.8) 2.8(ー1.2) 0.4 n.s. 
h 否定的感情 5.6(1.6) 4.8(0.8) 0.8 事*
1 友好関係 5.2(1.2) 5.0(1.0) 0.2 n.s. 






























































































































3ン7リ9ト1 コン7リ0トz 外部起因 1 外部起因 2 内部起因 1 内部起因 2 優越感 否定的感情友好関係 好悪
コン7り9ト1 1.自由
コン7りPト2 自.667** 1.00 
外部起因 1 自.204・ 自.313砂市 1.00 
外部起因 2 0.由97 自.172・ 0.336宇噂 1目自由
内部起因 1 -0.222・ -0.238・市 -0.274・‘ 日目197・e 1.00 
内部起因 2 自.216・* 0.370・ 0.33・e 日.314*事 -0.212・輸 1.00 
優越感 自.3自7** 自.361** 0.136事 0.182傘* 自ー.286** 自.13穆 1.自由
否定的感情 。目675宇. 0.702** 0.32*' 自.171事 -0.274・事 。.252・取 0.384'場 1.00 
友好関係 -0.329・ -0.255・事 -0.08 自.018 自.235・噂 自ー.148惨事 -0.379.* -0.273指事 1.00 
好悪 -0.176・* -0.227・ -0.日83 自 自.194・事 自ー.131事 -0.204** -0.211*・ 0.309'* 1.00 
* * p<.Ol， * p<.05 
Table 4質問Bの質問項目の棺関
コン71J~ ト1 コン7~~ トZ 外部起因 1 外部起因 2 内部起因 1 内部起因 2 優越感 否定的感情友好関係 好悪
コン7リ9ト1 1.自由
コン7リ0ト2 0.475・ホ 1.自由
外部起因 1 0.505・e 0.276・* 1.00 
外部起因 2 0.237・ 0.032 自.241布市 1.00 
内部起因 1 -0.215・市 -0.301・ -0.139* 自.058 1.00 
内部起因 2 0.435*噂 0.224事$ 0.370事 0.自由8 -0.334・ 1.0自
優越感 自.067 0.023 0.229*・ 0.404*噂 0.041 0.033 1.00 
否定的感情 自.430事. 0.389・ 自.341'* 0.125 -0.172申 0.472験場 0.179・ 1.00 
友好関係 -0.084 0.067 -0.25也事$ 明白 178* 自ー.007 。.011 自ー.307・事 輔自.064 1.自由
好悪. 0.150* 0.362事市 。目白21 自ー由154* 自ー.286・ 0.166事 -0.063 自.137* 0.366市$ 1.00 





























た。 iやるJあり条件では (4.0、4.5，4.8)、 「やる」






























































































































フリクト 1，内部起因 2，外部起因 1，コンフリクト
2，第二因子として好悪，内部起因 1，友好関係，第三
国子として優越感，外部起因 2，第 4因子として否定的
感情であった。 1"やる H なし」条件では，第一因子とし
て内部起因し内部起因 2，否定的感情，第二因子とし







































































































































































Psychological Clinic in General Hospitals 
-Case Study as liaison situation (1) ; hemodialysis case-
Jun MAEDA and Toshiharu MATSUMOTO 
(原稿受付日 平成1年5月10日 論文受理日 平成1年8月31日)
Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the roles and functions of a 
clinical psychologist in a general hospital， reviewing the psychological 
interview with a chronic dialysis.female inpatient. 
The case was in the dialysis treatment and showed mental disorder when 
七hepsychological interview star七ed. She had been facing troubles with 
her famiユy .The troubles prevented her from taking care of her diabetes 
cure.工norder to remove her from hospital， she had to rebuildどelationship
with family and financial foundation. 
We discussed the function of cユinicalpsychologists in hospital and 
claimed 七hat ヒhebasic role of clinical psychologists was to support 
patients for restructing adaptation to treatment and for being active to 
treatmentヒeam.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MMPI Alexithymia Scale と General Health 
Questionnaire(GHQ)による比較研究，心身医学，第30巻，第2


















Mem. Muroran Insl Tech.，49 (1999) 151-157 
Eine verbesserte Ausgabe der deutschen Ubersetzung des 
Prajnaparamita hrdaya-sutra mit Textkritik und Er1auterungen 
Hideshige OMURA事 undBemd ClAUSEN* 
(Received 10 May 1999， Accepted 31 August 1999) 
Previously we published to this thesis two german translations of hrdaya-sutra :‘・DieUbersetzung 
Prajnaparamita hrdaya-sutra mit Erlauterungen" and ・‘DiePhanomene der deutschen Ubersetzung des 
Pr旬日aparamitahrdaya-sutra und seiner Text-Kritiken'‘In consequence， But one of them lacks its text 
criticism， and the other notes， which makes these two translations incomplet巴 Theaim 01' this thesis is 
to unify them. 
Keyi.vord: Prajnaparamita-hrdaya.sutra， text criticism， notes. 
Vorwort 
Bereits im Jahre 1991 haben wir zum ersten Mal das Hrdaya-
Si.tra aus dem sanskritsch巴nOriginaltext， genauer gesagt， aus 
P.L. Yaidva-Text ins Deutsche ubersetzt und mit Erlauterungen 
ausgestatt巴t.Das ist unsere fruhere Abhandlung : "Die Ubersl巴t-
zung des ，Pr何百aparamita-hfdaya-sutra‘mitErlauterungen川 und
hab巴ndamit einen Beitrag nicht nur zum Yerstandnis der 
japanischen Kultur， sondern auch zur V巴rbreitungdes 
Buddhismus und seines Gedankengutes im deutschsprachigen 
Kulturkreis geleistet. Obwohl es allg巴meinbekannt ist， das die 
indische Philosophi巴一一einschlieslichdes Buddhismus"-seit der 
zweiten Halfte d巴s19. Jahrhunderts beachtliche Einflusse auf 
V1巴leLiteraten und Philosophen in deutschsprachigen 
Kulturkreis llusgeubt hat， scheint nach unseren Nachforschungen， 
das unsere Ubersetzung dieses Hfdaya-Si.tra die巴inzigeist. Die 
fruhere Abhandlung hat zwar Yorzuge in den Erlauterungen， 
damit doch Nachteile in den Textkritiken. Folg!ich waren die 
darauf beruhenden Schwachen unserer deutschen Ubersetzung 
entstanden. 
1m J ahre 1996haben wir also mit der grundlichsten Textkritik 
unsere fruhere Ubersetzung korrigi巴rt.Das iりunserezwe1te 
Abhandlung "Die Phanomene d巴rdeutschen Ubersetzung des 
Pr民jnaparamitahrdaya-sutra und seiner T<:~t-Kritiken“ l) Folglich 
bleiben jetzt nebeneinander die beiden Ubersetzung巴nst巴hen.
Da sie ausschlies!ich auf Textkritiken orientiert ist， mangelt ihr 
an Erlauterungen der buddhistischen Termini. 
Hiermit veroffentlichen wir eine verbesserte Ausgab巴der
deutschen Ubersetzung des Pr勾naparamitahrdaya-sutra mit 
Textkritik und Erlauterungen. 
*Common Subject Division 
1.Rezeptionsgeschichte des Pr司陥n同rami泊 hrdaya-
sutra in Japan und seine Textkritiken 
Das Hrdaya-Sutra ist am kurzesten und konsequent unter den 
unzahligen buddhistischen Sutren und am popularsten in Asien， 
besonders bei uns in Japan. Besitzt es doch die Grundkonzeption 
des Buddhismus in konzentriertester Weise， seit dem Jahr 609 n. 
Chr (v巴rmutlich)，wo das Hrdaya-Si.tra von China nach Japan 
kam， das be!iebteste Si.tra in Japan wurde. Dieses Si.tra， ins 
Altchinesische ubersetzt. wurde immer wieder von zahllosen 
J apanern beides Geschlechtes vorg巴lesen，abgeschrieben， 
gebetet， gemalt， !iterarisch thematisiert und hochgeschatzt， ohne 
d巴nUnterschied zwischen den jeweiligen japanischen buddhis・
tischen Schulen zu machen oder zu konterkarieren. So kann man 
h巴ut巴 auchauf dem Regal jeder Buchhandlung in Japan viele 
verschiedene Erlauterungen finden， die das Hrdaya-Si.tra zum 
Inhalt haben. Noch in diesen Tagen werden Worte des "Hannya・
Singyo“， so heist in Japan 陪daya-Si.tra，von vielen Menschen 
zitiert und interpretiert. Sein handschriftlicher ，altindischer， 
sanskritischer Text wurde nur in Japan als einzig in der Welt gut 
erhaltenes Original 1884 im Tempel-Horyi.ji in Nara wiederent-
deckt. In der Gegenwart wird dieser Original im "Staatlich巴n
Museum Tokyo" aufbewahrt. Der Indologe Max Muller 
beschaftigte sich als erster Wissenschaftler mit dem aufgefun-
denen Srltra und fertigte eine Ubersetzung ins Englische an. 
Aber er konnte leider nicht den Inhalt der buddhistischen Sutren 
verstehen， obwohl er als Sanskrit-Philologe grose Arbeit geleistet 
hatt巴.ヨ)
Alle buddhistischen Si.tren haben in Japan eine spezielle 
Rezeptionsform erfahren. Fast alle Sutren， die nach Japan 
kamen， und Prajnaparamita hfdaya-sutra machte hier kein巴
Ausnahm巴， waren ursprunglich in der altchinesischen Sprache 
verfast. Da es sich schon bei den chinesischen Schriftstucken 
umUb巴rsetzungenaus Sanskrit gehandelt hatte， waren somit die 
Sutren zweimal ubersetzt. Eine Ub巴rsetzungaus dem altchinesi-
schen Text in eine moderne Fremdsprache der Gegenwart 
? ?
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~rscheint daher sehr fragwurdig zu sein. So ~~nd zwei englische 
Ubersetzungen leicht verfaβt， doch die Ubersetzung ganz 
unmりglichzu verfassen ohne die Tiefe und Bedeutung der 
Sutra-Aussage zu verlieren. Somit haben wir uns entschlossen， 
die direkt aus dem sanskritisch巴nOriginal zu ubersetzen， um 
nicht nur das Sprachliche， sondern auch Mentalitat und 
gedanklich bedingte Bedeutung des Sutras zu erhalten. 
Der sogenannte Horyuji Text川 istwohl巴inaltindischer 
Originaltext， doch nur einer von vielen verschiedenen hand-
schriftlichen Text巴naus Altindien. Somit besteht kein Beweis 
dafur， das dieser Text tatsachlich der Originaltext ocler nur eine 
in damaliger Zeit interpretierte Abschrift ist. Die Popularitat des 
Sutras ist auch Textkritik begrundet， die bei uns in Japan eine 
philologisch-philosophische Geschichte， seit d巴nJahren der 
Buddhismusrezeption hat. Die zahlreichen rekonstruierten 
Texte， die man als Originale anbietet， zeugen von diesem 
Interesse. Hiermit haben wir doch von Neuem die ausfuhrliche 
Kritik an den Texten des Sutras von beiden Seiten， d.h. von der 
Philologie und Philosophie， zu uben. Diese Ubersetzu引gkann 
man nicht als eine computerisierte und mechanische Ubertra-
gung aus dem einen in das andre betrachte~: 
Im Allgemeinen soll man in den Ubersetzungen den 
Verfasser， den Herausgeb巴r，die Verlagsanstalt oder die Ausgabe 
klar angeben. Es liegt in der Sache selbst， das bei der Literatur， 
die aus dem Altertum stammlen und， die zum Beispiel anfangs 
nur sehr schwer wenn uberhaupt， zu finden sind. Mit Rucksicht 
auf diese Tatsache haben .wir uns entschlossen als Grundlage fur 
unsere Arbeit den neuesten Text als Original anzunehmen. 
Diesem Prinzip des， sozusagen "comrnon幽sense“folgend，haben 
wir ein Text in der Hand， der bereits von d巴nheimischen 
Philologen und Philosophen rekonstruiert und kritisiert wurde 























Seit das Sutra aus China nach Japan kam， wurde der Text 
genauer Kritik unt巴rzogen.Besonders wurde die Kritiktatigkeit 
neuzeitlich wiederbelebt， einerseits durch den Fund des Textes 
in Horyuji T，巴mpelund der darnit verbundenen Kritik， ander巴r-
S巴itsdurch unzahlig巴nbuddhistisch巴nSutren， die in Dunhuang 
in China entd巴ckt wurden. Das eigentliche und 
vertrauenswurdige hrdaya-sutra wurde so in einer， fur uns 
neu巴r，Gestalt gefunden. Nicht in dem sanskritischen 
Originaltext， sond巴rnin den in der altchinesisch巴nPhonetik 
abgeschri巴benensanskritischen Text， kam hrdaya-sutra zum 
Vorschein. Von dem sogenannten "Hsuan-tsang Text'‘hatte man 
bis vor kurzem angenommen， das dieser Hsuan-tsang vom 
Avalokiteschvara Bodhisattva ausgehandigt wurde. Erst im 
J ahre 1987 entd巴cktedie neuest巴nForschungen von Dr. 
Furnimasa Fukui， das Hsuan-tsang den Text erhalten hatte und 
der indische buddhistische Monch Amoghavajra diesen Text aus 
dem altindischen Sanskrit in die altchinesische Phonetik 
ubersetzte. Er verりffentlichteals erst巴rin der Welt im Jahre 
1989巴inenweit巴ren，neuen Text，d，i. Maitribhadra Text aus der 
altchinesischen Phonetik und transkribierte ihn in die lateinische 
Schrift.'i 
In der vorliegenden Arbeit haben wir uns bei allen ver-
gleichenden Texten auf die Tatsache beschrankt， das ale Texte 
in Dunhaudng entdeckt worden waren und von den fruheren 
Philologen die sanskritischen Sprache zu dem in lateinicscheshe 
Umschrift ubertragen worden war. Dadurch wurde unsere Sutra 
Ubersetzung in die gegenwartige deutsche Sprache sehr 
begunstigt. Dabei wurden die folgenden Texte mit dem Vaidya-
Text verglichen. 
a) 出 ryujiText， der 1884 von Max Mulller 
in die Lateinschrift transkribiert wurde.71 
b) Sakaki Text， der 1907 von Ryuzaburo Sakaki auf Grund 
a) verbessert wurde.削
c) Hsuan-tsang Text， der von Shindo Shiraishi in die 
Lateinschrift transkribiert wurde.引
d) Shiraishi Text， der von ShindδShiraishi rekonstruiert 
wurde.仙
e) Nakamura Kino Text， der 1959 von H吋imeNakamura 
und Kazuyoshi Kino rekonstruiert wurde"l 。Conz沼Text，der 1967 von E. Conze rekonstruiert wurde."i 
g) Tokuyama Text， der 1984 von Kijun Tokuyama rekon-
struiert wurde. i3) 
h) Amoghav吋raText， der 1987 von Fumimasa Fukui aus 
Hsuan-tsang Text in die Lateinschrift transkribiert 
wurde.14i 
i) Maitribhadra Text， der 1989 von Furnimasa Fukui aus der 
altchinesischen Phonetik in die Lateinschrift transkribiert 
wurde'5l 
Daraus ist das folgende Fazit zu ziehen : 
1 ) Vaidya Text hat folgende Druckfehler; 
a) Zeile 8. vedaya> vedana 
b) Zeile 11. vijnan亘ni> vijnanam 
c) Zeile 15. viharati cittavar司li:> viharaty acitta varana 
2) Wir durfen bei der deutschen Ubersetzung folgende W加 er
und Zeichen dem Vaidya Text erganzen und daraus abstreichen. 
a) Zeile 9. Suyatãlak~ana >釘nyata'lak手ana. vgl. oben den 
Text g) 
b) Zeile 14. na praptivam > na praptir nabhisamayah…vgl. 
oben die Texte d)，i)，J) 
c) Zeile 15. (sca) ausgestreicht， weil man kein Original aus-
findig machen kann. 
3) Der Text， der auf Grund von neuesten Forschungsergebnissen 





caryaz.n caram旬ovyavalokayati sma. panca skandhat， tajnSca 
svab凶vaS'unyanpaS'yati sma. 
iha Sariputra而p切1Sunya凶，sunyataiva rupan. rupan na prthak 




dha amala na vimala nona na paripürn~. tasmac Chariputra 
蜘1yatayamna rupam， na vedana， na s町~ñã， na s町lskaral:}， na 
v伊anam.na cak~uþ・srotra-ghrãpa-jihvã-同ya叩a凶平lsi ， na fUpa-
sabda-gandha-rasa-spra~tavya-dharmãi). na c~ur-dhãtur yavan 
nam組 o-dhatui).
na vidya navidya na vidyä~ayo nävidyäk~ayo yavan na 
jar孟mara早町1najaramar勾ak号ayona dui).kha-samudaya-nirodha-
marga naj血naJ;nna prap!ir nabhisamavah. 
bodhisattvasya pr司jna同rarnitamasritya viharat~ ilcittavaraqaQ. 
cittavara早anastitvadatrasto viparyasatikranto ni~thanirvã!lãþ. 





Eine verbesserte Ausgabe der deutschen Ubersetzung des Prajnaparamita hrdaya司su甘amit Tex虫ritikund Er1auterungen 
tasrnajjnatavyaJ:! prajnapararnita-mahamantro mahavidyamantro 
'nuttaramantro 'samasamamantraJ:! sarvadul;khaprasamanaJ:! 
satyam amithyatvat prajnaparamitayam ukto mantral;. tad 
yatha-gate gate paragate para-sarngate bodhi sva国.
it pr匂naparamitahrdayasiitrw:nsamaptam. 
2.Prinzipien der Ubersetzung 
Da das Original in altindischen Versen geschrieben wird， 
konnte man dies in die altdeutschen Versen ube抗ragen.Nun， in
diesem FaIIe handelt es sich nicht um die Art der Ubertragung， 
sondern um das philosophische Verstandnis des Originaltexts. 
Mit Absicht haben wir darauf geachtet， das der Text dem 
gegenwartigen Denken und Verstandnis entspricht. Um ein 
kleines Beispiel zu nennen， greifen wir das indische Wort 
"ripw:n“ heraus. Rupal'):l bedeutet in der sanskritischen Sprache : 
die Farbe， der Korper und jede materialistische Erscheinung. Da 
der d巴utschsprachigeKulturkreis in der Gegenwart besonderes 
stark am MateriaIismus und Physik orientie民， haben wir bewust 
das Wort r型pa:nals die Materie ubersetzt， Und doch haben wir 
auch die Ubersetzungsprinzipien von Erich FrauwaIIner 
beherzigt 
"Eine Ub巴rsetzunghat dem der Sprache unkundigen Leser 
mりghchstgetreu zu vermitteln， was das Original enthalt. 1st das 
Or(ginal feIerlich und langatmig， so kann auch die Ubersetzung 
nur feierIich und lan.gatmig s巴in.1st das Original hart und 
dunkel， so darf die Ubersetzung nicht Glatte und Klarheit 
vort加sch巴n.Sonst ist sie keine Ubersetzung mehr， sondern eine 
Bearbeitung. Selbst logische Fehler des Verfassers hat der 
Ubersetzer unverandert wiederzugeben. Sie aufzuzeigen und zu 
erklaren ist Sache d巴rErIauterungen. Die Erlauterungen selbst 
sind ziemIich umfangreich， besonders bei den knappen 
Merktexten. Dabei habe ich es vorgezogen， stat abgerissener 
einzelner Anmerkungen eine durchlaufende Erklarung zu geben 
und diese an die Spitze des Textes zu steIlen. Es handelt sich 
dabei um keinen eingehenden wissenschaftlichen Komment紅白
Aber ich hoffe. das m巴ineErlauterungen aIIes enthalten， was fur 
ein erstes Verstandnis der Texte notwendig ist. 
In der schwierigen Frage der Wiedergabe der philosophi-
schen Terminologie bin ich folg巴ndermasenverfahren. Da es 
sich hier， im Gegensatz zur antiken Philosophie， um eine 
Sprache handelt， die nur den w巴nigstenLes巴rnvertraut ist， war 
eine Beibehaltung d巴roriginalen Termini nicht mogIich. Ich 
habe daher grundsatzlich ubersetzt， zur V，巴rmeidungvon 
Irrtumern und Unklarheiten jedoch die indischen Ausdrucke in 
Klammern beig巴fugt.Dabei habe ich mich bemuht， durchgangig 
an der gl巴ichenUbersetzung des gleichen TI巳rminusfestzuhal・
ten. Ferner habe ich auch hier zwischen Ubersetzung und 
Erklarung unterschieden. Schlieslich mus auch d巴rInder， der 
mit einem philosophischen System vertraut ist erst die 
terminologische Bedeutung der verschiedenen Ausdrucke ken-
nenlernen. Ich habe daher soweit wie moglich むbersetzungen
gewahlt， die etwa dasselbe ausdrucken， was fur den Inder das 
betreffende Wort zunachst besagt. Die genaue philosophisch巴
Bedeutung ergibt sich aus den Erlauterungen. Vor allem aber 
habe ich vermied巴n，Ausdrucke der europaischen philosophi 
schen Terrninologi巴zuverwenden. Denn so bestechend es oft 
auf den ersten Blick erscheint，. in der Regel fuhrt es ire und 
erw巴cktfalsche Vorstellungen. Uberhaupt habe ich mich durch-
wegs bemuht， die indische Pragung der Gedanken festzuhalt巴n
und mりglichstgenau wiederzugeben. Denn nur so ist ein 
richtiges Verstehen dieser fremden Gedankenwelt moglich.“1刷
Der klare Verstand verbietet es， schon auf Grund der 
Textkritik， das man viele Erganzungen und Ausstreichungen in 
einer Ubers巴tzungmach巴ndarf. Bei der deutschen Ubersetzung 
hab巴nwir die grりsteSchwierigkeit gehabt die Kopulae in dem 
Sanskritischen wie z.B. "aste“(ist)， einfach auszustreichen. Die 
Ausnahme bildeten standige Wiederholungen oder die Kopulae， 
die aus Kontext austreichbar waren. In der chinesischen， russi-
schen oder japanischen Sprache ist di巴Ausstreichungder 
Kopula巴igentIicheinfach. Doch in der deutschen Sprache kann 
sie nicht aufgrund der Grammatik und der Syntax durchgefuhrt 
werden. Um nur ein Beispiel zu geben， nennen wir die Worte 
"rupaJ!l sunyataヘdieim sanskritischen die Syntax bilden. Wenn 
man dies mit der S-V-C Syntax ausdruckte， so ware es zu 
ub 巴r凶setzお加e釘n九1，
is剖tle釘r‘“'.Di記es鈎巴 Ube釘rs臼et包zungis幻ta討ler吋di加ngsnur der 巴飢mera叫Il泡geか' 
mein 巴n und gewo剖出hnlicたhe児叩nWa油hr巾h巴it， sozusagen einer formalen 
Logik. N尚ac凶hd由erwis路se叩ns民ch凶laft副食削仙l出ich巴叩nA劫bh凶land刈lun江m昭l唱gd山ur叩chG.w.F. 
Hegel in "Wis“se叩ns託ch加1af仕tder Lo暗gik
Teilung des ursprunglichen Ein巴n，oder der Einheit， und das 
Wort Urteil bezieht sich auf das， was es eigentiich ist."I7)Somit 
begrundet die gewりhnlicheLogik ein， sozusagen Denkschema : 
S ist a… 
S ist b… 
S ist c… 
S ist d… 
S ist n .
S ist x… 
Wobei a)steht fur; die Biologie， b)fur; der Mensch， c)fur; das 
Tier， d)fur; der Affe， n)fur; das Lebewesen， x)fur; der 
Organismus.usw. 
Doch die" Pr勾品paramita-Weisheit"begeht voIlkommen 
andere Logik. 
a ist gleich (od巴rbedeutet) Leerheit. 
b ist gleich (oder bedeutet) Leerheit 
c ist gleich (oder bedeutet) Leerheit. 
n ist gleich (oder bedeutet) Leerheit. 
x ist gleich (oder bedeutet) Le巴rheit.
Somit haben wir ubersetzt : rupaIp釘nyataoderぬnyatarüpa~ 
Die Materie (oder Form， Farbe) ist gleich (oder bedeutet) 
Leerheit. "Die Farbe ist gleich (!?der bedeutet) Leerheit. Dabei 
sind wir mil alIem englIschen Ubersetzung wenig zufrieden. 
Diese begeht die gewohnliche， institutionelIe Logik， die aussagt : 
"The form is emptiness“. Wobei es richtig ausgedruckt werden 
solIte: "the Form， that means [i.e.]emptiness“Die 
Praj回parami偏 desBuddhismus begeht doch keine verstandes-
masige Erkenntnis des Eins. Die erganzenden Wort巴[d.i]， die 
man in Klammern vorfindet， wurden durch die deutschen 
Syntax und die Grammatik hineingezwungen. Die ，.sunyata“als 
das hochste Abstrakte， ist in der Bezi巴hungzu alIen Dingen 
allgemeingultig， nicht leer oder die Leerheit ohne jeglichen 
A此ikel.
3.Anmerkungen 
1) H. Omura und M.W，Chalupa: Die Ubersetzung des Sutra 
Textes "Prajnaparamita-ht:daya-siitra“mit Erlauterungen. 
(MEMOIRS of the MURORAN INSTITUTE TECHNO-
LOGY， (Cultural Science)， Volume 41， Nov.1991 S， 111-
136 
2) ibd. Volume 46. Nov，1996 S，17-48 
3) Die englische Ubersetzung: ln， Yoshio Shimba "Hannya 
shingyo Taisei， "1931， reprinted (Kaimeishoin) 1977. 
S.509-511. vgI. H句imeNakamura: lndian Philosophy and 
Buddhismus. In: Hokkaido Journal of Indological and 
Buddhist Studies NO.1O.Okt.l995.S.374. 
4) Yoshio Shimba : ibd. S.293-294 
5) Mahayana-Surtra幽SaIpgraha.Heft I.，Buddhist Sanskrit t巴xte
Nr.17.S.94. (The Mithila Institute of Post-Graduate Studies 
and Research in Sanskrit Learning， Darbhanga 1961) 
6) Furnimasa Fukui : Hannya Singyo no Rekishiteki-Kenkyii 
(Shunjyii Ver1ag 1987 S.123-139) und BUKKYO・GAKU
Nr.26 March 1981 S.I-20 "Resently discoveed version of 
the Sanskrit Heart sutra in Chinese Translation， attributed to 
Maitnohadra (Cixian， X Century)“ 
7) Anm. 4) S.303-304 
8) Ryiizabro Sakaki : Anm. 4) S.307-308. 
9) Sindo Siraisi: Bukkyogaku Ronbunshii(Kyobi verIag. 
1988.S.487[') 
10) ShindδShraishi : Bukkyogaku Ronbunsy古田 (kyobiVerlag 
1988.S.462-555) 
11) Hajime Nakamura u. Kazuyoshi Kino : Hannya Shingyo. 
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12) Shogo Watanabe : A Study of th巴Prajnaparamita-ht:daya-
sutra. In : BUKKYO・GAKU，VoI. 31，1991 S.41-86. 
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indische Philosophie(O. Muller Verlag Salzburg 1953) S.4f. 




Verbeugung vor dem Allwissenden. 
Heilig巴r'】Avalokiteschvara41-Bodhisattva釘， sich in der tiefen 
Prajnaparamita Ubung ubend， hatte angesehen， die Funf・
Gruppenベseienihrem eigenen Wesen nach ler.η 
"Nun Schariputra81， die Materie，" [d.i.] Leerheit， Leerheit 
wegen， [d.i.] die恥laterie，auserhalb der Materie， [d.i.] kein巴
Leerheit， was die Materie， [d.i，] Leerh巴it，was Leerheit， [d.i.] die 
Materie. Ebenso Empfinden， Vorstellen， Gestalten， auch 
Erkennen 
Nun Schariputra"ヘaleGegebenheiten Le巴rheit・Unzeichen，'" 
Unentstehen-Unvergehen， Unschmutz・Unreine，Unleeren-
Unfullen. Also Schariputra， Leerheit wegen， [d.i.] keine 
Materie， kein Empfinden， kein Vorstellen， kein Gestalten， kein 
Erkennen. Kein Auge， kein Ohr， keine Nase， keine Zunge， kein 
Korper， k巴inGehirn， weder Materie-Ton-Geruch-Geschmack-
Beruhrung-G巴geb巴nheitennoch Aug巴nerkennenbis zum 
Denken.'O) 
Kein Wissen kein Unwissen kein Wissenaufheben kein 
Unwissenaufheben w巴derAltern・Todnoch Altern-Tod-
Aufheb巴n山 keinLeiden keine Leidenmasse keine Auf1osung 
kein Weg'" keine Weisheit kein Gewinnen keine Erleuchtung. 
Keiner Erleuchtung wegen， der Bodhisattva， sich der Pr勾na-
paramita hing巴bend，bleibt unabhangig. Der Unabhangigkeit 
wegen， der Unerschrockene， der Unselbstentfremdete， [ist] im 
Nirvana.'5¥ 
'Alle in der Y，巴rgangenheit-Gegenwart-Zukunftbl巴ibenden
Buddhas， sich der Prajnaparamita hingebend， [sind] die zur 
hりchstenechten vollkommenen Erleuchtung Gelangten. 
Also zu verstehend : der Pr付回paramita-Gros・Spruch，der 
Gros-Wissen-Spruch， der Hochst-Spruch， der Ungreichbar-
Spruch， alle Leiden loschend， keiner Unwahrheit wegen 
Wahrheit， der in der Pr司naparami凶 gesprocheneSpruch : dem 
zufolge-gate gate paragate parasaqlgate bodhi svaha.'6) 
SomIt das Kern-Sutra der Pr匂鼠parami信 vollendet.
4.Erlauterungen 
1 ) Prajnaparamita 
Bohtlingk. Otto und Roth， Rudorf : Sanskrit Worterbuch.， 
abgekurzt ，BRSW ebenso weiter. 
"Die hりchsteStufe des Verstand巳s“ 
Frauwallner， Erich Die Philosophie des Buddhismus， 
abgekurzt， FPB ebenso weiter. S， 148f. 
Als Bezeichnung fur das hochst巴Seinerscheint oft der 
Ausdruck Wesen der Gegebenheiten (dharrna早arpdharmata) 
und Element der Gegebenheit巴n(dharmadhatuI;)， ferner 
Hぬepunktdes Wirklichen (bhutakot.il:J). Charakteristischer 
und ebenfalls sehr beliebt ist die schon in kanonischen 
Schriften auftauchende Bezeichnung Soheit (tathata)，die hier 
das unfasbare und nur sich selbst gleiche Wesen d巴S
hochsten S巴insauszudruck巴nscheint und spater als Ausdruck 
fur seine UnveranderJichkeit angesehen wurde. 
Noch kennz巴ichnender，wenn auch selten巴r，sind schlieslich 
die in anderem Sinn ebenfalls bereits im 日hayanaverwende-
ten Bezeichnungen als Leerheit (sunyata)， als Merkmalloses 
(animittam) und als Unb巴gehrtes(apraI)ihitam). Denn in 
diesen Begriffen kommt die Unbestimmbark巴itdes hochsten 
Seins am starksten zur Geltung und ihre Wichtigkeit wird-
dadurch hervorgehoben， das si巴undihre Betrachtung Tore 
zur Erlるsung(vimok号amukhani)genannt werden. 
Als Wesen aller Dinge ist dieses hりchsteSein auch das 
Wesen des Buddha (tathagatatvam)， esist die Allwissenheit 
(sarvajnata) und die Vollkommenheit der Einsicht (pra-
jnaparamita) . 
Ihm gegenuber steht die Erscheinungswelt. Diese ist nicht 
wirklich. Das wird nicht weiter begrundet， Denn offenkundig 
beruht diese Anschauung auf dem bei Mystikern so lebhaften 
Gefuhl der Nichtigkeit alles Irdischen gegenuber dem 
wahren Sein， das sie im Zustand der Versenkung erlebt 
haben. Diese Nichtwirklichkeit der Erscheinungswelt wird 
aufs scharfste und schroffste ausgesprochen. Die Dinge sind 
nicht vorhanden und nicht festzustellen， und zwar ganz und 
gar nicht und in keiner Weise. Sie sind namlich frei 
(virahital) und losgelost (viviktal) von jedem eigenen 
Wes巴n(svabhavat)， vom Wesen des Kennzeichn巴nden
(lakliaI)am) und des Gekennzeichneten (lak~yam). Sie sind 
also nichts， und ihre Natur (pralqtit) ist eine Nichtnatur 
(aprakI:tiり).Das， was wir zu erk巴nnenglauben， sind blose 
Worte (namadheyamatram) und gleicht einem Zaubertrug 
(rnaya)， einem Traum und einem blosen Widerhal1 
2)恥伝trka
BRSW. "Der Diagramme u.s.w. geschri巴benenBuchstaben， 
c:!enen eine magische Kraft beigelegt wird" 
3 )Arya 
BRSW. "Bei den Buddhisten， ein Mann， der ub巴rdi巴
Wahrheiten nachgedacht hat und sein Betragen danach 
richtet， erhalt fast jedes Werk das Beiwort，“ 
4) AvalokiteSvara 
Personenname， bedeutet den Ve口nogender，Alles hinge sehen 
zu sein. Allgegenwartiger. 
5) Bodhisattva 
BRSW. "Bei Buddhisten， ein Mann in dem letzten Stadium 
auf dem Wege zur Erlangung der vollkommenen 
Erkenntnis.“ 
6) Panca skand凶り
BRSW目 "Menge，Komplex， bei den Buddhisten sind rupa， 
v抑 nam，veda止 S叩 j低 sarpskara.“
FPB.S.26f. 
Man unterschied vor allem den Durst， der durch die 
Sinneso対ekteerregt wird， und den Durst， der sich auf das 
irdische Dasein richtet. Wenn namlich die Sinne mit ihren 
Objekten in Beruhrung kommen， entstehen Empfindungen 
und diese wecken die Begierde. So entst巴htder sogenannte 
Begierdedurst (kamat!?l).a). Die zweite Form d巴sDurstes 
kommt folgendermas巴nzustande. Fur die Verstrickung in 
das Dasein ist es besonders verh誌ngnisvoll，das man die 
irdische Personlichkeit fur das wahre Ich (atma) halt. 
Demgegenuber hat der Buddha gezeigt， das die irdische 
Pers伽 lichkeitin Wahrheit nur eine Verbindung verschieden-
er Arten von Gegebenheiten (dharm荷1)teils materieller， teils 
geistiger Art ist， welche alle verganglich sind und dem 
Diesseits angehoren. Und zwar unterschied er funf Gruppen 
(skandhめ)solcher Gegebenheiten， Korperlichkeit (rupam)， 
Empfindung (vedana)， Bewustsein (saqljna)， Gestaltungen 
(saIJ;lskarat) und Erkennen (vリ鼠nam).Einer der wichtigsten 
Gegenstande der Predigt des Buddha ist es daher， zu zeigen， 
das dies巴 funfGruppen nicht das wahre Ich sind. Wer aber， 
wie es unter gewりhnlichenMenschen die Regel ist， sie trotz-
dem fur das Ich halt， kommt dazu， sich an si巴zuklammern. 
Und dieses Hangen an der irdischen Personlichkeit ist eine 
der wichtigsten Ursachen fur das standige Wiedergebor巴Iト
werden. Und das ist die zweite Form des Durstes， d巴rsoge-
nannte Werdedurst (bhavat!?pa). Daneben hat man als drite 
Form des Durstes gelegentlich auch den Vernichtungsdurst 
(vibhavat!?l).a) gestellt. Denn ebenso wie das Streben nach 
Fortdauer des Lebens， istauch das Streben nach Vernichtung 
fur den Erl凸sungsuchendenein Irrweg. Aber diese dritte 
Form hat nie gr凸β巴reBedeutung gewonnen und wurde bald 
fallen gelassen. 
7) sunya， sunyata 
leer， L巴erheit
FPB. S.173. 
a) Noch wichtiger ist der von Nagaりunaeigenartig entwik-
kelte Begriff des eigenen Wesens (svabhaval). Eigenes Wes叩
bedeutet nach Nagaりuna，der indischen Wortbedeutung 
entsprechend， ein Sein aus sich selbst und nur durch sich 
selbst bedingt， unabhangig von allem andern. Daraus folgt 
aber， das ein solches eigenes Wes巴nnicht entstanden ist， weil 
es nicht v巴rursachts巴inkann， und das es nicht dem Vergehen 
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unterworfen ist， weil sein Bestehen von nichts anderem 
abhangt. Es ist dah巴rewig und unverg詰nglich，Und so folgert 
denn Nag.品りuna，das die Dinge der Erscheinungswelt， weil 
sie dem standigen Werden und Vergehen unt巴rliegen，kein 
eigenes Wesen besitzen kりnnen.Sie sind also wesenlos， d. h. 
unwirklich. 
Dies巴Begrundungder Unwirklichkeit der Dinge er-
moglicht ihm gleichzeitig， das Wesen der Erscheinungswelt， 
wie er sie sieht， scharfer zu erfassen. Di巴Unwirklichkeitder 
Erscheinungswelt bedeutet nicht， das sie nicht ist. Sie ist nur 
nicht wesenhaft. Damit ruckt eine Bestimmung in den 
Vordergrund， welche in der Pr可naparamitanoch eine unter 
vielen war， die aber fur Nagarjuna zum entscheidenden 
Ausdruck fur das Wesen der Erscheinungswelt wurde， die 
Leerheit (釦nyata).Die Dinge d巴rErscheinungswelt sind leer， 
wesenlos. Wir konnen daher weder sagen， das die Dinge 
sind， noch， das sie nicht sind. Beides ist fehlerhaft. Beides 
sind Gegensatze. Die Wahrheit liegt in der Mitte， im mitt-
leren Weg， inder Leerheit. 
b) Bruno Petzold : "Die T'ien-T'ai Theorie der Identit詰tder 
Kontraste und der ihr entsprechende in Goethesche 
Gedanke“・ ln:Die Quitessenz der T'ien-T'ai (Tendai) Lehre 
(Otto Harrasowitz Verlag!Wiesbaden 1982) S， 287f. 
Und es ist das ewig Ein巴，
Das sich vielfach offenbart; 
Klein das Grose， gros das Kleine， 
Alles nach der eignen Art 
Immer wechselnd， fest sich haltend， 
Nah und fern und fern und nah; 
50 gestaltend， umgestaltend， -
Zum Erstaunen bin ich da. 
"Parabase" (Goethe WI巴rke: Hamburger Ausgabe Bd. 
15.358) 
Die religiりseFormulierung dieser Idee der Id巴ntitatder 
Gegens詰tzeoder Gleichheit der Kontraste finden wir in den 
Mahayana-sutras， vor allem im Prajnaparamita-hfdaya-sutra， 
dem ，Sutra der Vollkommenheit der Weisheit des Herzens'， 
das den beruhmten Satz enthalt: se chi shih k'ung， k'ung chi 
shih se oder ，die Farbe ist identisch mit dem Leeren， das 
Leere ist identisch mit der Farbe‘(wobei das Wort ，Farbe‘ 
den Sinn von ，Kりrperlichkeit‘od巴r，Materie‘hat). 
Das Sanskritoriginal sagt: ，rupa ist identisch mit sunyata， 
sunyata ist identisch mit rupa.‘Das bedeutet die Identitat des 
，Phanomenalen und des Ontologischen‘od巴rdes ，Relativen 
und des Absoluten'， aber negativ formuliert， da das 
，Absolut巴‘ hierals das schlechthin ，Leer，巴‘ verstandenwird. 
Eine positive Formulierung der Identitat der Gegensatze 
geben das Saddharma-pupclarika-sutra und das Maha-
parinirvapa-sutra， auf denen die T'i巴n-t'ai-Schuleberuht. 
Hi巴rfinden wi1' die Identifizierung von su-ti und chen-ti oder 
der ，konventionellen Wahrheit‘und der ，absoluten 
Wahrheit'-von fan-nao und p'u-ti oder der ，Leidenschaft‘ 
und der ，Erleuehtung'，-von sheng-szu und nieh-p'an oder 
von ，Leben und Tod‘und ，Nirvana'， von ，Zeitlichkeit‘und 
，Ewigkeit‘. Und als ，Leitmotiv'， welches das ganze Sps 
durchzieht， hab巴nwir das Prinzip des k'ai-ch'uan hsien-shih: 
，offne das Zeitliche， und es erscheint das Wirk1ichピ，namlich 
die absolute Wahrheit， was uns wieder an Goethe erinnert， 
dersagt: 
Nichts ist drinnen， nichts ist drausen ; 
Denn was innen， das ist ausen. 
So ergreifet ohne Saumnis 
Heilig offentlich Geheimnis! 
，Epirrema'“(G慣性leWerke : ebenda S.358) 
c) Der ahnliche Gedanke ist auch im "Faust“(Goethe Werke: 
Hamburger Ausgab巴Bd.3.S.149 und 364) zu finden. 
So bleibe denn die Sonne mir im Rucken! 
D巴rWassersturz， das Felsenriff durchbrausend， 
4715 
lhn schau' ich an mit wachsendem Entzucken. 
Von Sturz zu Sturzen w忌Izter jetzt in tausend， 
Dann abertausend Stromen sich ergiesend， 
Hoch in die Lufte Schaum an Schaume sausend. 4720 
Allein wie h巴rrlich，diesem Sturm巴rspriesend，
W剖btsich des bunten Bogens Wechseldauer， 
Bald rein gezeichnet， bald in Luft zerfliesend， 
Umher verbreitend duftig kuhle Schauer. 
Der spiegelt ab das menschliche Bestreben. 
Ihm sinne nach， und du begreifst genauer: 
Am farbigen Abglanz haben wir das Leben. 
4725 
AlIes Vergangliche 
1st nur ein Gleichnis ; 
Das Unzulangliche， 
Hier wird's Ereignis ; 
Das Unbeschreibliche， 
12105 
Hier ist' 5 getan ; 
Das Ewig-Weibliche 
Zieht uns hinan. 
】2Ull
d) Nobelpreistrager Max Plank (1858・1947)sagte in einem 
Vortrag， den er 1929 im Harnack-Hau5 in Berlin hielt : "Es 
gibt keine Materie an sich. AlIe Mat巴rieentsteht und besteht 
nur durch eine Kraft， welche die Atomteilchen in 
Schwingung und zum winzigsten Sonnensystem zusam・
menhalt“ 
8) Sariputra 
Personenname， das Sutra ist ein Dialog zwischen Schariputra 
und Avalokiteschvara-Bodhisattva. 
9) Rupa 
BRSW. "Ausere Erscheinung， sowohl Farbe als auch 
Gestalt， Form， AU5sehen.“vgl， 6)FPB.S. 109 f. 
Da5 bei den Indern 50 5tark ausgepragte Streben nach 
Systematik hat 5chon fruh dazu gefuhrt， das verschiedene 
philosophische Schulen versucht巴n，die Grundelemente， aus 
denen sich nach ihrer Ansicht die Welt zusammensetzt， lis-
tenmasig zusammenzufassen. Dieser Brauch wurd巴vonden 
spateren Systemen ubemommen， und so stelte das Samkhya 
seine Reihe der funfundzwanzig Wesenheiten (tattvani) auf， 
ebenso wie das Vaise号ikadi巴 Listeseiner Kategorien 
(padarthal). Als daher die buddhistischen Schulen d紅加gin-
gen， ihre Lehre zu vollkommenen Systemen auszugestalten， 
empfanden auch sie die Notwendigkeit， solche Listen zusam-
menzustellen， und sie taten es. Dabei wahlt巴ndie 
Sarvastivadin folgende Einteilung. Nach ihnen zerfallen 
samtliche Gegebenheiten in Vergangliches und Ewig巴s，
wofur man im Anschlus an die althergebrachten 
Ausdrucksformen des Buddhismus die Bezeichnungen 
S旬lskrtam(Gestaltetes) und aSaIp.5krtam (Nichtgestaltetes) 
verwendete， die wir als "Verursachtes“und "Nichtverursachtes“ 
ubersetzen. Ferner teilte man das Vergangliche oder 
Verursachte in vi巴rGruppen， die Mat巴rie(fUpam)， das 
Erkennen， oder wie man in di巴semZusammenhang Iieber 
sagte， den Geist (cittam)， die mit mittelbar aufeinanderfol-
genden Orten， glelch der Bewegung der Flamme bei einem 
Steppenbrand. Auf Grund dieser Beweisfuhrung gibt es also 





vgl. Erlauterung 1) 
11) sunyata 'lak!i句通
vgl. Erlauterung 7)FPB.S.147f. u. S.149 
1m Mittelpunkt steht die Vorstellung von einem hりchsten
Sein. Es ist dies die uralte in Indien seit der UpanI'iadenzeit 
lebendige Vorstellung. Aber si巴isthier nicht einfach 
ubernommen. Man hat sie vielmehr aus eigenem Erleben 
heraus elg巴nartiggestaltet und in eigene Ausdrucksformen 
gekleidet. 
Aufs scharfste ist， gemas der allgemeinen Entwicklung， in
der der Buddhismus steht， die Unfasbarkeit und Unbe-
stimmbarkeit des hochsten S巴insbetont. Nur selten wird es 
???
Hideshige OMURA und Bemd CLAUSEN 
im Anschlus an eine alte vereinzelt im Kanon auftauchende 
Anschauung， die spat巴rvon den Mahasal}1ghika ubernom-
men worden war， als fleckenloser. und leuchtender Geist 
(prabhasvaram cittam) bezeichnet. 1m allg巴meinenwird 
immer wieder hervorgehoben， das k巴inerleiBestimmungen 
darauf zutreffen. Es ist ohne Entstehen und ohne Vergehen， 
ungeschaffen (aiqtat) und unveranderlich (avikarat) und 
uberhaupt nicht ins Dasein getreten (anabhinifVI;ltめ).Es ist 
undenkbar， unw均bar，unm巴sbar，unzahlbar und ohn巴glei-
chen. Es ist grenzenlos， d.h. ohne Anfang， ohne Mitte und 
ohn巴 Ende，also raumlich unbegrenzt. Es ist aber auch ohne 
Beginn， ohne Gegenwart und ohne Aufhoren， liegt also 
auserhalb der drei Zeitstufen. Kurz es ist von Natur aus rein 
(visuddhat) und losgelりは (viviktat) von allen Bestim-
mungen. Es ist daher auch unvorstellbar (avikalpal) und 
auch in ihm finden keine Erkenntnisvorgange stat. Wegen 
sein巴rGrenzenlosigkeit und Unfasbarkeit wird es dah巴rg巴rn
mit dem leeren Raum verglichen. 
Da die Dinge aber unwirklich und von allen Merkmalen 
losg巴l出tsind， treffen auch keinerlei Bestimmungen auf sie 
zu. Sie sind ungeboren und ungeschaffen， ohne Entstehen 
und Verg巴hen.Sie sind und巴nkbar，unwagbar， unm巴sbar，
unzahlbar und ohnegleichen. Und sie sind unbegrenzt und 
ohne VI巴rgangenh巴it，Zukunft und Geg巴nwart.Damit fallen 
aber die Aussagen uber die Erscheinungswelt mit denen uber 
das hochste Sein zusammen， und die Dinge erscheinen 
gewissermasen selbst als das hochste Sein. So gilt es also， 
das Verhaltnls der beiden zueinander zu bestimmen. Aber das 
bereitet Schwierigkeiten Wo man巴sversucht， v巴rmagman 
nur zu sagen， das sie verschieden und doch nichtverschieden 
sind. Die Bestimmungen， welche dem hochsten Sein zukom-
men， wie z. B. das Nichtentstehen und Nichtv巴rgehen，sind 
nicht die funf Gruppen. Und doch sind sie und di巴funf
Gruppen kein巴 Zweiheit.Ebenso ist das hりchsteSein selbst 
nicht den funf Gruppen gleich. Es ist aber auch nicht 
aus巴rhalbder funf Gruppen zu suchen. 
12) Ca~uり. srotra， ghr旬a，jihva， kaya， manal}1si， riipa， sabda， 
gandha， rasa， spra引avya，dharmaJ:!， cak~ur-dhãtur， mano-
dhatuh 
Die zwolf Bereich巴.die achz巴hnElemente 
Erich Frauwalln巴r: Geschichte der indischen Philosophie， 
abgekurzt FGP ebenso weiter. S.190. 
Sehr h託ufigbc:gegnen wir der Vorstellung von den funf 
Eigenschaften d巴rDinge， auf welche sich die Begi巴rde
richtet (kamag岡地)， also den Sinnesobjekten. Immer wied巴r
spricht der Buddha von "den durch das Auge erkannten 
Formen. den durch das Ohr erkannten Tりnen，den durch die 
Nase erkannten Geruchen， den durch die Zunge erkannten 
Geschmacken und den durch den Korper erkannten 
Beruhrungen， den erwunschten， begehrten， angenehmen， 
erfreulich巴n，mitd巴nBegierd巴nverknupften， verlockenden，'‘ 
und warnt davor， sich von ihnen verstricken und betoren zu 
lassen. Dan巴bensteht di巴Vorstellungvon d巴nsechs aus巴ren
und den sechs inneren Ber巴ichen(ayatanani). Es sind dies 
wiederum die Sinnesobjekte und daneben die ihnen 
entsprechenden Sinnesorgane， die hier， ahnlich wie im 
Gespr詰chzwischen Manu und Brhaspati， einander 
gegenubergestellt sind. Dabei ergibt sich die Sechszahl 
dadurch， das das Denkorgan (mana与)in altertumlicher Weise 
auf gleicher Stufe mit den Sinnesorganen erscheint und das 
ihm als Objekt ale dem Denken fasbaren Dinge unt巴rdem 
Namen Gegebenheiten (dharmah， P.dhamma) zug巴ordnet
werden. Schlieslich wird noch haufig eine Gruppe von 18 
Elementen (dhatavai:I) genannt. Dies巴b巴stehenaus den sechs 
auseren und den sechs inneren Bereichen; also den 
Sinnesobjekten und Sinnesorganen， wozu noch das dadurch 
hervorgerufene Erk巴nnen(v討nanam，P. vinnaI;la{I1) kommt， 
das je nach seinem Ursprung in sechsfacher Form als 
Augen巴rkennen，Gehorerkennen， Gerucherkennen， 
Zungenerkennen， Kりrp巴r巴rk巴nnenund Denkerkennen 
ersch巴int
13) Na vidya， navidya， na vidyak与ayonavidyak号ayo，yavan na 
j arl}larllJaI)1 na j ar色marlllJa~ayo
DiezwりlfgliedrigeUrsachenkette. FGP. S. 197ff. 
Wir finden namlich in d巴nalten Texten das buddhistischen 
Kanons n巴benden vier heiligen Wahrheiten einen zweiten 
Lehrsatz， welcher ebenfalls b巴stimmtist， die Entstehung d巴S
Leidens und die Moglichkeit seiner Aufh巴bungzu erklaren， 
und welcher seine letzte Ursache im Nichtwissen findet. 
Dieser Lehrsatz bringt das Bed巴utendste，was der alte 
Buddhismus zur theoretischen Begrundung s巴iner
Erlosungslehre zu sagen hat， und enthalt uberhaupt das 
Wertvollste， was er an philosophischen Gedanken hervorge-
bracht hat. Es ist dies die zwolfgliedrige. Ursachenkette， oder 
wie sie vor allem genannt wird， die Lehre vom abhangigen 
Entstehen (pratityasamutpadai:I， P. pa~iccasamuppãdo) 目
Die einfachst巴 undhaufigste Form， in der diese 
Ursachenkette aufg巴zahltwird， ist folgende : "Abhangig 
vom Nichtwissen (avidy盈， p. avijja) entstehen die 
Gestaltungen (sar:nskaratJ， P. s泊khara)，abhangig von den 
G巴staltungendas Erkennen (vijnanam， P.vinnac.何n)，ab-
hangig vom Erkenn巴nName und Form (namarupam)， 
abhangig von Namen und Form die sechs Ber巴iche
(~açlãyatanam ， P. sajayatana{I1)， abhangig von den sechs 
Bereichen die Beluhrung (sparsal).， P. phasso)， abhangig von 
der Beruh即時 dieEmpfindung (vedana)， abhangig von der 
Empfindung der Durst (t~l)ä， P. tal).ha)， abhangig vom Durst 
das Ergr巴ifen(upadanam)， abhangig vom Ergreifen das 
Werden (bhaval:)， abhanglg vom Werden die Geburt Uatil).， 
abhangig von der G巴burtAlter und Tod， Schmerz und 
Klagen， L巴id，Betrubnis und Verzweiflung UaramarllJasoka-
paridevaduJ:!khadaurmanasyopayasaJ:!， P. jaramar句m:nsoka-
paridevadukkhadomanassupayasa). So kommt die Entstehung 
dieser ganzen Leidensmass巴 (du与khaskandhat，P. 
dukkhakkhandho) zustande 
Durch Aufhebung (nirodhめ)des Nichtwissens werden die 
Gestaltungen aufgehoben， durch Aufhebung der 
Gestaltungen wird das Erkennen aufgehoben， durch 
Aufhebung des Erkennens wird Name und Form aufgehoben， 
durch Aufhebung von Namen und Form werden die sechs 
Bereiche aufgehoben， durch Aufh巴bungder sechs Bereiche 
wird die Beruhrung aufgehob巴n，durch Aufhebung der 
Beruhrung wird die Empfindung aufgehoben， durch 
Aufhebung der Empfindung wird der Durst aufgehoben， 
durch Aufhebung des Durstes wird das Ergr巴ifenaufge-
hoben， durch Aufhebung des Ergreifens wird das Werden 
aufgehoben， durch Au血ebungdes Werdens wird die Geburt 
aufg巴hoben，durch Aufh巴bungder Geburt werden Alter und 
Tod， Schmerz und Klagen， Leid， Betrubnis und Verzweiflung 
aufgehoben. So kommt die Aufhebung dieser ganzen 
Leidensmasse zustande.“ 
Hi巴rwird also das Leiden auf eine Reihe von Ursachen 
zuruckgefuhrt， von denen immer eine die and巴rebedingt und 
deren 1巴tztedas Nichtwissen ist. Und anschliesend daran 
wird gezeigt， wie durch die Aufhebung des Nichtwissens 
auch diese Ursachen aufgehoben w巴rden，bis mit seinen 
Ursachen auch das Leiden verschwindet. Bevor wir jedoch 
auf diesen Grundgedanken selbst巴ingehenund die 
Ursachenkette in ihrer Gesamtheit zu verstehen such巴n，
muss巴nwir uns noch mit einer Reihe von Einzelfragen 
beschaftigen. Der Lehrsatz vom abhangigen Entstehen hat 
namlich immer als der schwierigste und dunkelste Teil der 
Verkundigung des Buddha gegolten und hat seit fruhester 
Zeit den Anstos zu zahllosen Auseinandersetzungen und 
Erorterungen gegeben. Unter diesen Umstanden ist eine 
genauere Besprechung nicht zu umgehen und wir mussen di巴
wichtigsten in ihm enthaltenen Begriffe erst im Einzelnen zu 
verstehen und zu bestimmen suchen， bevor wir daran gehen 
kりnnen，ihn als Ganzes zu d巴utenund zu begreifen 
14) Dul).kha， samudaya， nirodha， rnarga， 
Die vier edlen Wahrheiten. G. d. i. Ph.， S.183 f. 
， ，Dies， ihr Monche， sind die vier edlen Wahrheiten. 
Welche vier? Das Leiden， die Entstehung des Leidens， die 
Aufhebung des Leidens und der zur Aufhebung des Leidens 
fuhrende Weg. 
Was ist nun das Leiden (duJ:tkham， P.dukkhω'J1)? Geburt ist 
Leiden， Alt巴rist L巴iden，Krankheit ist Leiden， Tod ist 
Leiden， mit Unlieb巴mvereint zu sein ist Leiden， von Li巴b巴m
getrennt zu sein ist Leiden， nicht erlangen， was man begehrt 
und erstrebt， auch das ist Leiden， kurz dierunf Gruppen des 
? ?「?
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Ergreif，巴ns(upadanaskandhalJ， P. upadanakkhandho) sind 
Leiden. Das heiβt das Leiden. 
Was ist die Entstehung des Leidens (のめkhasamudayalJ，P. 
dukkhanirodaho)? Es ist der Durst (~IJlI. P. tan肋)， der zur 
Wiedergeburt fuhrt， der von Wohlgefallen und Begierde 
begleitet da und dort Gefallen findet. Das heist die 
Entstehung des Leidens. 
Was ist di巴Aufhebungdes Leidens (duf:!khanirodhaJ.l. P. 
dukkhanirodho)? Es ist die restlose Ablehnung und 
Aufhebung dieses Durstes， der zur Wiedergeburt fuhrt， der 
von Wohlgefallen und Begierde begleitet da und dort 
Gefallen findet， sein Aufgeben und seine Unterdruckung. Das 
heist die Aufhebung des Leidens. 
Und was ist der zur Aufhebung des Leidens fuhrende Weg 
(dutkhanirodhagamini pratipat. P. dukkhanirodhagamini 
pat伊a必)?Es ist der edle achtgliedrige Pfad， namlich rechte 
Ansicht， rechtes D巴nken，rechtes Red巴n，rechtes Handeln， 
rechtes L巴b巴n，rechtes Streben， rechte Wachsamkeit und 
rechte Sammlung. Das heist der zur Aufhebung des Leidens 
fuhrende Weg. Das， ihr Monche， sind die vier edlen 
Wahrheiten'“. 
15) Nirvanめ
BRSW目円BeiBuddhisten， das vollstandige Er1oschen des 
lndividuums“.FGP. S. 129. 
Was ist die Erlosung， oder wie sie der Buddha nennt das 
Er1oschen， das Nirv勾a?Gerade in der Beantwortung dieser 
Frage zeigt sich nun d巴utlicherals irgendwo der nuchterne 
realistische Geist， der die Scholastik des Sarvastivada kenn. 
zeichnet， gleichzeitig aber auch die bedenkenlose Folge・
richtigkeit， mit der man auf einmal eingeschlagenen Weg 
festhielt und ihn zu Ende ging. Ein unfasbares hochstes S巴in
kennt der aller Mystik abgekehrt巴Geistder Schul巴nicht.
Das NirvaJ;1a mus also wie jeder andere Gegenstand des 
Erkennens eine dinghafte Gegebenheit sein. So fordert es die 
Logik des Systems. Wie aber ist diese G巴gebenheitgenauer 
zu bestimmen? Dafur war巴nwied巴rdis zahlreich巴n
Schriftsteller masgeb巴nd，welche das NirvaJ;1a als Auf. 
hebung des Leidens und Schwinden der Begierde kenn-
zeichnen. Das NirvaJ.1a mus aJso etwas sein， das die Be-
gierde aus dem Pers伽 Jichkeitsstromausmerzt und das 
Entstehen weiterer leidvoller Gegebenheit巴nverhindert. 
Damit konnte aber das Denken schon wieder in gewohnte 
Bahnen einlenken. Man kannte eine G巴gebenheitan der 
Erlangung (prapti¥l)， weJche di巴 Zugehorigkeitbestimmter 
Gegeb巴nheit巴nzum Personlichkeitsstrom verursacht. Als 
Ursache der Nichtzugehorigkeit galt eine zweite G巴geben.
heit， die Nichterlangung (ap語pti¥l).Nichts Jag daher naher aJs 
anzunehmen， das das NirvaJ.1a eine ahnlich geartete 
Gegebenheit ist， deren Verbindung mit dem PersりnJich.
keitsstrom dazu fuhrt， das die Laster und ale last巴rhaften
Gegebenheiten daraus ausgeschieden werden und spater 
nicht mehr darin auftreten konnen. Und so wurde d巴nndas 
Nirval).a auch tatsachlich bestimmt. Ein Unterschied ergab 
sich nur insof，巴rn，als man es zu den nicht verursachten 
Gegebenheiten rechnete， und nicht zu den verursachten. Aber 
esnりtigtendazu die zahlreichen Schriftstell巴n，welch巴 das
Nirv句aals ewig und unverganglich bezeichnen. So ergibt 
sich also die uns merkwurdig anmutende Tatsache， das nach 
der Dogmatik d巴sSarvastivada die Erlosung， das Nirval).a， 
nichts and巴resist aJs eine Gegebenheit wie die ubrigen auch， 
die rnit dem Personlichkeitsstrom in Verbindung trit und so 
ihre Wirkung ausubt. 
16) vgJ. Shuyu Kanaoka : lndo Tetsugakusi Gaisetsu (Der Abris 
der indischen Philisophie. Kosei Verlag Tokyo 1990) S.22 f. 
Die Spruche von Mantra oder Darani wie auch di巴speziellen
Termini (wie z.B .pr句鼠paramit.au.s.w.) sind von aJters her 
aus der Ub巴rsetzungsprinzipsowohi ins Tibetanische wie auch 
ins Chinesische nicht ubersetzt worden. D巴rSpruch bedeutet: 















The Referentiality of Direct Objects 
Kunihiko HASHIM01ひ
(原稿受付日 平成11年5月10日 論文受理日 平成11年8月31日)
Abstract 
The purpose of this article is to elucidate the referentiality of direct objects 
in Mongolian from the semantic， prag皿ti c卸 dcognitive viewpoints. This language 
can require an accusative NP or a zero-marked NP in the position of a direct 
object. The previous studies have explained the occurrence of accusative NPs 
mainly in terms of semantic properties such as definiteness or specificity. They， 
however， fail to give us a persuasive explanation of the principles working on the 
choice between accusative NPs and zero-marked NPs. In order to overcome the 
defects， it is demonstrated that the occurrence of accusative NPs follows “the 
principle of specificityO supported by the identifiability of the speaker/addressee 
as well as the following types of referentiality: language-external contextual 
reference， language-internal contextual reference and cognitively-construed 
reference. 





(1) a. Bi ochigdor [nom] av-av. 1】
1 yesterday book-φbuy-PST 
*共通講座
‘1 bought a book yesterday.' 
b. Bi ochigdor [nom-iyg] av-av.2)・3)
1 yesterday book-ACC buy-PST 






(1951)、 Vietze(1918)、Mallinson& Barry (1981) 
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Hammer (1983)、Kullmann& Tserenpil (1996)は、
目的語が定(definite)である時には対格形が選ばれ、
不定(indefinite)の時にはゼロ格形が選ばれると述べ











I Definite NP(Unique identifiable 
/ referent) 
NP ( /Specific NP(Identi-





















(4) a. Mal [ter us-iyg] uu-v. くH>
cattle that water-ACC drink-PST 
‘The cattle drank that water.' 
b.本Mal[ter us] UU-V. 4) <H> 
water-φ 
c. Bilig Dorzh-id [zorim nertej gazr-uud-
-D/L several famous place-PL-
iyg] zaa-zh og-ov.<H> 
ACC show-CNC give-PST 
















(5) a. Ta nar [xen-ijg] yarilts-azh 
you PL who-ACC have a talk with-CNC 
bay-na? <H> 
be-PRS 
'Who are you having a talk wi th?' 
b. [Al' ch xel-ijg] sur-ax-ad nom 
any language-ACC learn~NPS-D/L book-
ix unsh-ix xeregtej.くL>
ゆmuchread-NPS necessary 
‘When (you) learn any language. (you) 











b. Bagsh [xicheell zaa-zh bay-na. 
teacher lesson-φteach-CNC be-PRS 






(7) a. Tuund [xamgijn zhizhig gutall 
3sg:D/L the most small boots-φ 
Og! 
give-φIMP 
‘Give him/her the smallest boots!' 
b. [Xamgi jn olon xuuxed-tej xun-ijgl 
the most many child一CMT person-ACC 
shaash n' duud. 
over here 3P call-φIMP 
‘Su阻叩 overhere a person who has the 







論的な視点を導入する必要がある(Quirket al. 1985， 
Ariel 1988， Ward， Sproat & McKoon 1991， Lambrecht 
1994， Rouchota 1994， Ward & Birner 1995， Genetti 























































(10)a. Bi [ene xicheel-i jg] zaa-na. <M> 
I this lesson-ACC teach-PRS 
‘] teach this lesson.' 
b. Bi [ter oguull-ijg] unsh-san. 
] that story-ACC read-PF 




(11) [Ene xeden zhurzh-ijg] zeexuu-d-ee 
this several orange-ACC nephew-D/L-RFL 
av-aach-aad og-oorej. <MY> 
take-]MP-刷Tgive-OPT 




(12)a. [Ene nom-dxi shul-uud-ijg] tseezhl-
this book-LOC poem-PL-ACC memorize-
eere]. 
OPT 
‘Please memorize the poems of this book.' 
b. Chi. [ter shireen deerx nom-iyg] 
you that table on book-ACC 
bi tgi j av-aaray.くL>
PRH take-OPT 
‘Don' t take the book on that table.' 
(12a. b)は、各々 、 enenom-dxi、tershireenと
いう修飾関係であって、 eneshul-凶d-ijg、ternom-
iygではない。
2. 1. 2 人祢代名調
人称代名詞は、単独でも属格形の修飾語としても、
特定の対象を示すことができる。 Ariel(1988)、Ward.





(13) a. Ta [namayg] sons-son bay-x a. くMY>
- 162 
you lsg:ACC hear-PF be-NPS you know 
'You have heard about me. you know.' 
b. Bi [t凶nijg]tan' -san. <M> 
1 3sg:ACC know-PF 
‘] recognized him/her.' 
人称代名詞の属格形により限定されたNPも例外なく
対格形で現れる。
(14) a. Ta [minij xuu-g] tani-x magadguj. 
you lsg:G son-ACC know-NPS maybe 
'You may know my son. ' 
b. [Taniy nom-iyg] bi uz-ezh bay-san. <MY> 
2sg:G book-ACC] see-CNC be-PF 





(15) Ene uzesgeleng-ijn uzmer-uud [鵬nay
this exhibition-G display-PL Ipl:G 
orn-iy xogzhl-ijg] todorxoy xaruul-
country-G development-ACC clearly show-
zh bay-na. <L> 
CNC be-PRS 
‘The displays of this exhibition clearly 
show the development of our country.' 
(15)の人称代名詞は直後のorn-iyを限定している。






(16) a. Chi boso-ngoo [ayag-i yg min' ] av-
you get up-while cup-ACC my take-
aad al'! <M> 
ANT give it here 
‘Pass (me) my cup as you stand up!' 
b. Odooxondaa [azhl-i y chin' ] ol-ood 















(17) a. Mongol-iyn ard tumen [P.Ochirbat-iyg] 
Mongolian-G people -ACC 
yoronxijlogch-oor song-ov. <M> 
president-INS elect-PST 
‘The Mongolian people elected P.Ochirbat 
as pres i den t.
b. Bid回 rgaash[Xerlen-g] tuul-na. <M> 
we tomorrow -ACC cross-PRS 
‘We will cross the Xerlen River tomorrow.' 
国有名詞の属格形が主要部に先行する場合、対格形
が用いられる。
(18) a. Bid [Baatar-iyn bayshin-g] bari-v. <M> 
we -G house-ACC bui 1 d-PST 
‘We built Baatar' s house.' 
b. Ta nar Xaristos Esus-t itg-ezh 
you PL Christ Jesus-D/L believe-CNC 
[Burxan-iy ach tus-iyg] xurt-sen uchir 
God-G grace-ACC receive-PF reason 
bi dandaa minij Burxan-d talarx-dag. <B> 
1 always Isg:G God-D/L thank-HBT 
‘Since you have believed in Christ Jesus 
and have received the grace of God， 1 










(19) a. [Ochigdor taniy uz-sen kino-g] bi 
yesterday 2sg:G see-PF film-ACC 1 
OnoodOr也z-lee.<L> 
today see-PST 
‘Today 1 saw the film which you had seen 
yesterday. ' 
b. Ta [ter ir-zh bay-gaa xun-ijg] 
you that come-CNC be-IMPF person-ACC 
tani-x uu? <M> 
know-NPS Q 









(20) a. [Mini j tar' -san tsetsg-i j g]xamgaal-zh 
Isg:G plant-PF flower-ACC protect-CNC 
bay-gaaray! <M> 
be-OPT 
‘Take care of the flowers that 1 planted.' 
b. Bi [tuunij Og-sOn xool-iyg] id-lee. 
1 3sg:G give-PF meal-ACC eat-PST 




2. 2. 1 限定語
普通名調の属格形が主要部を限定する時に、対格形
(21)かゼロ格形(22)のどちらかが現れる。
(21) [Ochigdr-ijn sonin-iyg] duul-aa biz 
yesterday一Gnews一ACC hear'寸句-句










(22) Ta nadad [angl i xel-ni j bagshJ 
you lsg:D/L English language-G teacher-φ 
ol-zh OX-guj yuu? <MY> 
find-CNC give:NPS-not Q 









(23) a. Temuuzhin [5 metr ondor modJ 
meter tall tree-φ 
xar-san. <M> 
see-PF 
‘Temuuzhin saw a tree 5 meters tall.' 
?? ??? ? delg色白r-ees[sayxan 
younger brother shop-ABL beautiful 
zurag-tay nomJ av-chee. <L> 
picture-CMT bookφbuy-PST 
‘My younger brother bought a book with 










(24) a.ヰ[5metr ondor modJ Temuuzhin xar-san. 





2. 2. 2 数量詞
(25) Ted [tend bay-san bux yamaa-gJ tool-zh 
they there be-PF all goat-ACC count-CNC 
chad-san-guL 
can-PF-not 
'They couldn' t count the number of all the 
goats which were there. 
(26) a. Bi ogloo [olon shine UgJ 
1 morning 皿nynew word-φ 
togtoo-loo. 
learn by heart-PST 
‘1 learned many new words by heart this 
mormng. 
b. Mini j xuu [tsoon mal J mall-adag.くM>
lsg:G son a few cattle-φherd-HBT 











(27) a. Tanay surguul-ijn-xan buten sayn odor 
2sg:G school-G-CLC Sunday 
[ya皿razhilJ xij-v? 
what work-φdo-PST 
'What kind of work did the pupils of 
your school do on Sunday?' 
b. Ta Suxbaatar-iyn tuxay [ya鵬 rnom] 
you -G about what book-φ 
unsh-san be? 
read-PF Q 












(28) a. Baatar ene nom-oos [YUU-g] unsh-iv? 
this book-ABL what-ACC read-PST 
‘What did Baatar read from this book?'<M> 
b. Namr-iyn tal-aar [ya皿ryamar zujl-
autumn-G steppe-INS what what thing-
s-ijg] ol-zh azhigl-av? <MX> 
PL-ACC find-CNC observe-PST 
'What things did (you) find and observe 













(29) a. Chi ene shil-eer [yum] xar-zh 
you this glass-lNS thing-ゆsee-CNC
chad-ax uu? <M> 
can-NPS Q 
‘Can you see anything through this 
glass?' 
b. Bi eezh-d-ee [zaxyaal bich-meer 
1 mother-D/L-RFL letter-φwrite-DSR 
bay-na. 
be-PRS 





(30) Manay angi [saxilga] bataar 
lpl:G class discipline-φfirmly 
terguul-zhee. 
take the lead-PST 





釈が与えられる(Bayer1986， Descles & Guentcheva 
1990， Lambrecht 1994)。
(31) a. Bi [tsonx] ugaa-san. <M> 
1 window-φwash-PF 
‘1 washed a window.' 
b. Dorzh [kinol uz-ev. <M> 
fi lm-φsee-PST 






(32) a. Bne xun [zurag] sayxan zur-dag. 
this person picture-φwelI draw-HBT 
'This person draws a picture well.' 
b. Bi [tamxil tat-azh bol-no uu? <M> 
1 tobacco-φsmo恥-CNCmay-PRS Q 









(33) a. do business， do repairs， do work， 






(34) a. Manay ang-ijn-xan [tseverlegee] xij-ne. 
lpl:G class-G-CLC cleaning-φdo-PRS 
‘Our classl臨tesclean.' 
b. Bi tand [saad] xij-zh 
1 2sg:D/L disturbance-φdo-CNC 
bay-na uu? 
be-PRS Q 





(35) a. Odoo unshlag-iyn tasalgaan-d taniy 
now reading-G room-D/L 2sg:G 
ax duu nar ba egch duu nar [nom-iyg] 
brothers PL and sisters PL book-ACC 
unsh-izh bay-na. <0> 
read-CNC be-PRS 
‘Your brothers and sisters are reading 
books in the reading room now. . 
b. Toloologch-id xural-d-aa tsag-t-aa 
delegate-PL meeting-D/L-RFL time-D/L-RFL 
ir-eg gezh [urilg-iyg] ert 
come-PRM QUT invitation-ACC early 
taraa-san. <M> 
hand out-PF 
‘The invitations were handed out early 
so that the delegates could come to their 










(36) ~ Manay uls-iyn azhilch-id ba taryaach-
lpl:G country-G worker-PL and farmer-
id [ex choloo-g] ol-ov. <0> 
PL freedomrACC find-PST 
'The workers and farmers of our country 
found the freedo臥'
b. Ene surguul-ijn suragch-id [er佃-ijg] 
this school-G pupil-PL education-
oroldlogo char皿ylt-aar sur-dag. 
ACC effort effort-INS study-HBT 
'The pupils of this school study the 













(37) a. John bought a TV and [a fridge] i • but 
he returned [the fridge]i . 
b. [JohnL came to my room. 1 gave [him] i 








(38) Minij exner [xool] i xij-zh og-loo. Bi 





'My wife made a meal for me. 1 ate i t. ' 
照応的指示は、ゼロ代名調の他に、定NPや代名詞も
担うことができる。
(39) a. [Mongol ard-iyn xuv'sgal ]， 1921 
Mongolian people-G revolution 
on-d yal-san. [Ene xuv' sgal-iyg L 
year-D/L win-PF this revolution-ACC 
D.SUxbaatar urird-av. <L> 
lead-PST 
‘Mongolian People' s Revolution won in 
1921. D. SUxbaatar led this revolution.' 
b. Bagsh nadad [sonin nom ]，
teacher lsg: D/L interesting book-o 
og-ch， bi [t凶nijg ]， unsh-laa. 
give-CNC 1 3sg:ACC read-PST 
‘The teacher gave me an interesting 






(40) a. [Baygal-iynL bUx yum xuul' zUjtej， 
nature-G al1 thing law proper 
[Baygal-iygl， xart uz-eed 
nature-ACC staring}y see-ANT 
toxyooldoI bish gezh med-ezh bol-no. <B> 
happening NEG QUT know-CNC become-PRS 
'AlI things in na ture foIlow its laws. 
When (you) stare at the nature， (you) 
realize that they don' t happen to exist.' 
b. Ta [mongol-chuud-iyn]i dund am' dar-
you Mongolian-PL-G among live-
maazhin [tednijg ]， sayn oy}go-no. <M> 
only if 3pl :AC well understand-PRS 
‘Only if you live among Mongolian people， 
will you understand them well.' 
照応語となる目的語NPが、先行調の一部分と同一指
示的である場合がある。
(41) Bi [uunijgL sayn med-ex-gUj， Gevch [neg 
1 this:ACC well know-NPS-not but one-
ijg L av-aad orxi-yoo. <M> 
ACC buy-ANT CMPしAUX-VLN
‘1 don' t know these (goods). But Iet me buy 






(42) .. X， .. [Ug kino-ni j 
the above-mentioned film-G 
ujl yavdl-iyg ]， tovch bich-eerej. <MX> 
scene-ACC briefly write-OPT 
‘Let' s write the above-mentioned scene of 






(43) a. Bi [ene og凶lber-ijgL [bUgd-i jgL 
1 this sentence-ACC all-ACC 
togtoo-gOO-guj， 
memorize-IMPF-not 
‘1 haven' t memorized al these sentences 
yet. 
b. [Ene shuugeen-dxi nom-iyg 1， [bugd-
this bookcase-in book-ACC all-
ijg]; unshl 
ACC read-φIMP 














ti jmerxuu '1 ike tha t'がある。これらの限定語に修飾
される目的語はゼロ格形か対格形のどちらかをとる。
(44) a. (Pointing to a certain car) Bi [tijmerxuu 
mashinJ av鵬 arbay-na. 
car-φbuy-DSR be-PRS 
1 like that 
‘1 want to buy a car like that.' 
b. Adaatsag-ijn-x-aas ovol [ijmerxUU 
-G-POS-ABL winter like this 
xatuuxan shalgaltJ av-san yu凪 <U>
quite hard trial-φgive-PF ASR 
‘The winter gave (us) a quite hard trial 
like this fTom the place of Adaatsag.' 
(45) a. Tsedev bol [nom bichig zoxyoo-dog xUnJI 
TOP books-φwrite-HBT person 
bay-na.日jm x加一ijgJ1 zoxyoolch 
be-PRS like this person-ACC writer 
ge-ne. 
say-PRS 
‘Tsedev is a person who writes books. A 
person like this is called a writer.' 
b. [Dorzh-i jn mor' n' J I dayn-i y tal bay-d 
-G horse 3P war-G field-D/L 
ux-ev. [Ti jm am' tn-i yg ] 1 xoorxi j 1 
die-PST like that animal-ACC feel 
-ox xeregtej. 
sorry for-NPS necessary 
‘Dorzh' s horse died (was killed) at the 
field of battle. (We) feel sorry for an 
























(46) a. [The fol1owing L are the alternatives 
we di scussed. . . . . X 1 ・






(47) a. [Daraax' 。guulber-ijnbutts-ijg]1 
the following sentence-G structure-ACC 
taylbarl-aaray. .....XI ..... <MX> 
explain-OPT 
'Let' s explain the structure of the 
following sentence.' 
b. Ner Ug-ijn Undsen-d [doorxi 
noun-G root-D/L the undermentioned 
dagavr-iyg ]1 zalg-azh zhinxene ner 
suffix-ACC attach-CNC substantive-φ 
butee-ne. ..... X I ・・・・・ <MX> 
construct-PRS 
‘(We) construct substantives by attach-



















(48) a. Jane has blond hair/本hairs.
b. Harry noticed two grey hairs on Jane' s 
temple. 
C. There are many tables in the room that 
the students can use. 
d. There is much table in the room that 



















立させられた部分のことである(vanHoek 1995， 1997， 






(49) a. Shireen deer tabi-astay bay-gaa nom-
table on put-STATIVE be-IMPF book-
oos [neg-ijg] av. <L> 
ABL one-ACC take-φIMP 
'Take one from the books lying on the 
tabIe. ' 
b. Chi ene olon gutl-iyn-xaa [al' neg-ijg] 
you this凪.nyboots-G-RFL any one-ACC 
dOU-d-ee Og-Ooch! 
younger brother-D/L-RFL give-I昨
‘You give your younger brother any of 










(50) a. [End bay-san xivin-tay us-niy ixenx-
here be-PF bucket-CMT water-G greater 
ijg] fixer uu-chix-zhee. <L> 
part-ACC cow drink-CMP-PST 
'The cow drank up most of the water 
lying here.' 
b. Bat [xool-niy-xoo tsooxonx-ijg] 
meal-G-RFL lesser part-ACC 
ooroo id-ev. 
for oneself eat-PST 
‘Bat ate just a little amount of his 
meal for himself.' 
4. 2 共感度
次の二つの文を比較してみよう。
(51) a. TUOnd [x姐 gijn zhizhig gutal] 
3sg:D/L the most small boots-φ 
og! 
give-φIMP 
‘Give her the smallest bootsl' 
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b. [Xamgi jn olon xuuxed-tej xun-i jg] 
the most凪 nychild一CMT person-ACC 
shaash n' duud! 
over here 3P ca]]-φIMP 







































'1 don' t know a country without a 
leader. ' 
b. Bi ene tsaasn-aas [xed-ijg] ch 
I this paper-ABL several-ACC even 
av-aa-guj. 
take-IMPF-not 


















(54) a. l' 1] come to your office tomorro~ 
「あすあなたの事務所にお伺いします。 j
b. A: I'm going to the department store. 










(55) a. Bi nom unsh-izh exel-megts [bOx 
] book-φread-CNC begin-SML a11 
170 -
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yum-iyg] mart-dag yu凪 <M>
thing-ACC forget-HBT ASR 
‘As soon as ] start to read a book. (]) 
forgot everythin~ 
b. [Al' ch xel-ijg] sur-ax-ad 
any language-ACC learn-NPS-D/L 
nom ix unsh-ix xeregtej. 
book-φmuch read-NPS necessary 
‘When (you) learn any language. (you) 




















































i. Bii ochigdor nom(ーiyg)-001 av-av. 
book(-ACC)-RFL 




4) 星印 Y は、文が非文法的であることを示す。















































i. a.Unen xel-sen Uguj-g bou med! 
truth-φsay-PF not-ACC PRH know-φIMP 
‘Who knows whether he was telling the 
truth or not?' 
b.Nadad boo saad xi jf 
lsg:D/L PRH disturbance-φdo-φIMP 
‘Don' t disturb me!' 
省略記号
Ablative PST Past 
: Accusati ve PRH : Prohibitive 
Aff irmati ve PRM Permissive 
: Anterior PRS : Present 
: Assertive PST : Past 
: Collective Q : Question 
: Completive QUT : Quotative 
Comitative RFL : Reflexive 
Connecti ve SML Simultaneous 
: Dative/Locative TOP : Topic 
Desirative VLT : Voluntative 
: Genitive φ : Zero-marked 
: Habitual ゆIMP: Imperarive 
Imperative 3P : Third possessive 
Imperfective Isg : First singular 
Instrumental 2sg : Second singular 
Locative 3sg : Third singular 
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Experimental and Numerical Study on 
Elastic-Plastic Behavior of Steel-Pipe Pier Models 
Norimitsu KISHI， Masato KOMURO， Hideo KOEDA and Yoshiaki GOTO 
(原稿受付日 平成11年5月10日 論文受理日 平成11年 8月31日)
Abstract 
In order to investigate the effects of radius-thickness ratio and an axial force on the maximum 
lateral loading capacity and ductility of steel-pipe bridge piers， monotonic and cyclic loading 
tests for steel-pipe pier models ar巴carriedout under a compressive axialload. And also， inorder 
to establish a rational analysis method for the pipe piers under lateral cyclic loading， applicabil-
ity of three types of constitutive 、rulesare investigated comparing with experimental results 
which are isotropic hardening rule， kinematic hardening rule， and three-surface model. From 
these抗udies，following results are obtained: 1) decreasing radius-thickness ratio and the砿 ial
load， nondimensional maximum lateral loading capacity can not be increased， but ductility can 
be improved， and 2) three-surface model is the best constit凶 iverule for the estimation of load-
displacement hysteresis loop and local buckling mode among three rules considered here. 


































荷重点高さ 鋼管高さ 板厚中，[)半径 板厚 細長比 径厚比
L (mm) L' (mm) R (mm) t (mm) 
パラメー タ パラメー タ
入 Rt 
tlO- 47.75 1.0 0.481 0.129 
t15- 48.00 1.5 0.479 0.086 
631.5 500 
t20- 48.25 2.0 0.476 0.065 
t25- 48.50 2.5 0.474 0.052 
向上や汎用構造解析プログラムの普及により，銅製橋脚
の弾塑性挙動に対する数値解析が多く行われている(3)，















































A = ー圃回一- ~ I ー ・ー府、IE. (2) 
ここで， η:鋼管の降伏応力， E，:縦弾性係数， ν.. 






















































































P (kN) PjPy 載荷方式 Hy (kN) 理論値ん (mm) 換算値 dYB(mm) 
t10岨N15 15.3 3.21 3.82 4.69 
t15-N15 -m:単調 22.8 4.84 3.79 4.67 
0.15 油圧
t20-N15 30.6 6.49 3.75 4.95 
t25-N15 38.4 8.16 3.71 4.97 
t15-NO -c :繰り返し 0.0 0.00 5.70 4.45 5.40 
t15-N8 11.8 0.08 重錘 5.26 4.11 4.99 
九:降伏時の軸方向荷重 (=A円)














y 3EI (3) 
円 (σ百-P/A)I






































試験体名 OyE (mm) Hm (kN) Hm/Hy Om (mm) μm = Om/OyE 九(mm) μ= Ou/OyE 
t10-N15-m 
4.69 
4.69 1.46 8.26 1.76 14.84 3.16 
t10-N15・c 4.97 1.55 8.96 1.91 14.48 3.09 
t15-N15-m 
4.67 
7.50 1.55 9.37 2.01 29.11 6.23 
t15-N15-c 7.26 1.50 9.49 2.03 17.69 3目79
t20岨N15-m 9.52 1.47 10.34 2.09 37.55 7.59 
t20-N15-c 
4.95 
9.36 2.19 23.07 4.66 1.44 10.82 
t25-N15-m 
4.97 
11.76 1.44 12.95 2.61 54.12 10.89 
t25-N15-c 12.06 1.48 11.60 2.33 26.81 5.40 
t15-NO-m 
5.40 
7.84 1.38 11.52 2.13 45.34 8.39 
t15-NO-c 7.61 1.34 11.15 2.06 23.31 4.31 
t15-N8-m 
4.99 
7.24 1.38 10.11 2.03 31.68 6.35 
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図-8 (b)は径厚比パラメータを一定 (Rt= 0.086) と
した場合の無次元包絡線を示している.図より，軸力比



























理して示している.図-10には軸力を一定 (P/Py = 
0.15 )とした場合の各塑性率と径厚比パラメータムの関
係を示している.図より Rt"/)r小さいほと'塑性率μmおよ
び μ は大きしその傾向は μの方がより顕著であるこ
とがわかる. また， 図ー11には径厚比パラメータを一
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-解実析験結結果果 l l 
一一一解析結果
一一ー・実験結果
' 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 。2 4 6 8 10 12 14 。2 4 6 B 10 12 14 
018. 8/8. 8/8，. 
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(a) 軸力比を一定とし，径厚比パラメータを変化させた場合 (Pj九=0.15) 
図-18 繰り返し載荷における解析結果と実験結果の比較
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(b) 径厚比パラメータを一定とし，軸力比を変化させた場合 (Rt= 0.086) 
図-18 (続き)
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Development of a Small-Scale Free Piston Type High Enthalpy Shock Tunnel 
for the Study of Space Plane Physics 
Takakage ARAI， Hiromu SUGIYAMA and Kazuhide MIZOBATA 
(原稿受付日 平成1年5月10日 論文受理日 平成1年8月31日)
A Small司ScaleFree Piston Type High Enthalpy Shock τ'unnel has been developed at the Aercト
nautical and Space Engineering Division of Mechanical Systems Engineering in Muroran Institute 
of Technology for the study of hypersonic and high enthalpy sow being宙開ntialfor sp釦 eplane. 
By employing this shock tunnel， obtained丘四streamMach number and total pressure were about 
8 and O.03MPa， r田pectively.The ftow duration w邸 about1 ms and estimated ftow enthalpy w出
about 3 M.T jkg. Photographs taken by CCD camera showed the developing shock wave and the 
shape of radiating region around the model. And also， the interaction of the hypersonic ftow and 
sonic jet injected normally into free stream w酪 observed.The future works such as the real g槌
effect problems， supersonic combustion in high enthalpy flow and so on， which are related to space 
plane development， will be able to be conducted using this high enthalpy facility. 


































Facility 長さ 内径 L/D ピストン 長さ 内径 L/D ノズル出口 エンタルピ
L(m) (mm)_ 質量 (kg) L(m) D(mm) 直径 (mm) (MJ/kg) 
T3， Aust. Nat. Univ 6 300 20 90 6 76 79 300 "，25 
T4， Univ. of Queensland 25 228 110 90 10 75 133 388 "，40 
T5， Cal. Tech. 30 300 100 150 12 90 133 314 "，40 
HEG，Gるttingen 33 550 60 685-760 17 150 113 880 "，45 
HIEST， NAL 42 600 70 580 17 180 94 1200 "，25 
Tohoku Univ. 6 100 60 3.1 2.04 38 54 150 "，13 
Nagoya Univ. 2.3 80 29 2.0 2.5 40 63 122 "，10 
















































































長さが 2000mm(LjD=123.5)， 1500mm (LjD=92.6)， 
m shadowgraph optical system Measuring systc 
I High-prcssui'c chambcr 
2 Double diaphragm tube 
3 Comprcssion tube 
4 shock tube 
5 Test section 






















































(a) driver gぉ:air 
(Diaphragm C : 0.6rI1m， Diaphragm S : 75μmx3) 
20 。
time [Imsldiv.) 
(b) dri ver gas : He 
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(b) t= 250μs 


























LjD driver g出 f1jRb M 
123.5 all" 0.150 5.8，-，6.15 
He 0.147 6.1，-，6.55 
92.6 rur 0.146 6.3，-，6.7 
He 0.143 6.7，-，7.4 
61.7 alf 0.141 7.15"，8.1 









(a) 一様流の諸量(一様流マッハ数 M=8) 
静圧 :PNお 0.0012MPa
静温 :TN勾 220K



























































4. Solenoid valve A 
5. Solenoid valve B 
6.N2t創lk
7.円徳島ure釘'ansdu∞r
8. Pressure gauge 
9. Nozzle 
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